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Abstract 
Development of mampulators that mteract closely with humans has been a focus of 
research m fields such as robot-assisted surgery The recent mtroductwn of powered 
surgical-assistant devices mto the operatmg theatre has meant that modified mdustnal 
robot manipulators have been reqmred to mteract with both patient and surgeon 
Some of these robots require the surgeon to grasp the end-effector and apply a force 
while the JOint actuators provide resistance to motion In the operatmg theatre, the use 
of high-powered mechamsms to perform these tasks could compromise the safety of 
the patient, surgeon, and operating room staff. 
In this mvestigatwn, a two degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) mampulator IS designed for 
the purpose of followmg a pre-defined path under the direct control of the surgeon In 
order to ensure safety and accuracy a novel application of non-backdnveable JOint 
mechamsm based upon a worm-wheel and worm gears IS presented The two motor-
dnven worm gears of each JOint are controlled usmg state-of-the-art control methods 
Namely, computed-torque and composite adaptive controllers are used m conJunctiOn 
with a mathematical model of the JOint mechamsm to mmimise backlash and regulate 
JOint pos1t10n SimulatiOn and expenmental results show that for a 1-DOF system 
JOint error was controlled to be less than ±0 0015rads usmg both control schemes For 
the 2-DOF system, the end-effector can only be constramed to remam along the path 
(to w1thm ±3mm) with a computed-torque controller despite the large effects of 
unmodelled dynamics such as JOint flexibility The composite adaptive controller was 
not shown to be robust in the face of large system flexibility and was unable to 
regulate end-effector pos1t10n with the same accuracy as the computed-torque 
controller 
An m-depth analysis of the motion of the 2-DOF planar mampulator h1ghhghts the 
need to show the user how to apply a force to the control handle in order to 
accomplish the desired task. A control handle IS presented that incorporates a 
pomtmg device for this purpose 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Background 
Development of mampulators that interact closely w1th humans 1s mcreasmgly a focus 
of research m fields such as robot-assisted surgery and haptic interfaces as there IS a 
growmg demand for robotic dev1ces that directly mteract w1th humans m these two 
fields In particular, robotic devices have been mtroduced mto the operatmg theatre to 
help the surgeon perform mtricate invasive procedures With a higher degree of 
accuracy and rehab1hty than would otherwise be possible w1th more traditiOnal 
methods. 
A w1de variety of operatwns have benefited from the mtroduction of a robotic 
assistant For example orthopaedic, neurological, cardmc, and cosmetic surg1cal 
procedures have all been enhanced by robotic assistance However, many of the 
robotic dev1ces currently m use are based on modified industnal manipulators and 
have typically been des1gned for h1gh-speed, h1gh-torque apphcatwns The accuracy 
of such dev1ces IS unsurpassed but m the operatmg theatre, the use of high-powered 
mechanisms to perform these tasks has the potential to comprom1se safety of the 
patient, surgeon, and operatmg room staff. 
Alternatives to these high powered robots have included custom bmlt pass1ve arms 
w1th dynamic constramts, wh1ch are unable to generate motwn of their own These 
systems reqmre the surgeon to grasp a control handle mounted on or near the robot 
end-effector and provide the motive force Computer controlled clutches or brakes 
Iim1t the range of motwn of the end-effector to constram the tool to remain Within a 
pre-defined safe working regwn Although current devices have proved relatively 
successful in accomphshmg th1s task, they have only had hm1ted success m 
constrammg the tool to remam along a pre-defined path as may be reqmred by more 
complex machimng processes such as bone m1lhng and dnlhng mvolved in modern 
surg1cal procedures 
I 
Introduction 
1.2. Aims of the Research 
This research atms to address the tssue of safety By crihcally revtewmg current 
developments m the field of surgical asststant devtces tt ts posstble to identifY 
solutwns to current dtfficulttes m the areas of safety and control. Followmg the 
tdentificatwn of these tssues tt has been posstble to destgn a prototype devtce which 
could aid the surgeon m perforrnmg the Total Knee Replacement (TKR) procedure. 
The device and tts associated control system demonstrate that the operatiOn could be 
performed wtth greater accuracy and safety than ts possible using tradttional methods 
In the remamder of thts chapter the TKR procedure ts descnbed Thts is a typical 
orthopaedic procedure, which has been addressed a number of hmes wtth regard to 
robottc/mechatromc asststance Shortfalls wtth current manual techmques are 
htghlighted in order to tllustrate the reasons why robohc devtces are the preferred 
solutiOn The chapter concludes wtth a statement of the objecttves of the research and 
the structural out! me ofthts thesis 
1.3. Total Knee Replacement Surgery 
Total Knee Replacement (TKR) surgery is a procedure m which the surgeon ts 
reqmred to cut a series of plane profiles mto the surface of the hbta and femur m such 
a way that a prosthetic knee JOint may be fitted. Accurate ahgnment and position of 
the prosthettc components is cructal to the success of the operatiOn, 1 e pamless and 
tmproved leg-motion for the pattent. Misahgnment or poor fittmg of the prosthests 
can also reduce the longevtty of the replacementjomt 
Dunng TKR one of the common methods for onentatwn of the prosthesis components 
IS to use JOmt-lme theory [1]. Joint-hne theory tries to ensure that after surgery the 
femur and hbia are ahgned along the mechantcal axts (a stratght line that passes 
through the head of the femur, the centre of the knee, and the centre of the ankle), as 
shown in Figure I Some surgeons favour thts method because of eructate retention 
In parttcular the Postenor Cruciate Ligament (PCL) is tmportant to the stabthty of the 
knee and absorbs stress that mtght otherwtse be transmttted to the bone mterface 
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Aside from the procedure reqmred to gam access to the knee JOmt, the operation can 
be split into two parts preparatiOn of the femur for fittmg of the femoral prosthesis, 
and preparation of the tibia for 1ts associated component. The procedure for fitting the 
femoral component is shown m F1gure 2. F1rstly, the surgeon must dnll a hole into 
the medullar cavity from the distal end of the femur, F1gure 2a Figure 2b shows that 
an mtermedullary rod 1s mserted through the hole into the diaphyseal cav1ty, i e 
inside the shaft of the femur. The distal cuttmg jig is mounted on the rod 
perpendicular to the mechanical axis Once the surgeon is satisfied that the jig has 
been aligned correctly, 1t IS fixed m place w1th two Stemmann pms The d1stal 
reference cut IS then made using an oscillating saw, Figure 2c Th1s cut does not fix 
the pos1tion of the prosthesis; it generates a reference plane perpendicular to the 
mechanical axis from which all subsequent cuts w1ll be made It IS at th1s pomt that 
the s1ze of the prosthesis 1s selected and the surgeon aligns the appropriately s1zed 
chamfer-cutting jig m the correct positiOn. Subsequently, the two anterior and two 
posterior chamfer cuts are made as shown in Figure 2d The surgeon may also be 
required to m1ll small charmels or dnll holes for the locating features at the 
bone/prosthesis interface. The methods used to locate the prosthesis differ dependmg 
upon the manufacturer In F1gure 2e the femoral component 1s shown as havmg a 
smgle locatmg pm In th1s case the surgeon would be reqmred to dnll a hole m the 
correct locatiOn, only then can the prosthesis be fitted 
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Figure 2- Total Knee Replacement (TKR) bone removal and procedure for 
fitting the femoral prosthetic component 
For placement of the tib13l component, one plane surface cut 1s reqmred An external 
clamp 1s used to fix the d1stal end of an alignment rod to the centre of the ankle The 
cuttmg Jig 1s mounted at the prox1mal end and aligned to be perpendiCular to the 
mechanical ax1s as shown m Figure 3a. Before the prosthesis can be fitted, the 
surgeon is required to mill the mating surface of the bone to accommodate the 
location profile of the prosthesis, F1gure 3b. 
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Figure 3 -Total Knee Replacement (TKR) bone removal and fitting of 
tibial prosthetic component 
The above descnptwn of the TKR procedure is from the general pomt of view of bone 
removal Issues concerned w1th preparing the JOint for these procedures have not 
been detailed The method IS descnbed w1th reference to the P .F C ® Sigma Knee 
System from Johnson & Johnson Orthopaedic [2), which typifies in general the bone 
profiling reqmrement of TKR surgery 
1.4. Shortfalls of current procedures 
The TKR procedure is made particularly difficult because of the Jigs/templates and 
tools that the surgeon IS required to use Current methods used to place the new JOint 
make misalignment of the prosthesis a common problem [3). Poor jig-alignment IS a 
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common problem and 1s compounded by the fact that accurate positioning of each 
subsequent Jig is dependent upon the position of previous templates. It can be seen 
that m the case of F1gure 2 above, the positiOn and onentation of the chamfer cutting 
j1g (F1gure 2d) is whoiiy dependent upon the placement of the distal cuttmg template 
(F1gure 2b) 
Another cntlcal aspect of the success of a TKR procedure is that of surface quality of 
the final cuts This is particularly important in the implant of a cementless prosthetic 
component, where the bone IS reqmred to grow into the prosthesis m order to help 
maintam 1ts position A very common problem during the removal of bone 1s that 
even w1th JigS as a gu1de, the thm saw deflects away from the bone durmg cuttmg as 
illustrated in F1gure 4 
Actual cut 
7f 
---· 
g,w .,,,, r ~I 
===="' <=! ,_.....,"l'"r'-f--·-~~~~~"-:c:c:.:____ ------ Desired cut 
Cuttmg guide 
Figure 4 - Deviation of saw from cutting path 
One solution to the problem of surface roughness and maccuracy caused by the 
oscillatmg saw has been the mtroductiOn of m1Ilmg tools However, hand-held 
milling tools are very difficult to use because of the way m which the cuttmg force IS 
transferred to the user. Even With Jigs and guides the milling tool can 'bite' into the 
bone causing the surgeon's hand to be suddenly jolted. This can cause meparable 
damage to the bone and surroundmg tissue Therefore, in order to mcrease the 
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accuracy With wh1ch the operatiOn is performed robotic devices w1th millmg tools 
mounted on the end-effector have been an attractive solutiOn to these problems. 
1.5. Organisation of the thesis 
The review of the literature in robot1c ass1stance in surgery 1s presented in Chapter 2 
In this chapter, the current state of the art, both in terms of the solutiOns currently 
bemg developed and the procedures that are performed usmg ex1stmg dev1ces, 1s 
illustrated. The rev1ew addresses the 1ssue of safety of the patient, surgeon, and 
operatmg room staff, as well as the classification of the surg1cal ass1stant devices 
Three passive robot1c dev1ces are identified m order to address the issue of safety 
The chapter is concluded by a discussion on the hm1tat10ns of the current state of the 
art and Identification of the goals of th1s research 
In Chapter 3, three pass1ve traJectory-enhancmg robots are discussed in detml The 
chapter aims to highlight current problems w1th the control and implementation of 
these devices. A mathematical analysis of a 2-DOF, revolute JOmt robot 1s performed 
m order to identify a solutiOn to the problem of controlling the actuators to force the 
end-effector to remam along a pre-planned path. 
Chapter 4 represents the design and development of the ongmal concept m to a 2-DOF 
manipulator Th1s is followed by a descnpt10n of the electromc hardware and 
software m Chapter 5, which descnbes a mechatronic workstat10n that was developed 
as part of this research. The Personal-Computer (PC) based control system, nmmng 
the QNX Real-T1me Operatmg System (RTOS), is aimed at prov1ding a platform for 
the rapid-prototypmg of control algorithms and strategies for mechatronic systems. 
In Chapter 6 the mathematical model of the joint mechanism IS presented DerivatiOn 
of an accurate mathematical model enables the development of two types of control 
algorithms that are able to cancel backlash and regulate joint pos1tion A computed-
torque controller is developed m Chapter 7 and a composite adaptive controller 1s 
developed m Chapter 8 Both controllers are shown to accurately regulate position 
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and cancel backlash desp1te the large fnctwn forces inherent in the system. The two 
control algonthms and the1r results for a 1-DOF are discussed in Chapter 8 
In Chapter 9, the mathematical model of a smgle JOmt IS used to develop the dynam1c 
equations for a 2-DOF manipulator. The control strategy for the 2-DOF system 1s 
presented m Chapter I 0 for a computed-torque controller and m Chapter I! for the 
compos1te adaptive controller 
The conclusions of the research are stated in Chapter 12 followed by 
recommendatiOns for future work m Chapter 13. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 
2.1. Introduction 
The current state of the art of robotic devices designed to assist m surgical procedures 
is presented in this chapter. Firstly, the issue of safety IS addressed. This is followed 
by a discussion on the classification of robotic assistant devices Literature descnbing 
several devices relevant to this research IS presented and cntically reviewed. 
Furthermore, two haptic displays, used for providing tactile feedback to human 
operators, are reviewed because of their relevance to this work. 
2.2. Safety Issues 
Most of the robotic devices that are currently used to aid surgeons in perforrnmg 
operational tasks have been based on modified industrial manipulators. Industrial 
robots have typically been designed for high speed/high torque applications makmg 
them an inappropnate choice for use in the surgical environment without the 
introduction of complex safety strategies 
The manufacturers of industnal robot systems generally recommend that the 
manipulator be enclosed in its own cell thus protectmg the human workers from the 
threat of inJury by means of an mterlocked safeguardmg boundary [4]. The mstttutwn 
of such safety measures IS not feasible for surgical applicatiOns However, other 
issues on safety can be ported from existing industnal standards although the concerns 
about the reliability of these practices are augmented To this end, a number of papers 
have been written in an attempt to address the Issues of mtroducing a robot into this 
safety-critical environment 
Taylor et a! [5, 6] descnbe the safety procedures implemented on the Total Hip 
Replacement (THR) system named ROBODOC which uses a modified mdustnal 
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mampulator to m1ll a cavity for the implant of a cementless prosthetic h1p They 
defined four safety reqmrements for a surg1cal robotic system. These are. 
The robot should never lose control of its motwns. 
2 The robot should never exert excess1ve force on the patient 
3. The robot's cutter should stay Within a predefined workspace 
4. The surgeon should be in complete control of the robot's actwns at all times 
Papers by Davies [7, 8] expressed concerns about the mtroduction of industrial robots 
mto the surgical field These articles do not only ques!ion the strength, speed and 
potential unrehab1hty of the robots available on the market, but also questwns the 
legal liability of robot manufacturers Dav1es argued that when a surgeon uses a robot 
assistant and the surgery fails, the surgeon, (unless 1t can be proven that he was 
negligent), is not totally at fault Th1s may result m legal actwn bemg taken agamst 
the manufacturer of the robotic dev1ce It can be seen that fmlure on the part of the 
robot ra1ses issues other than human mjury. Beanng th1s m mmd, it is qmte obvious 
why the robot industry would decline to let the1r robots be used m such a sensitive 
environment. A purely fictional, but pertment, account of what m1ght happen from a 
legal stand point is made by Epstem in "The Case of the Killer Robot" [9]. Epstem's 
story focuses on the eth1cs of the computer sc1ence industry In th1s example a smgle 
programmer is indicted for manslaughter because a sectiOn of code that he wrote was 
alleged to have caused the robot operator's fatal accident. 
The use of mdustnal robots in th1s field also ra1ses the questwn of autonomy and how 
much the surgeon should be relieved of manual control One method of safety 
enhancement IS to make the surgeon confirm every actwn the robot is to make Th1s 
ensures that the surgeon has the final decision as to whether to proceed With the next 
step of the operatiOn. This provokes the questiOn, 'At what pomt should the surgeon 
confirm motion?' If the surgeon were required to confirm every minute motwn, the 
time taken to perform the operation would increase. As a result, the patient would be 
under anaesthetic for a longer penod and potentially at greater risk from infectiOn. 
However, if the surgeon 1s not allowed to confirm small enough steps the system 
becomes more autonomous, thus escalatmg the problem of safety in favour of the 
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robot. A careful trade-off must be made in order to ensure that introductwn of safety 
measures m one area does not cause the safety of the patient to be compromised 
In 1994, the EEC Directive on Medical Devices put stnct limits on the design of 
medical devices [10) There are some very Important points that can be directly 
applied to the design of robotic surgical assistant devices The directive states 
"Devzces must be deszgned and manufactured m such a way as to 
protect the patzent and user agamst mechamcal risks connected wzth, 
for example, reszstance, stabilzty and movmg parts " 
Using these gmdehnes It should be possible to design a safe robotic system for 
surgery. Industnal robots are becommg more frequently used to perform tasks m an 
interactive manner with humans 
One issue of safety that has not been discussed so far IS that of mamtammg a sterile 
envuonment in the operatmg theatre Smce the proposed research will produce only a 
laboratory prototype, It IS not important at this stage to consider m depth the need for 
a stenle robot However, there are two common methods of ensuring that the surgical 
tools are disinfected: these are physical and chemical. Typically only the physical 
methods are used owing to the fact that chemical methods carmot guarantee 
mstruments are disinfected [11). The physical methods include 
I Dry heat The component to be stenhsed IS subjected to 160°C heat for I hour. 
2. Dry steammg under pressure also known as autoclavmg: The Item IS subjected 
to 135Kpa, 121°C for 15 mmutes or220Kpa, 134°C for 3 minutes 
These physical methods of dlSlnfectmg surgical tools can be detrimental to most 
robotic actuators and sensors such as motors and encoders There are a vanety of 
components on the market that can withstand the high temperatures that need to be 
endured during the cleanmg process However, these components are generally more 
expensive than their non-autoclavable counterparts A more common solutwn, in 
robot-assisted surgery, is to use a sterile drape that can be disposed of once the 
operation is complete The drape (usually plastic, paper, or cloth) covers the robot 
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(except for the end-effector) ensuring that sterility is not comprom1sed The end-
effector, the only component that actually comes into contact w1th the patient, is 
usually stenhsed by autoclavmg and attached to the robot without compromising the 
drape's ability to maintam sterility 
2.3. Classification of robotic surgical assistant devices 
Many systems have been developed for a var1ety of different surgical procedures but 
until recently, classification of these aids appears to be somewhat of a grey area. 
Davies [7) proposed a potential hierarchy of systems for holdmg and manipulatmg 
surgical tools used the terms passzve and actzve to descnbe a system's interactiOn w1th 
the patient and the way in which the tools are used. A powered robotic mampulator is 
used m a passzve marmer 1f it IS implemented to ahgn a mechanical guide or to place 
jigs In this case the robot IS relied upon for positional accuracy but the tool 
interaction 1s controlled and applied by the surgeon Conversely, Dav1es states that a 
manipulator is used in an actzve marmer if the robot makes phys1cal contact w1th the 
pat1ent, i e. cutting bone w1th a m1lhng tool or removmg t1ssue w1th a probe 
However, Cmquin et al [12] used the terms passzve, semz-actzve and actzve to descnbe 
the way m wh1ch the surgeon mteracts With the system Cinqum's classification of 
surgical a1ds stretches further than JUSt robots. A passzve system is depleted as one m 
which the surgeon guides the tools Six degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) pointing dev1ces, 
which are unpowered articulated arms that reg1ster positiOn, fall into th1s category. 
Passive devices include hand-held mstruments that are located by v1sual, ultrasomc 
and electro-magnetic techniques Augmented Reality (AR) systems, m wh1ch video, 
Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imagmg (MRI) data 1s 
enhanced through computer graphics techniques, are used to display mtraoperatlve 
data and aid m tool gmdance are also classified as passzve 
A semz-actzve system IS descnbed as one in wh1ch the surgeon is guided through a 
procedure aided by mechanical Jigs or laser guidance The jigs or laser could possibly 
be controlled by a powered robot Cinquin et al also employ the term semz-actzve to 
descnbe a class of manipulator that uses mechanical constramts to hmit the 
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workspace of the robot enabling the surgeon to move the robot around freely Within a 
predefined regwn As the end-effector approaches the boundary surface, freedom of 
motion m certam directiOns is either reduced or eliminated completely The term 
actzve descnbes a system as one m which tasks within the operatiOn are performed by 
an autonomous robot under the superviSIOn of the surgeon. 
From the point of view of robotic deviCes m general, neither Dav1es' nor Cinquin's 
use of the terms passzve, semz-actzve and actzve IS prudent. Like Cmquin et a!, 
DiGw1a, Jaramaz and Colgan [13] also state that surgical assistants can be separated 
into three distinct groups passzve systems, semz-actzve systems, and actzve systems. 
The meaning of each of the terms IS stated in relation to the way m which the system 
physically interacts With its environment 
Davies later abandoned the SIX level hierarchy that was proposed in [7], adoptmg 
instead DiGwm's class1fcation system and added two further defimtwns: synergzstzc 
and telemampulator systems [14] A synergzstzc system is one m which the surgeon 
physically interacts wzth the robot. By graspmg a control handle mounted on the 
robot, the surgeon applies a force to move the manipulator. A computer controls the 
actuators of the manipulator in order to force the surgeon to remain w1thm a pre-
defined region or along a pre-defined path. A telemampulator on the other hand is a 
manipulator that is remotely controlled by the surgeon The surgeon uses a Joystick 
(or other control mechanisms) to command the robot's motion. 
It IS DIG101a's classificatiOn system that Will be adopted m this research With one 
adJustment the term semz-actzve shall be replaced by actzvely constrazned Each 
category shall be discussed m more detail below offenng examples of systems that 
represent the state of the art (1 e systems that have been developed and those that are 
currently bemg researched). The additiOn of the terms telemanzpulator and 
synergzstzc IS superfluous as these systems all fall into one of the three categories 
given by DiGwia 
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2.4. Passive Systems 
A surg1cal ass1stant shall be described as passzve if the system has no control over the 
positwn of the tool. The tool is gmded under the power and Judgement of the surgeon 
alone. The assistant system merely momtors tool posJtJOn and offers adv1ce on 
preferred procedure. This type of system IS of little help for reachmg a pre-
determmed positiOn or following a traJectory 
S1mon et a! [15] presented a system to aid the surgeon when placing the acetabular 
implant during THR surgery The navigational rud contams elements typical of this 
genre of system regardless of the procedure The system comprises an optJcal 
Iocaliser, a visualisation a1d (computer and momtor) and the surg1cal tools required to 
complete the procedure. The optical Iocaliser IS a system m which a tool is mounted 
with several LEDs and a senes of cameras track and locate the tool The visualisation 
eqmpment is used to display mformation to the surgeon about the patient (1 e 3D 
model denved from CT data), tool position, desued tool position and trajectory. The 
system then gm des the surgeon through the placement of the implant in the optimum 
predefined positwn and orientatwn w1th the aid of the optical Iocaliser 
Delp et a! [16] and Leitner et a! [17] descnbe a pass1ve system for Total Knee 
Replacement (TKR) Delp descnbes a system m wh1ch CT data IS taken to generate a 
3D model of the patient's femur and t1b1a The plarmmg system then onentates the 
prosthetic components With respect to the mechanical ax1s of the limb. An intra-
operative system IS then used to locate the t1b1a and femur in order to gmde the cuttmg 
Jigs into place. Once the Jigs are in place the bones are cut to shape usmg a standard 
osc1Ilatmg saw The placement and trackmg of the jigs are momtored Via an optical 
Iocaliser system. A graph1cal user mterface (GUI) is employed to mdicate pos1t1on 
relative to a target point to ensure accurate placement of the Jigs. 
Tonetti et a! (18] descnbe the application of an 1mage-gmded system to screw 
placement for reprur of pelvic fractures in a non-invasive marmer The novel use of 
an ultra-sound scarmer to reg1ster patient pos1t1on to pre-operative CT data 1s the focus 
pomt. An optJcal Iocaliser tracks the position of the scanner and s1xty ultra-sound 
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images and scarmer positions are recorded. Commercially avmlable surface based 
registration software is used to relate the two types of data. The GUI displays two 
cross hairs to the surgeon. One cross hair represents the position of the end of the 
dnll b1t, while the second corresponds to alignment Two small, concentnc target 
circles are also shown to mdicate the desired trajectory. The goal for the surgeon is to 
align the dnll b1t so that the two cross ha1rs are m the centre of the smallest Circle 
Once this has been accomplished the surgeon can start the dnllmg procedure Dunng 
the operatiOn the surgeon keeps track of performance via the cross ham to ensure that 
the trajectory stays true. 
Langlotz et a! [19) also demonstrate that an image guided system can be used to 
perform pelvic osteotomies. System registratiOn is performed m a more common 
marmer than IS accomplished by Tonett1 The operatiOn carmot be performed in a 
non-mvas1ve marmer, therefore the surgeon has visual and physical access to the bone 
so that It can be probed and matched to the CT model resultmg m the reg1strat10n of 
the system Again, a custom GUI is used to guide the surgeon through the operation. 
Augmented Reahty (AR) IS a new techmque for surgical data visualisation. It is a 
method that mvolves combmmg mformatwn from the real world with computer 
generated graphics. Blackwell, Morgan and DiGwia [20) discuss the techniques that 
they used to Implement a Three-D1menswnal Image Overlay System at Camegie 
Mellon Umversity In a similar marmer to some of the systems that have been 
discussed so far an optical locahser is used to track tools, jigs and eqmpment 
However, in this case the surgeon, wearing a pau of polansed glasses, views the 
patient through a semi-transparent 'window' (a half-silvered mmor) onto which the 
computer generated image IS proJected. The type of data that is typically displayed on 
such a screen IS desired tool positiOn, 3D Images of the bone structure under the 
surface of the skm and tool penetratwn depth To ensure that the surgeon's v1ew of 
the patient and the proJected images match up, the locahser must track the position of 
the surgeon with respect to the patient and the VIew screen 
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2.5. Actively constrained systems 
The term actzvely constramed generally refers to mampulators that restrict the 
surgeon's motions m some marmer The surgeon provides the motive force for the 
tool while computer controlled actuators limit the motion The actuators carmot 
impart a force to move the tool, 1 e the active part of the system can only resist 
motion Common examples of actuators for this genre of manipulators are electro-
mechaniCal, pneumatic and hydraulic clutches and brakes 
The classic example of an actively constramed system, often referenced in the 
literature, is a 2-DOF prototype manipulator known as PADyC [21, 22[. In 1994, 
Lavalee and Troccaz obtamed a European patent for PADyC [23], and in 1995, a US 
patent [24]. The manipulator is essentmlly passive except for a pair of motor driven 
over-runnmg clutches on each jomt. This original design also mcluded a brake for 
hm1tmg the speed of JOmt rotatiOn and completely locking the jomt. Troccaz also 
patented the free-wheel clutch in Europe [25] and m the Umted States [26] The 
clutches allow free rotatiOn m one directiOn but can constram motiOn m the other [27] 
Referring to Figure 5, which shows a smgle JOmt of PADyC, one clutch controls joint 
motion m the clockwise directiOn while its counterpart restrains motiOn in an anti-
clockWise directiOn The speed at which a clutch IS driven determines the maximum 
velocity m that direction The motors dnve the clutch wheels through a worm gear to 
prevent the surgeon from back-drivmg the mechanism 
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Figure 5 - PADyC joint architecture 
Delnonded1eu and Troccaz define four modes of operation for the manipulator. The 
first IS 'free' mode m which the arm can be moved without any resistance. The 
second is 'position' mode, whereby the surgeon moves the manipulator to a pre-
determmed pos1t10n. The clutches then lock, restrammg any motion 'Trajectory' 
mode provides the third manner in which the manipulator's motion may be 
constrained. In this mode the manipulator is allowed to move only along a specified 
traJectory The authors actually state that the mampulator is constramed to remain 
w1thm a comdor and that varymg the width of the comdor mcreases the accuracy of 
executiOn of the path The final mode is that of 'region' control In this mode any 
number of control points on the tool (or arm Itself) can be controlled to stay Within a 
given boundary. Troccaz and Delnonded1eu [28] state that the system had msuffic1ent 
posit!Onal accuracy The end-effector positlonal error was reported as being as high 
as a few millimetres The inaccuracy of the system was attnbuted to four causes· 
1 flexwn m the axes between the freewheel and the hnk, 
2. flexion m the freewheels, 
3. backlash m the worm-gear drives, and 
4. hysteresis of the freewheels. 
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If th1s IS the case 1t is not JUSt that the robot IS 1mprec1se; the robot is, essentially, free 
to move w1thin a small area even though the clutches are attemptmg to restram 
motion If the accumulatiOn of the errors across only two joints 1s a few m1lhmetres, a 
6-DOF system m1ght exh1b1t errors of a few centimetres. Troccaz ran expenments 
that md1cate that the error attains amphtudes of I Omm for an end-effector force of 
ION and 20mm for an mput force of20N In each of these cases, Smm of the error 1s 
attributed to backlash w1th the remammg error commg from the elastic properties of 
the system. Owing to the relevance of th1s device to th1s research and the problems 
that are assocmted with forcing a manipulator of th1s type to track a desired path, 
P ADyC is descnbed in more detail in Chapter 3 
More recently, a 6-DOF system based on the PADyC prototype has been proposed for 
card1ac puncturing [29, 30] In general the man1pulator w1ll only be used as a 
positioning dev1ce and not used in traJectory mode. The SIX axes wlil be used to attain 
the desired !me of the trajectory, only then w11l the surgeon be asked to msert the 
needle. It was proposed that the speed of insertion would be controlled m part by only 
one ax1s of the system. 
Phillips et a! [31] and Viant et a! [32] proposed CAOS (a Computer Ass1sted 
Orthopaedic System) to Implement a straight-lme trajectory typical of dnlling 
operations The system comprises three parts; CT data capture, trajectory planner and 
a 6-DOF, custom-built pass1ve mampulator. Once the CT 1mage has been taken the 
trajectory planner 1s used to dec1de upon a trajectory for the dnll b1t The surgeon 
moves the manipulator mto position then computer-controlled brakes lock the JOmts 
At the tip of the robot is a mechamcal gmde through which the dnll bit is fed. W1th 
the brakes turned off the surgeon is expected to ahgn two cross hairs on a computer 
screen, a task which reqmres trammg and is not strmghtforward These cross hairs 
represent a desired pos1t1on and location 
The group looked at two des1gns of electromechamcal brake fali-safe and non-fall-
safe. Due to a th1rty percent increase m weight, the fail-safe optwn was d1scarded 
which introduces some mteresting safety 1ssues For example, 1f a power failure 
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occurs durmg the dnllmg procedure, the weight of the fallmg manipulator may break 
the dnll bit leaving part of it inside the patient 
2. 6. Active systems 
An active system is defined as one that IS able to perform position and traJectory tasks 
under its own power regardless of Its proximity and mteraction with the surgeon and 
patient. In the literature, ROBODOC IS the most common example of an active 
system However, there are many other active systems that warrant review If not only 
for the safety issues that they raise but also because of the variety of solutiOns that 
have been proposed. 
ROBODOC [33, 34)Is a five-axis industnal robot that has been modified to perform 
the machining of a femoral cavity to receive a cementless hip prosthesis. Cementless 
prostheses require high accuracy cavity machining compared to cemented prostheses 
Figure 6 below shows how the surgeon IS reqmred to machme the femur m order to fit 
the prosthesis The plannmg and operating procedure to machme the femoral cavity 
has five mam steps FlfStly, the patient has three fiducial markers attached to the bone 
m a pre-operative procedure A er scan of the bone IS then taken In the third step, a 
3-dimensiOnal computer model of the femur IS used to allow the surgeon to plan the 
positiOn and onentation of the prosthesis with reference to the fiducial markers 
During the operatmg procedure the position of the robot has to be determined with 
respect the fiducial markers Once this has been established the procedure can begm 
and the cavity automatically machined by the robot. The JUstificatiOn for the use of an 
automated system is that ROBODOC can reproduce the cavities to a dimensiOnal 
accuracy far exceeding that of any surgeon. The mcreased accuracy alleviates 
problems of intraoperative fractures (caused by usmg excessive force to msert a 
prosthesis into a badly broached cavity) and reduces gaps between the prosthesis and 
the bone surface that may prevent bone growth 
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Figure 6- Cementless total hip replacement procedure. 
The safety features on the first generation ROBODOC assistant are described m detml 
throughout the texts by Taylor, Paul, Kazanzides et a! [5, 6, 33, 34]. To ensure that 
the robot makes no unauthonsed motion, the authors proposed a robot controller that 
performs consistency checks on positmn and velocity hm1ts as well as momtoring 
external signals. A separate force momtor system was employed to ensure that the 
cuttmg tool was not exertmg excessive force dunng the procedure The force monitor 
then passed the informatiOn on to the robot controller so that erroneous conditions 
could be dealt With appropriately Bone motion monitonng was employed m order to 
ensure that the bone does not move in relation to the robot base. If the bone is 
displaced during the surgical procedure the robot needs to adjust its frame of reference 
accordingly A redundant positiOn monitoring system that uses Light Em1ttmg Dwdes 
(LEDs) mounted on the robot and a series of cameras that track/momtor the LEDs 
was also proposed m order to track the robot end-effector and check that the cuttmg 
tool did not deviate from a predefined workspace. 
After the successful trials on domestic canme subJects some of the mam safety 
features implemented on ROBODOC had to be amended before human clinical tnals 
could be performed. The onginal system used a v1sual-trackmg system 
(OPTOTRAK™) to redundantly check the robot's position, ensuring that the robot 
end-effector was where It was reported to be The surgeon concluded that the added 
complexity of the visual-tracking system was not worth the possible gain m safety in 
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the veterinary cases (5] but It was necessary m human chmcal tnals The system was 
changed to accommodate a second set of position encoders on the robot arm, 1 e two 
encoders on each joint (35, 36] A dedicated safety processor momtors the redundant 
encoders and compares the values wtth the motion controller readings from the 
origmal encoders to locate errors. Figure 7 shows the ROBODOC system m detail. 
The bone is attached to the robot base vta a fixation device and the bone motion 
monitoring system checks for significant movement [37] The safety processor also 
monitors bone-cutting force to ensure that the robot IS performmg correctly. 
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Figure 7 - ROBODOC system 
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In 1992, the ROBODOC Surgical Assistant System was allowed a I 0-pattent ptlot 
study, authonsed by the United States of Amenca Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) The study sufficiently demonstrated the safety of the system and after a 
review the FDA authonsed a three hundred patient study in September 1993 The 
study comprised two randomly assigned groups of one hundred and fifty. A control 
group would undergo the hip replacement operation usmg standard manual 
techmques, whtle the study group would be operated on with the aid of ROBODOC. 
The robot system was also used m Germany. Dunng the penod of November 1994 to 
November 1997, 900 patients were operated upon (38]. Bargar et a! [38] stated that 
durmg the first I 00 operations the operatmg time decreased steadtly because they 
were all performed by the same surgeon. However, four more surgeons JOined the 
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team and the operation t1me remained in the range of 90-1 00 minutes. The procedure 
performed by the robot took approximately thirty mmutes longer than the manual 
operatton. This time loss was attributed to fixatton of the patient's femur and 
registratton of the robot using the fiducial markers. The extra time that must be taken 
to complete the operatton IS itself a danger to the patient; experiencing increased 
blood loss and exposure to mfectton. Since 1994, ROBODOC has performed over 
7,300 THR operatwns and has also been used to perform over 100 Total Knee 
Replacement (TKR) procedures and has sttll not rece1ved FDA approval. There are 
currently 37 ROBODOC systems worldwide, mcludmg Japan and Europe In 
December 2000, ROBODOC began chnical trials in the Umted States m order to 
ach1eve FDA approval 
Although the ROBODOC project successfully Implemented an mdustrial robot as a 
surgical assistant many researchers m robot assisted surgery believe that custom made 
robotic devices are a safer way forward Dav1es et a! [39, 40] des1gned the Surgeon 
Assistant Robot for Prostatectomy (SARP) which was later to become known as 
PRO BOT. It 1s cla1med that this was the first act1ve robotic device to perform tissue 
removal on a human patient in April 1991 [40]. A study was first carried out to 
determine whether a robotic prostatectomy was feas1ble by usmg a s1x-ax1s Ummatton 
Puma industnal robot The mdustnal robot was shghtly mod1fied to be able to 
rehably cut a comcal cav1ty required for prostate resectton Dav1es demonstrated the 
feasib1hty of the robot by cutting a comcal shape from a potato mounted m a Perspex 
box. A 3-DOF 'manual safety frame' was then designed that would allow a surgeon to 
make the cuts reqmred to perform the operation manually. Wickham et a! had 
previously obtamed a European patent for this device [41] The objective of 
des1gning a frame for a manual procedure was to test the kmemat1c geometry of the 
robot1c dev1ce, and to identify problems w1th surg1cal procedure The custom-made 
frame was completely motonsed followmg clinical tests on 30 patients [40] In 1ts 
fully active form the system had performed five prostate resections on human subjects 
successfully. The first patient was operated upon in April 1991, which was reported 
to be the first robotlcally ass1sted removal of substantial quantities of tissue from a 
human patient [40]. 
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CASPAR (Computer Assisted Surgical Plannmg and Robotics) system from 
OrthoMaquet also performs THR and TKR as well as Antenor Cruc1ate Ligament 
ACL) reconstruction [42] The robot IS based on a PUMA mdustnal manipulator, 
which has a spherical workspace It uses milling and dnlling tools to perform the 
aforementiOned types of surgery. The results of the first 43 TKR procedures 
performed With the CASP AR system showed that 97% of the prostheses were aligned 
to within the target ±3° compared to 61% m the manual procedure [43]. 
Dav1es et a! [44] also designed a 4-DOF robotic system called ACROBOT (Active 
Constraint Robot) to enhance TKR surgery. ACROBOT constrams motiOns made by 
the surgeon to a pre-defined region. Geared DC-servo motors provide the necessary 
joint torque to constrain the end-effector to remam w1thm the pre-planned region 
when the user applies a force on the end-effector/tool holder [45, 46] The 
ACROBOT end-effector IS moved via a control handle that senses the surgeon's input 
force and feeds the signal to the motor's control system Dependmg on the proximity 
of the tool to the boundary the Motor Controller either allows motiOn of the tool/end-
effector (far from the edge of the boundary) or resists motiOn (close to the penphery) 
The operatiOn of this system does however, raise some Important safety Issues 
Firstly, Dav1es classifies this system as semi-active because of the way in which the 
robot guides the surgeon. However, Harris et a! stated that should the surgeon put 
enough force onto the end-effector to push the robot mto a safety critical area, high-
gain position control IS used to move the cutter to the nearest pomt on the boundary, 
1 e. moving It out of the dangerous region [47] This statement not only Implies the 
patient may be InJUred by an over enthusiastic surgeon forcmg the robot beyond the 
safe regwn, It also md1cates that the surgeon is at risk because the ACROBOT will 
actually drive agamst any input force to return the robot to the safe region. 
Kienzle et a! [48, 49] also demonstrated the use of a 6-DOF Unimation PUMA 560 
industrial robot, eqmpped with a 6-DOF force sensor and drill guide, for performing 
TKR surgery In a similar manner to the ROBODOC system, the surgeon needs to 
place five fiducial markers in the patient's femur and tibia. ACT scan of the bone IS 
taken to construct a 3-D model The model is used to plan the placement of the 
prosthetic components Dunng the surgery the procedure reqmres that the femur and 
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tibia be immobilised using specially designed fixation devices RegistratiOn of the 
robot with respect to the 3-D computer model is achieved by locating each of the five 
fiducml markers Once this has been accomphshed the robot is then used to drill 
holes m the femur and tibia so that mechanical Jigs can be screwed mto place. Using 
the Jigs, the necessary cuts are made by the surgeon usmg the traditiOnal hand-held 
oscillatmg saw One pomt of discussiOn related to this research IS the use of the 
origmal Ummation control system Without any safety modifications. As has already 
been mentiOned, mdustnal robots are prone to makmg unforeseen motiOns Without 
implementing stnngent safety measures this system cannot be expected to be used m 
an operatmg theatre. 
MINER V A, a 5-DOF manipulator designed and built at the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology [50], is capable of perfonning biopsy, hematoma evacuation and living 
cell implantatiOn upon the human brain The objectives of the MINERVA robot are 
to cut operatmg times from two hours down to thirty minutes whilst at the same time 
increasing the accuracy of the operation. The whole procedure IS perfonned by the 
MINERVA system, includmg skm incisiOn, bone dnlling and probe manipulation. 
Glauser et a! (51], demonstrated the system performance with a senes of eight biOpsy 
procedures The authors admitted that two of the operatiOns were classed as failures. 
The first was attributed to the head of the patient bemg fixed too low in the 
stereotactic frame, thus making it Impossible for the robot to reach the target area 
The second operation failed because the robot retrieved tissue from around the tumour 
rather than tissue from the tumour itself Operating on the bram is an extremely 
dehcate procedure, robot failure could senously injure or kill the patient Injury 
caused by a robot such as ROBODOC, performmg cuttmg operatiOns on bone, may be 
corrected, unhke operatiOns on critical soft tissue such as the heart or bram However, 
the potential gain caused by the mtroductwn of an active system with the positional 
accuracy demonstrated by that ofMINERVA (rangmg from O.lmm to 05mm) out-
weighs fears of failure, assummg that a smtable safety strategy can be employed A 
system similar to that of MINERVA, is NEUROMATE from Intmtive Surgical 
Systems [52] Unlike ROBODOC, NEUROMATE has FDA approval and w1th 16 
umts worldWide the robot has supported over 3,000 neurosurgery procedures. 
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Brandt et a! (53] presented a novel reduced workspace robot for general orthopaediC 
surgery named CRIGOS. The manipulator based on a Stewart Platform similar to that 
shown m Figure 8, has a much smaller workspace than the robots that have been 
d1scussed so far. The robot IS manoeuvred mto the general pos1tion reqmred for 
performmg the operation on a second floor-based mob1le robot. Again the procedure 
reqmres a registration process to connect robot position to pal!ent pos1t10n In 
comparison to more traditional robots the Stewart platform has a very hm1ted 
workspace The advantages of this particular robot, which make it a good cand1date 
for Implementation, are 1ts s1ze and we1ght. The robot 1s reported to we1gh four 
k!lograms and have a workspace of 100xl00x50mm3 making it portable and easy to 
store. Due to the parallel nature of the system, CRIGOS appears to be safer than the 
other (senal) robots Smce more than one ax1s must move to sigmficantly change 
positwn or onentatwn of the end-effector, the robot's ab1hty to exhib1t unauthonsed 
motion IS greatly reduced However, the use of a large floor-based robot mtroduces 
large amounts of flex1bihty in to the system. In order to overcome this problem, a 
prop is fixed to the operatmg table once the floor robot is m pos1t10n that ensures 
movement caused by flexibility is kept to a minimum. 
Lmear 
actuators Platform 
Base 
Figure 8 - Stewart platform 
Brett et a! [54, SS) showed the development of an automated device for dnlhng 
through small bones m the middle ear A Stapedectomy IS performed to restore 
hearing lost through bone l!ssue growth aroUlld the stapes (Osteosclerosis) The 
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stapes is the last bone in the ossicular cham, the senes of three bones that transmit the 
acoustic vibration from the outer ear to the flmd of the inner ear. To restore heanng a 
small hole, 0 6mm in diameter, is drilled m the stapes bone and a prosthetic piston IS 
inserted mto the hole The outermost end of the piston IS mechanically attached to the 
mcus bone and hearing is restored The difficulty in this procedure IS the detectiOn of 
breakthrough of the drill bit as it passes through the bone If the membranes behind 
the stapes bone are penetrated, loss of hearing could result. Durmg manual drilling It 
IS hard for the surgeon to detect and react to breakthrough thus making the procedure 
dangerous The problem IS made mcreasmgly difficult by the deflection of the bone 
dunng drilling Any force applied to the stapes causes the bone to move further mto 
the ear also pushing the membranes back Upon breakthrough the stapes and 
associated membranes spring back to their original position leavmg the dnll b1t 
behind to penetrate the advancing tissue. Brett et al's 1-DOF 'micro-drill' monitors 
feed force, dnlhng torque and feed position to mimm1se breakthrough distance of the 
cutting bit Once the onset of breakthrough has been detected the dnll b1t stops 
rotating and retreats until there IS no feed force. The robot-assisted procedure 
mvolves visually positioning the drill, which IS mounted on a passive arm eqmpped 
with pneumatic brakes. When the drill has been positioned correctly the brakes are 
locked and drilling can begm [56, 57, 58). Results of operations performed on 
cadaver specimens showed that the protrusiOn of the bit was w1thm 0 02mm of the 
bone surface. The authors admit that there are some issues to be resolved concerning 
hygiene, safety, and operating room compatibility. It has not been reported that 
clinical trials have been undertaken. 
PAKY-RCM (Purcutaneous Access of the KidneY - Remote Centre of MotiOn) 
developed in part at the Brady Urological Institute, Baltimore, USA, IS a system 
proposed for percutaneous renal access for biopsy [59, 60, 61). The robotic 
mechanism uses a total of 11-DOF m order to positiOn and orient a needle The 
system consists of a 7-DOF passive arm, a 2-DOF remote centre of motiOn (RCM) 
module, and finally a two DOF P AKY end-effector The first 8-DOF are used m the 
initial positlomng of the device m the general vicimty of the target point and are 
firmly locked during the operation. The rearmmng 3-DOF are used to accurately 
target the desired needle trajectory Once the robot has been positiOned correctly, the 
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needle ts automatically mserted. A CT scan ts obtamed in order to verify the needle 
position and the btopsy ts taken 
Bouazza-Marouf et a! [62, 63), using a custom built 5-DOF manipulator, investigated 
the use of a robottc dnlling device to aid the repair of trochantenc, neck and shaft 
fractures of the femur. The main dtfficulty ts that the surgeon is operating m a 'bhnd' 
marmer. In the case of trochantenc or neck fractures, the surgeon is reqmred to attach 
a plate to the diaphysis of the femur and a slidmg screw mto the head of the bone as 
shown in Figure 9. The procedure requHes that the shdmg screw be mserted at the 
correct posttion, onentatton and depth The surgeon uses a gmde wtre to dnll a ptlot 
hole and is forced to take several X -ray tmages m order to momtor progress Several 
attempts (depending on the experience of the surgeon) may be made before the 
surgeon is satisfied that the gmde wHe is correct. This may cause weakening of the 
structure of the cancellous bone inside the femur head whilst also exposing the patient 
and surgeon to excessive doses of X-ray radtation. The system of Bouazza-Marouf et 
a! uses a C-arm X-ray unit and a cahbratton frame to take two nearly orthogonal 
vtews of the area to be drilled The calibration frame is used for the computatiOn of 
the transformations from the X-ray tmage frame of reference to the robot's frame of 
reference The robotic assisted procedure reqmres the surgeon to htghhght the desired 
dnll bit trajectory m the two X-ray tmages. The drilhng trajectory with respect to the 
robot frame of reference ts computed and the robot end-effector/dnll ts automatically 
positioned The surgeon, through the use of a dead-man's-handle, imtiates the 
automatic dnllmg procedure. Addtttonal safety enhancements involve the monitoring 
of the dnllmg force. Figure I 0 shows the fixation of a shaft fracture; the procedure 
involves the surgeon msertmg a long steel tube (intermedullary nail) mto the 
medullary cavity of the femur. Following natl msertion, proximal and dtstallocking 
screws are to be 'blindly' placed in alignment wtth the respective holes in the natl 
The proximal screw can be eastly placed with the assistance of a Jig, but the surgeon 
uses X-Ray Images to obtam a vtew of the d1stal nail holes and ahgns the dnll bit. 
Agatn, the surgeon may take several attempts to line up the ptlot hole wtth the hole in 
the natl mcreasmg pattent and surgeon exposure to X-ray radiation Usmg the robotic 
drilhng system developed by Bouazza-Marouf et a! tt ts posstble for the surgeon to 
drill the holes m the correct posttwn at the first attempt using only two X-ray tmages. 
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No clinical trials have been carried out as the system IS under gomg further 
Improvements to enhance the Man-Machine Interface. 
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Figure 9 - Fixation of trochanteric and neck fractures 
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Finlay also descnbed a system for assisting m the dnllmg procedure [64) 
ORTHOSIST A was designed to place a gmde cannula m a positiOn and onentatwn 
that would allow the surgeon to dnll the hole with the least possible exposure to X-ray 
radiatiOn The mechanism used a pair of 2-DOF Cartesian manipulators Each 
manipulator manoeuvred an end of the gmde cannula By movmg the Cartesian 
manipulators, the cannula could be placed at the desired position and orientation. The 
Cartesian frame was found to be too large and impeded the surgeon's view of the 
patient. The robot configuratiOn was not developed any further 
Loughborough, Hull and Dundee Universities have also developed a robotic system 
for performing femural and tibial osteomies as part of a research project involving the 
three institutions [65) The tibial/femoral 'wedge' osteotomy procedure mvolves 
removing a sectiOn of bone m order to realign the tibia and/or femur Figure 11 shows 
a typical femoral osteotomy procedure Figure !la shows the mcorrect alignment of 
the tibia and femur To correct the deformity a wedge is removed as shown in Figure 
11 a and the bone surfaces are closed together and the bone fixed with a staple as 
shown m Figure 11 b. TraditiOnal methods mvolve the surgeon cutting the wedge 
'free-hand' usmg an osc1llatmg saw. The saw VIbrates causing a bad surface finish, 
which can cause further alignment problems. The feasibility study, involving the three 
universities and the Department of Traumatology and Orthopaedics of Royal Hull 
Hospitals, demonstrated that a custom-built 6-DOF active robot could be used to 
automatically cut the two plane profiles under close control of the surgeon. 
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In 1998, the 6-DOF robot assitant device OTTO was presented [66]. The robot, 
which hangs from the ceiling of the operating room, handles dnlls, saws, tappers, and 
screwdnvers, and many other tools that are reqmred durmg surgery OTTO IS capable 
of helpmg the surgeon perform a wide range of procedures mcludmg plastic and 
reconstructive surgery, as well as dental and laser surgery. The robot was reportedly 
the first active system for performmg Maxillofacial surgery. 
Sackier and Wang [67] adapted a 6-DOF mampulator to holding a laparoscope (a 
device for viewing internal tissue through a small incisiOn in the skin in mmimally 
mvasive surgery). The robot, known as AESOP, replaces a human assistant who 
would ordmarily hold and direct the scope under the surgeon's command In some 
cases the surgeon might take manual control of the scope; leavmg only one hand to 
perform the rest of the procedure However, the robot was Imtially controlled via a 
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footpad allowing the surgeon to be in total control of the placement of the scope while 
both hands are free to perform the operation Later developments included a voice 
command system for the control the robotic Laparoscope. Taylor et a! also proposed 
a similar system, known as LARS, which was being developed as part of a JOint study 
by IBM and John Hopkins Umvers1ty [68]. A third automated system for holdmg a 
Laparoscope IS EndoAss1st from Armstrong HealthCare [69]. The camera picture is 
displayed on a momtor and the surgeon, wearing a special headband, controls the 
positiOn of the camera by lookmg at different areas of the Image MotiOn of the robot 
IS not allowed unless a footswitch is activated. Another robot designed for the task of 
holdmg an endoscope IS Endoxuob supported by Smters SA. [70]. 
The AESOP system was further developed by Computer Motion Inc mto the 
telemanipulator system known as ZEUS Robotic Surgical System [71] The system 
has two robotic arms that operate in conjunction with AESOP Laparoscope. ZEUS 
operates in a master-slave mode; the surgeon sits at the remote termmal maneuvenng 
the master robot. The slave copies the master's actions inside the patient through 
small mciswns m the chest (m the case of heart surgery). The surgeon watches the 
operation on a monitor at the termmal displaying images captured by the endoscope. 
The ab1hty of the robot to scale down the surgeon's motiOns mto 'micro-movements' 
makes the task of stltchmg and other difficult procedures a more Simple and accurate 
task 
Similarly, the da Vmc1 system [72, 73, 74] IS a teleoperated mimmally mvasive 
surgical system compnsmg three robot arms and a separate control termmal. one arm 
IS eqmpped with an endoscope, while the other two carry mstruments. The system 
operates m a master-slave mode; the surgeon sits at the remote termmal manoeuvnng 
the master robot As with ZEUS, the slave end-effector, inserted ms1de the patient 
through small incisions in the chest, copies the master's actions ms1de the patient 
through small mcisions m the chest The surgeon watches the operatiOn on a monitor 
at the termmal d1splaymg images captured by the endoscope On June 18, 1999, 
Intuitive Surgical Systems armounced that the da Vinc1 system had been FDA 
approved. Up until this point, the system had performed nearly one hundred cardiac 
operations and over one hundred and fifty m1mmally invasive procedures of other 
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natures. There are currently 40 such systems operating world-wide performing a wide 
variety of mimmally invasive surgery. 
Sm1th et a! [75] presented a robotic system for performmg a cut m the cornea. The 
system uses a robotic mechanism to guide a water Jet around the desired profile of the 
cut. Once the cornea has been removed 1t can be grafted on to another patient's eye 
The need for accuracy and repeatab1hty IS obvwus m this case. The two cuts have to 
be as similar as possible in order to avOid deformmg the graft and d1stortmg the vision 
of the recipient The use of a robot in this way would allow the surgeon to plan the 
cut of complex shapes from both the donor and patient cornea. As a result, the cornea 
would not be distorted durmg the replacement procedure 
HIPPOCRATE from Smters SA is a 6-DOF manipulator for placmg ultrasound 
devices to an accuracy of O.lmm [76]. The robot can apply a controlled pressure to 
the patient in order to obtam repeatable readings of blood pressure and to evaluate the 
onset of arteriosclerosis. It has also been proposed that HIPPOCRA TE can be used 
for automatically taking skin samples from patient. Smters S A have also been 
developing light weight robots known as TER and TERESA for the ultrasound 
scanner applicatiOn 
Armstrong HealthCare Limited have also developed a robotic system for guiding the 
surgeon through neurosurgical procedures [77]. The 6-DOF device, known as 
PathFmder, IS one of the most recent devices to be unveiled The manipulator can be 
used as a tool for positiOning dnll guides With sub-millimetre accuracy The 
manipulator can also be fitted with motonsed tools so that It can perform operatiOns 
automatically Firstly, several titanium fiducial markers are attached to the patients 
skm with surgical glue or attached directly to the skull Once m the operatmg theatre, 
the surgeon uses X -ray, CT or MRI data to plan to the operation selectmg both the 
entry pomt and target area on the patient's skull. The robot, using a camera mounted 
on the end-effector moves towards the patient to search for the fiducial markers 
Upon finding a marker the robot measures the position of the marker from several 
different angles m order to get an accurate readmg of position After the robot has 
found the fiducial markers the skull positiOn relative to the robot base IS known. The 
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robot can proceed to position the dnll gmde (or other surgical tool) above the desired 
entry point on the patient's skull [78]. The robot IS reported to be under gomg 
accuracy and safety trials at the Queen's Medical Centre in Nottmgham with clinical 
tnals scheduled early in 2002 
2. 7. Other relevant works 
Another area of mterest m terms of using robots for physical interactiOn with humans 
IS that of haptzc dzsplays Haptic devices are mechamsms that provide tactile 
feedback to a user. As with surgical systems, many of the research devices have used 
modified mdustrial manipulators to provide this feedback. Much of the research has 
mvolved making the end-effector of a robot behave like a different obJect, for 
example a tennis ball or a spring. However, m machimng processes It is more 
important that the robot is capable of following a pre-defined trajectory. There are 
two particularly mteresting proJects m the field of haptic displays that are relevant in 
the context of this research. 
A group at the Georgia Institute of Technology proposed a robot known as PIER 
(Passive TraJectory Enhancmg Robot) [79] The robot is based on a motonsed active 
haptic display known as HURBIRT [80] The mam difference between the two robots 
is that PIER uses four clutches and a differential gearbox to dynamically link the 
rotational velocities between successive revolute JOints by varying the braking force 
of the clutches Although several control methods were applied, the accuracy of the 
manipulator was not proven to be satisfactory Book et a! showed that the 
manipulator was not able to track the traJectory any closer than about 4mm [79] It 
was also found that in order to achieve acceptable performance, the clutches needed to 
be switched on and off very quickly which caused undesirable discontmuous motwn 
of the manipulator [81] 
Another example of a passive haptic device IS the COBOT (Collaborative Robot) 
designed by Colgate et a! [82, 83] The prmc1ple of the CO BOT is to Implement the 
active part of the system as a "steering" mechamsm The prototype CO BOT is a 
single steering wheel, nmning on a plane surface, supported by a passive 2-DOF 
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cartesian frame. The user moves the end-effector via a control handle mounted on the 
manipulator The duect10n of motiOn IS controlled by sensmg the force perpendicular 
to the directiOn of wheel rotation and controlling the directiOn of the wheel by a servo-
motor and gear tram Colgate et a! descnbed two modes of operation, virtual caster 
and virtual wall. In virtual caster mode the steering behaves in a fashiOn that follows 
the direction of the input force. However, in virtual wall mode as the user approaches 
a predefined boundary the direction of travel IS controlled to constrain the motiOn to 
the "free-space", prohibiting movement beyond the boundary. Colgate descnbes a 3-
DOF system using two steering wheels in which the COBOT (still supported by the 
cartesian frame) IS able to rotate around any given pomt in the plane. The authors also 
mention the possible addition of a third wheel that would enable the CO BOT to stand 
freely Without external support. The COBOT was ongmally designed as an 
alternative to haptic displays, devices to provide physical feedback for virtual 
environments, but the potential of these collaborative robots m other safety-critical 
settings was quickly noted but only mentioned briefly However, in reality the 
problem (certainly in the surgical environment) will be to ensure that the wheels do 
not shde on, or lose contact With the surface of the plane that they work on A versiOn 
of CO BOT, called "scooter", was used on an automobile assembly !me for matenal 
handling [84). The COBOT was used for carrymg the doors of the vehicle and while 
the operator pushed, "Scooter" steered the door towards the assembly point The 
COBOT architecture has been used to develop a contmuously variable transmission 
(CVT) for revolute robot JOints (85) Most recently, a 3-DOF mampulator using the 
CVTs has been proposed [86). The joints of the robot are kmematically linked, that IS 
1f the user forces motion of one joint the rest of the joints are forced to move m a 
directiOn that generates motion along the desired path However, although th1s 
passive device promises trajectory tracking the size of the CVT mechanisms IS large 
compared to the maximum force that they can resist The robot is only expected to be 
able to withstand 13N of force (m Its worst configuratiOn) at the end-effector before 
the drive rollers in the CVT slip and the robot loses its abihty to maintain the current 
positiOn. These devices are also discussed further m Chapter 3. 
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2.8. Discussion 
As robotic systems have been developed the commercial advantages of such systems 
are quickly realised The need to apply for patents and the commercial sensitivity of 
these systems means that authors stop publishmg relevant material. This has been 
particularly evident in the recent developments of the ACROBOT system The robot 
has performed a cadaver study and IS believed to have started tnals on live subjects 
However, it is felt that in general the above literature review is good representation of 
the current state-of-the-art. 
As it can be seen from the literature, safety IS of the utmost importance This 
highlights the concerns ofusmg modified mdustrial or custom-bmlt active systems no 
matter how advanced the measures taken to prevent unauthorised motion It IS 
believed that m certain surgical applicatiOns an actively constramed system is the best 
compromise between accuracy and safety. In the context of the proposed applicatiOn 
that IS the focus of this research, actively constramed devices could potentially offer 
all of the accuracy of an active device whilst reducmg the associated nsk of injury to 
patient and surgeon that are inherent in the ROBODOC, MINER V A, and da Vmci 
systems An actively constrained device also has the advantage over passive systems 
of increased accuracy and steadmess as well as reduced time in the positiOmng of the 
end-effector. It should be noted that between the work of Troccaz's PADyC and 
Davies' ACROBOT there is an opening for a safe accurate traJectory followmg 
system that has, until this point, not been filled. Troccaz's PADyC suffers from large 
pos1tional errors that can reach a magmtude of 20mm and are attnbuted to backlash, 
hysteresis, and flexibility. It IS also shown in Chapter 3 that the user requires an m 
depth knowledge of the behaviour of the system m order to efficiently track a path, 
1 e the user needs to be trained However, while Davies' active ACROBOT offers 
high positional accuracy the Issues associated with the nsk of InJury to both the 
surgeon and the patient do not make It a very attractive solution 
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2.9. Research Objectives 
The objective of this research 1s to develop an mherently safe robotic surg1cal 
ass1stant. The device should be capable of performing path/trajectory following tasks 
that typify motwns required durmg a TKR procedure with little error and no nsk to 
the user. To this end the following seven requirements are defined m order to assess 
safety and performance of the manipulator and control algorithms 
Requirement 1 : The user should also not be able to overpower the manipulator with 
excessive force 
Requirement 2 : The robot should move only under the direct control of the operator 
Requirement 3 : The robot should not perform unauthonsed motwn. 
Reqmrement 4 The manipulator should be unable to provide a motive force against 
the user. 
Requirement 5 : The control algorithms and strategies employed should be robust 
against external disturbances such as the user-input force or from the 
mechanical properties of the device itself. 
Reqmrement 6 : To prove performance of the control algorithm the manipulator 
should be shown to track a prescribed path with m1mmal error 
Reqmrement 7 The manipulator must be easy to use with little or no traimng. 
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Constraints 
3.1. introduction 
Development of robotic devices that interact closely with humans has been a focus of 
research in fields such as robot-assisted surgery and haptic devices. The demand for 
robotic devices where duect interactiOn with humans IS required IS growing. The 
recent mtroductton of powered surgical-assistant devices mto the operatmg theatre has 
meant that modified industnal robot manipulators have been required to mteract with 
both patient and surgeon Many companies and research facilities have developed 
completely autonomous, modified mdustnal mampulators for direct mteractton with 
humans. In the operating theatre, this introduces many questiOns on safety of the 
patient, surgeon, and operatmg room staff [7] There are many other apphcattons 
where the accuracy afforded by a robotic mechanism coupled With the perception of a 
human could be an advantage, for example assembly tasks and material handling in 
the manufacturing industry are of particular interest. 
Custom-bmlt robotic-assistant devices, such as ACROBOT (Active Constramt 
ROBOT) [47] and PADyC (Passive Arm with Dynamic Constraints) [27], have been a 
more attractive alternative to the larger and more expensive industrial systems 
ACROBOT is a four degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) manipulator designed to help the 
surgeon perform total-knee-replacement surgery. The surgeon controls the mottons of 
the manipulator by applymg a force to the control handle attached to the end-effector 
of the robot All of the JOints are backdriveable and a DC motor at each JOint controls 
the resistive force that the surgeon feels usmg a force control strategy. The workspace 
of the robot is aclively constramed to confine the end-effector to remain within a pre-
planned safe working region However, while the ACROBOT system requires 
physical input from the surgeon m order to move the manipulator, the force-controlled 
servomotors in each joint are still powerful enough to provide Ullaided motion of the 
robot. It IS also possible for the surgeon to over-power the motors forcmg the robot 
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end-effector to deviate from the desired path or leave the pre-defined safe working 
region. However, increasing the available motor torque raises many Issues regardmg 
surgeon and patient safety 
Alternatives to these motor-driven devices are devices, such as P ADyC, that cannot 
provide motion of their own, 1 e they can only provide a resistance to motion It IS 
shown IS this chapter that for such devices a user IS reqmred to have a deep 
understanding of the mechanism m order to be able to perform computer-controlled 
constramed path followmg tasks in a smooth manner A 2-DOF revolute JOint, planar 
robot is used to demonstrate such a reqmrement A geometnc analysis of the 
conditions that the duection of the user-mput force must satisfy m order for the robot 
to be able to follow a path is presented It IS shown that incorporatiOn of these 
conditions into a control algorithm and ImplementatiOn of a mechanism for presenting 
this information to the user would s1mphfy trajectory following, thus allowing the 
user to concentrate on the end-effector task It IS also shown that a more appropnate 
choice, when possible, of robot kmema!Ic configuration would alleviate these 
problems 
3.2. Actively-constrained devices for trajectory following 
Haptic displays, used for prov1dmg tactile feedback to human operators, have also 
been the subject of recent research and agam provoke many questiOns on the issue of 
user safety. The majority of robotic systems require a mechanism with some form of 
motor-driven joint that provides force-feedback to the user However, in additiOn to 
P ADyC there are only two other devices that make use of passivity to ensure user 
safety These two devices, PTER (Passive TraJectory Enhancing Robot) [87) and 
COBOT (Collaborative Robot) [86) provide a very different approach to that of 
PADyC by forcing a kinematic relationship between JOints, such that any user-mput 
force m the general directiOn of the path will generate motion of the robot along the 
path. 
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3.21 PADyC 
The prototype of PADyC IS a 2-DOF robot mcapable of motion of Its own [27] At 
every JOint PADyC has a pair of over-runnmg clutches, each runnmg on a separate 
motor driven hub By controlling the speed of each motor one clutch limits the 
maximum allowable speed in the clockwise directiOn while the second clutch restricts 
speed m the anti-clockWise directiOn It was demonstrated that P ADyC could be used 
to confine the motion of the surgeon to a pre-defined work area and, to a limited 
extent, follow a pre-defined path With 20N of force applied on the control-handle, 
the 2-DOF prototype of PADyC exhibited up to 20mm of error at the tool-tip with 
link lengths of0.25m [28]. The error was attnbuted to joint flexibility and backlash in 
the clutch mechanism. Errors of this magnitude cannot be tolerated in most surgical 
applicatiOns 
Further analysis of the control algonthm that IS used to Implement the path folloWing 
mode reveals some mterestmg problems Consider the circular path, P(x, y), of Figure 
12a, and Its JOint-space representatiOn, Q, shown m Figure 12b. The method 
employed to control P ADyC involves approximating the jomt-space path with a 
straight line. By considering a new point a joint-space distance t.Q further along the 
path, the amount that each joint needs to be moved to reach the new pomt can be 
calculated Using this method, it is possible to generate an authonsed rectangle (a 
region of allowable motiOn) as shown in Figure 12b Figure 12a also shows the 
authonsed regiOn which is the mapped rectangle from joint-space mto the task-space. 
The authonsed regiOn is calculated by the computer in real-time and IS continually 
adJusted to compensate for the current position of the manipulator. it can be seen that 
If the choice of t.Q is large then It IS entirely possible that the current robot position 
may never he on the path However, If t.Q IS very small, the robot may follow the 
path with some small degree of error, i.e guidmg the user down a narrow comdor. It 
IS churned that this method has been proved to give satisfactory results despite the 
error induced by backlash and JOmtlhnk flexibility. 
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a) Task-space representation b) Jomt-space representation 
Figure 12- 2-DOF manipulator following a circular path 
In order for the robot end-effector to trace the desired path the clutches must Impart a 
resistive force at one or more joints. In this case, If the user tnes to exceed the 
maximum allowable speed of a given Joint, the clutch suddenly engages and 
constrains the joint to remain at the given angular velocity Any resistance to motion 
radically (and in this case instantaneously) changes the dynamic behaviour of the 
system transm1ttmg an irregular 'feel' to the motion. The user is reqmred to 
compensate for these changes and needs to adjust the d1rectwn that the dnving force 
IS apphed m order to follow the path. In other words the user is expected to 'feel' theu 
way along a narrow comdor, bouncing from wall to wall. In additiOn, some tasks, for 
example usmg a m1llmg tool to machine bone or makmg an InCISIOn With a scalpel, 
reqmre a smooth constramed motion to get the best results and much training would 
be required for the user to learn to operate the manipulator effectively 
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3.2.2 PTER 
PTER uses four clutches to control motion [87) Two of the clutches connect each of 
the two controllable joints to a zero velocrty source A thrrd clutch couples the 
rotation of these two JOints in one direction, while a fourth clutch connects the rotatiOn 
of the two joints m the opposrte duectwn through a gear train. It was proposed that 
when the user applies an input force to the control handle, the voltages supplied to the 
clutches could be varied in order to allow motiOn m a given direction PTER uses the 
clutches to dynamically generate forces/torques that regulate the JOint velocities in an 
attempt to make a kinematic coupling between the Joints By controlling the clutches, 
each jomt of PTER is coupled to all others kinematically That IS rf the user forces 
motion of one JOint the rest of the JOmts are also forced, using the coupling clutches, 
to move m a drrectwn that generates motiOn of the end-effector along the desrred path 
However, rt was reported that the method used was found to generate a discontinuous 
feel to the movements of the end-effector whilst trackmg a circular path The control 
of the manipulator was said to have a large trade-off between Improved traJectory 
followmg and smooth performance due to the high-speed swrtchmg of the clutches. 
Prelimmary results from the rmpedance controller of the redundantly actuated PTER 
mechanism showed that the end-effector attamed errors in the order of 4mm [88]. 
3 2 3 COBOT 
COBOT uses only a steering mechanism to guide the user along a desired path. A 
three-wheeled COBOT known as Scooter was desrgned and Implemented to assist in 
matenal handhng applications such as loading and unloadmg of vehrcle doors in an 
automotive assembly !me [89].The vehrcle door is loaded on to Scooter at a loading 
bay The operator then moves the CO BOT m the general direction of the target area. 
A computer, controlling the steering mechanism of the CO BOT, is used to guide the 
user to the correct target pomt where the door rs fixed to the vehrcle. The COBOT 
concept was further developed to design a continuously vanable transmission (CVT) 
[90). It was proposed that the CVT could be used in a revolute-Joint robot mechanrsm 
to control the relationship between joint velocities. The proposed method is 
particularly interesting in that each JOint IS coupled to the next by a drive shaft. By 
controlling two rubber steenng wheels, the CVT grves the correct velocrty couplmg 
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between the input shafts. Using a CVT at each JOint the user can be constrained to 
follow a path. The joints of the robot are mechanically constramed to give the 
kmematic solutiOn for the required motion, i e by inducing motion m one joint the 
user forces the desired motion of other joints More recently a 3-DOF, four link 
parallelogram arm using the CVT COBOT architecture has been proposed [86 
However, It IS possible for the user to force the drive or steering rollers of the CVT to 
slip Therefore each CVT has been designed to be qmte large (using a I 0 16cm 
sphere) Even With this redesign the maximum static loading torque that It will endure 
before slippage occurs is qmte small. It IS expected that the arm would only be 
capable of res1stmg approximately 13N afforce m its worst configuratiOn. Excessive 
wear of the rubber steering and drive rollers during normal operatiOn IS also of 
concern. 
3 2 4. Evaluation of existing actively-constrained devices 
Although there has been much research in this particular field, the success of 
trajectory following actively constramed manipulators has been limited. The CO BOT 
pnnc1ple gives good tracking performance. However, the ability to resist mput forces 
normal to the path IS limited, 1 e. applicatiOn of large mput forces can lead to the end-
effector leavmg the path. On the other hand, while the clutch mechanisms ofPADyC 
and PTER provide excellent holding torque, sufficient trackmg performance and 
smooth operatiOn has not been demonstrated. In comparison to the COBOT 
mechanism PTER provides excellent static holdmg torque in the order of 407Nm 
The performance of PTER is degraded by the stick-slip problems associated With 
clutch/brake systems along with the dynamics of the actuators themselves The 
PADyC system has exhibited mechanical problems attributed to backlash and 
flexibility inherent m the clutches of the prototype There are also Issues regardmg 
ease of use for traJectory trackmg applications In the latest IteratiOn of PADyC a 6-
DOF SCARA type manipulator has been proposed for cardiac puncture [30). 
However, the manipulator is not used for trackmg trajectories using multiple axes. 
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In the remamder of this chapter an analysts of a 2-DOF revolute-Jomt manipulator ts 
undertaken. It ts shown that, for this configuratiOn of passtve marupulator wtth 
dynamtc constraints, there are geometric conditions on the direction of the user-input 
force that should be apphed m order to follow a pre-defined path. This method would 
allow the manipulator to track the desired path Without complex gear and clutch 
systems or CVTs that Impose a kinematic relationship between each of the joints 
3.3. Analysis of a two link revolute-joint robot 
Constder the 2-DOF, revolute-jomt manipulator shown m Ftgure 13. The end-effector 
ts reqmred to track the path, P(x, y), whtle the user applies a force F. . The dtrectwn 
of F. IS restncted to some spectfic areas that are descnbed in this section. The torques 
r, and r, apphed at JOmts I and 2 respectively are generated by the JOint actuators. 
Ignonng coulombic fnctwn wtthm the joints, it IS posstble to wnte the equatiOn of 
motion for the manipulator as given by equation (3-1 ). 
y 
Figure 13 -Trajectory Following Using a 2-DOF Manipulator 
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where 
and 
MO+CO+ V.O = T+JT F. 
C=[c" 0 J 0 C22 
[
-I, sm(o,)-1, sm(e, +8,) -l,sm(e, +8,)] 
J = I, cos(B,)+I, cos(e, +8,) I, cos(e, +8,) 
T =[;:] 
(3-1) 
m., J., 1., a. represent the mass, inertia, link length, and pos1tion of centre of mass 
of hnk n respectively. 
In order for the end-effector to move along the path, the JOint actuators must each 
apply a torque that combine w1th the user-mput force to result m a force along the 
des1red trajectory The torque apphed by each JOmt can mterpreted as a summation of 
torques that result m a force -F. (that opposes F.) and another force that is directed 
along the desired path, F,, 1.e. 
T=JT(-F. +F,) 
where 
If the manipulator IS m1tlally at rest, 1 e o = o, equation (3-1) may be wntten as 
MO=T+JTF. 
=JTF, 
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The torque, T, that can be provided by the braking mechanism at each jomt is, 
however, severely limited m the followmg way. If the sign of the joint torque is equal 
to the sign of the desired direction of motiOn of that JOint, a motor would be reqmred 
to generate the motion However, If the sign of the JOint torque IS opposite to the sign 
of the desired direction of motion, a brakmg force IS sufficient to control motiOn This 
can also be expressed mathematically by statmg that for a passive manipulator, 
motiOn can only be allowed If both of the conditiOns given by (3-4) hold true. 
sgn(r,);< sgn(o.J and sgn(r,);< sgn(o,.} (3-4) 
where B., is the desired velocity of hnk n 
It IS possible to divide the workspace of the manipulator m to four distinct areas based 
on the four combmations of JOint velocities Consider the mampulator shown in 
Figure 14. Each robot joint is allowed to move in either a positive or negative 
direction Motion of the robot end-effector mto the area labelled I in Figure I 4 
requires positive motion of joint I and negative motion of joint 2, I.e. B, > 0 and 
B, < o . Area 2 Illustrates negative motiOn of both JOints, 1 e. B, < o and B, < o , and area 
3 represents negative motion of joint I and positive motion of JOint 2, I.e. B, < 0 and 
B, > o. Finally, area 4 represents positive motion of both joints, I.e. B, > 0 and B, > 0 
These four conditiOns are summansed m Table I Intmtively, it may be assumed that 
m order to constram the end-effector to remam along the path by only applymg a 
control torque with a brake/clutch mechanism it IS sufficient that some component of 
the user-mput force hes along the path. However, It can be shown that although this 
IS the case, the conditions to deploy the end-effector along the desired path are more 
restnctive and are also dependent upon the position of the jomts/hnks and the 
kmemahc configuration of the robot 
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Figure 14- Areas of motion for a 2-DOF manipulator 
Table 1 - Combinations of joint motion 
Area of motion o, 0, 
1 + 
-
2 - -
3 - + 
4 + + 
Using some examples, It is possible to show the conditions under which motton 
should or should not be allowed Firstly, the magnitude and directiOn of the user-Input 
force, F., is set to a constant value Then by setting the magnitude of the desired 
acceleration force, F,, to a constant and rotating it through 360°, it IS possible to plot 
the JOint torque required to generate the acceleration in the deSired duection for any 
given joint configuratiOn. Consider the manipulator with JOint angles of 0, ; 0 and 
o, ;K/4 rad and that the user force is directed at an angle y;-7K/36rad (or -35°) 
relative to the x-axis as shown Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the graphs of the JOint 
torques required to cancel the user-input force and generate an acceleration force of 
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IF. I~ {o OIN, IN, 2N, 5N) in all possible path duections Each graph of Figure 16 
Illustrates the areas 1, 2, 3, & 4 that represent the duection of motiOn of the joints 
The graphs also show the divisiOn of the joint torque mto four areas (A, B, C, & D) m 
a Similar manner to the JOint directiOns These diVISIOns are summansed m Table 2 
It should be noted that the positions of the areas 1, 2, 3, & 4 m F1gure 16 do not 
change because they are dependent only upon the joint positiOns. However, as the 
desued acceleratiOn force increases the areas A, B, C, & D in Figure 16 do change. A 
cross on the x-axis of each graph shows the angular direc!ion of the applied user-mput 
force 
y 
. 
\ 
\ 
,.~---------]--~-~ r 2 ' 
' \ ........... 
X 
Figure 15- Robot configuration for B, ~ o ,B, ~ tz/4 and r ~ -7tr/36 rad 
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Figure 16- Required joint torque for F.=SN, ~=n/6, 81=0, and 9z=n/4 
Table 2 -Direction of joint torque to balance user-input force 
Direction of Joint torque r, r2 
A - + 
B + + 
c + -
D 
- -
By analysmg the torque requirements given in Figure 16 and comparing these to the 
desired directiOn of motion It IS possible to determine whether the torque reqmred to 
restrict motion along the path is mdmg or resistmg motion. Using the conditiOns 
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given by equation (3-4) it must be concluded that, for IF. I= 0 OIN, motiOn of the 
passive manipulator can only be allowed where the areas A and I overlap as shown by 
the shaded area in Figure 16a. Similarly m Figure 16b and Figure 16c, the same 
condition must also hold true but for different ranges of path tangents. Figure 16a, 
Figure 16b, and Figure 16c are also mteresting owing to the fact that motion in the 
direction of the applied user-input force IS not allowed and can only be generated with 
the aid of motors. When the magmtudes of the desired acceleratiOn force and the 
user-mput force are equal as shown in Figure 16d, motiOn can only be allowed when 
the path directiOn IS the same as that of the applied user-input force In fact, it can be 
seen from Figure 16d that the only condition under which the user can push along the 
path is when the torque required from each JOint actuator is zero, I.e the desired 
acceleration is exactly equal (both magmtude and directiOn) to the user-input force. 
Hence, applying a resistive torque at the JOints to direct the motiOn of the end-effector 
aJong the desired path is not always possible If the user-force IS directed Within a 
specific region. 
3.4. Conclusions 
The analysis of the 2-DOF revolute-joint robot has not mcluded the dynamic forces 
induced by joint acceleratiOn and conolis effects. However, it has been shown that in 
this simple case, where these forces are small in comparison to the user-input force, it 
may not be possible to control the manipulator to follow the desired motion for a user-
input that even lies m the general direction of the path. This result is sigmficant in the 
context of the above-mentioned research. For the 2-DOF revolute-joint manipulator, 
it IS more important to show the user how the force should be applied in order to 
achieve the desired motion than It is to show where the path lies This problem is 
particularly evident in the control method of PADyC where the user IS required to 
'feel' their way along the path The system suddenly changes from bemg a free pm-
joint mechanism mto a ngid body and It is the user that IS required to calculate and 
supply a force that compensates for this Such a problem can be avoided by showing 
the user the computed direction of the force. 
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The kmematlc configuratiOns of the manipulators depend on the application. 
However, It is often possible that different configurations could be used Based on the 
analysis of the 2-DOF revolute-jomt, it is possible to avOid the problem descnbed 
above by redesigning the kinematic configuration of the manipulator when possible. 
For passive deployment it is best to use a combmat10n of prismatic and revolute JOints 
with mtersecting joint axes, i e. tbe joint z-axis In this way the jomt motiOn can be 
constrained independently, thus av01dmg the deployment problem described above. 
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Chapter 4 Mechanical Design of a Prototype Robot for 
Passive Deployment Applications 
4.1. Introduction 
It has been shown in the previous chapters that the design of the JOmt mechanism and 
chmce of actuators is cntiCal to the overall safety design of the manipulator. In 
particular, the backdriveab1lity of ACROBOT and the nonlmear clutchmg system of 
P ADyC have been shown to present considerable problems in the areas of both safety 
and control. One of the design cntena of such a safety cntical system is to ensure that 
the manipulator can mamtam a desued pos1t10n even under large external forces from 
the user w1th little or no power from the actuators. 
It has also been shown that there are serious control issues in the use of brakes and 
clutches for a mechanism that IS required to follow a g1ven path. Therefore, by 
selectmg a non-backdriveable gear train, the positiOn of the end-effector can be 
maintamed w1th little or no power from the dnve actuator(s) By selectmg a smtable 
control strategy (based on the results of the previous chapter) the end-effector can also 
be forced to track the desired path when the user-input force is in a specific direction 
The deployment of the end-effector usmg the proposed system and control strategy is 
without nsk to the user 
The proposed Joint mechanism, shown schematically m F1gure 17, consists of two 
worms each dnven by a low power DC servomotor. The two worms follow a worm 
wheel that IS fixed to the robot lmk The user provides a force, F., on the end-
effector and motion is allowed by controlling the two worms Simultaneously. The 
non-backdnveabhhty ofthe worm IS ach1eved by the choice of lead angle, y, wh1ch is 
less than the angle of friction [91] That is 
r < tan-• Jl (F-1) 
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where p is the coefficient of fnction In the case of a friction coefficient of p = 0 I , r 
must be less than 5.71°. Therefore by selecting a worm with a lead-angle of3 48° the 
mechanism is assured to be non-backdriveable for p > 0 061 . Therefore no matter how 
much force the operator apphes, motiOn IS not allowed until both motors are 
controlled to move m the opposite d1rectwn In Figure 17 the user-input force IS 
shown as a torque r, which IS denved from the user-mput force and the length of the 
hnk. The torque applied by the two worms a and ~ are mdicated as r •• and r ., 
respectively 
a-worm 
Robot hnk 
Apphed 
user-mput 
~T. 
r p-wonn 
Worm wheel 
Figure 17- Dual-worm drive joint 
The parallel nature of this redundantly actuated JOint structure makes this active 
system safer than modified mdustnal robots If there was a failure, both motors 
would have to dnve m the opposite direction for any motiOn to occur However, if 
this failure occurs, motion of the end-effector would be slow, due to the high gear 
ratio giving the operator plenty of time to react, e g. to release a dead-man' s-handle 
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to a discussion on the issues of backlash 
cancellatiOn and design of 1-DOF and 2-DOF planar robotic manipulators A control 
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handle with integrated pomting mechanism IS also presented m order to mdicate to the 
user the directiOn m which a force should be applied to accomplish the deSJred task. It 
is believed that this method of indicatmg to the user the directiOn the force should be 
applied with a control handle IS novel 
4.2. Backlash cancellation 
In gear system design, a small amount of backlash IS required in order to allow for 
thermal expansion, lubricatiOn, and achieve acceptable fnctionallosses within a dnve 
train [92) In many applications large gear ratios are required which can mean that 
multi-stage gear trams are necessary This can mcrease the effects of backlash In 
many robotic applications, even very small amounts of backlash can cause errors m 
position that are not acceptable in demandmg applications such as surgery. For 
example, If a single link of a robot arm exhibits ±0 0087 rads (or ±0.5") of backlash 
there will be an error of ±3.5mm at the end of a 0.4m link. In order to reduce the 
backlash to an acceptable level, gear tram housmgs must be manufactured to high 
engineering tolerances This IS expensive both in terms of the machmery required and 
time taken for manufacture A common solution to this problem IS the use of 
harmonic dnves. Harmomc drives have excellent properties m terms of robotic 
systems with little and high efficiency. However, this type of gear system IS 
reversible (or backdnveable) and therefore IS not smtable for this application Another 
solutiOn would be to use anti-backlash gears, readily available from many gear 
manufacturers. However, these anti-backlash gears are spnng-loaded systems and 
still allow relative motion between input and output shafts under certam loadmg 
conditions. 
The dual-worm mechanism presented here has the ability to mmimise backlash usmg 
a control strategy that is discussed in later chapters. Control of the gear system must 
be robust against the non-linear effects of inertia and frictional forces at the 
worm/wheel mterface 
The mechanism has been presented here as a revolute joint for a low power robotic 
device. However, with smtably large actuators drivmg the a and p worms, the gear 
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system could be used for almost any application which would require non-
backdnveabihty 
4.3. Robotic Joint Design 
The development of the design for the robotic jomt has been a three-stage process. 
Firstly, a 1-DOF prototype system was bmlt with only a smgle worm m order to test 
the principle of operatiOn Good results were achieved that helped gam confidence in 
the mathematical model The attachment of the worm wheel to the main shaft proved 
problematic Loosening of the wheel from the main shaft was unavOidable usmg grub 
screws and a taper pin m the onginal design as shown m Figure 18a. A better design 
was implemented as shown in Figure 18b. A redesign of the main shaft made It 
possible to machme a hub with a flange at one end. The worm wheel could then be 
rigidly fixed to the hub usmg three axial cap screws. A locatmg hub is used to ensure 
concentncity of the worm wheel. The component and assembly diagrams are 
mcluded in Appendix D Figure 19 shows the dual worm-dnvenjomt. 
Mam Shaft 
Worm Wheel Grub Screw 
.. ~~--0 
o----~-~--~~~ 
Taper pm 
Grub Screw 
Cap Screws 
~ Wo DoweiPm 
1 I I 1 
1 I I t 
t I I 1 
~Worm Wheel 
I I I : 
= Shaft Flange 
Mam Shaft 
Locatmg hub 
Figure 18 - Methods of fixing the worm wheel to the main shaft 
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Figure 19 - Worm driven joint 
4.4. Two degree-of-freedom manipulator 
The 2-DOF manipulator simply cons ists of two 1-DOF mechanisms connected in 
series. The 2-DOF manipulator is shown, with a control handle, in FigW'e 20. The 
sensors and actuators used in the design of the manipulator are discussed in Section 
4.5 and the design of the control handle is discussed in Section 4.6 below. 
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Figure 20 - 2-DOF maniplator with control handle 
4.5. Sensors and Actuators 
4. 5. 1. Worm Drive Motors 
One of the original considerations was to use a stepper motor to drive each of the 
worms. One particular advantage of using stepper motors is safety, because the motor 
cannot 'runaway' if an electronic component in the amplifier fails. However, intial 
trials with such motors revealed that a discontinuous motion of the joint was apparent 
to the user. It is also difficult to contro l the torque applied by a stepper motor. In order 
to keep the mechanism as safe and as small as possible low power DC servo-
motor/geabox combination from Faulhaber DC Motors were chosen [93]. The 
original choice of motor/gearbox, a 12 volt. 3.27W motor (Part #: 2230T012S) with a 
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43 I planetary gear-head (Part #.23/1), was found to be smtable for applications 
where the user-input torque d1d not exceed I ON m The unit was capable of providing 
a torque of 0.8Nm at the output of the gear-head takmg into account the gearbox 
efficiency However, although control of the robotic JOint was successful with this 
unit, as shown by the simulatiOn and experimental results m Chapter 7, in order to 
successfully Implement a 2-DOF manipulator more powerful, 12 volt, 6 5W motors 
(Part #· 2842S012C) were used with the same 43.1 planetary gear-head. The 
selection of these motors was based on the need to be able to overcome friction in the 
worms under a 50Nm input-torque from the user. 
4.5 2 Positwn Measurement 
The rotatiOn of each joint was measured usmg 5,000 pulse encoders from Hengslter. 
Using the HCTL-11 00 Motion Control Interface of the Smgle Axis Motion Control 
Interface Card, see Chapter 5, the quadrature encoder signal can be decoded to give 
20,000 counts per revolution. 
4 5.3 Dynamic Torque Measurement 
In order to control the manipulator measurement of user-input force It is reqmred both 
to generate a velocity command for the manipulator and to compensate for the fnction 
forces m the mechanism. The ACROBOT system uses a control handle mounted 
with strain gauges designed to measure the user-mput force at the end-effector as 
shown m Figure 21. Getting an accurate measurement of the force actmg on the 
manipulator could be difficult using this control handle, i e it IS possible to get 
erroneous measurements If the user were to apply the same force, F., to the control 
handle m two different places as shown in Figure 21 a, the strain gauges would convey 
two substantially dissimilar readings Therefore, as I is variable the user force 
obtained by the stram gauges is ambiguous Similarly, It would also be possible for 
the user to apply a pure torque to the manipulator control handle as shown m Figure 
21 b. Although it IS possible to obtain an accurate reading of user-mput force direction 
the measured magnitude is dependent upon where the user grasps the handle This 
would generate an mcorrect force readmg withm the calibrated system. In terms of 
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the force-controlled ACROBOT system th1s is could be a s1gmficant problem. For the 
worm-driven jomt mechanism it will be necessary to accurately measure the torque 
applied to eachJomt m order to compensate for the effects of the friction forces actmg 
at the gear mterface 
.. 1 I I I 
Strain gauges 
(a) (b) 
Figure 21 - ACROBOT Control Handle 
For this reason the preferred method is to measure the strain in each link as shown in 
Figure 22 The placement of the strain gauges m th1s way has the d1stmct advantage 
that a more accurate bendmg stram of the hnk can be obtained Assummg that the 
user is graspmg the control handle, the distance to the point of apphcatwn of the user 
force IS always constant ensuring that an accurate cahbratwn can be performed It 
Will be shown m Chapter 10 that another advantage of measuring the bending stram of 
each link is that the non-linear dynamics of the system ( coriolis and centrifugal 
coupling force) are measured by the strain gauge modules and do not need to be 
explicitly calculated However, it should be noted that by measuring the joint torque 
in this way it is assumed that the link must bend in order to be able to measure the 
strain, i e adequate compliance IS necessary. Similarly, if the hnk is not rigid enough 
this could lead to (un-measurable) errors in the end-effector pos1tion. The photograph 
of Figure 23 shows the strain gauge module m more detail 
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Figure 22- Force measurement for the worm-driven manipulator 
Figure 23 -Strain gauge module 
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4.6. Control Handle 
It was mentioned in Chapter 3 that it would be necessary to provide the user with 
information on how to apply a force to the end-effector. Many surgical assistant 
systems use computer graphics to relate information to the surgeon. However, this 
can be distracting for the surgeon because of the need to be able to focus not on ly on 
the task in hand but also on the monitor that is giving directions. The use of a 
graphical interface in this manner requi res the surgeon to transform mentally the 
information provided on the screen to the real -world system. This may not always be 
innate and would increase the time required to complete a task, contradicting the 
purpose of developing the manipulator in the first instance. 
To overcome these problems, a control handle is presented here that incoporates a 
mechani sm for informing the surgeon about the direction that the user-input fo rce 
needs to be applied in order to allow motion. The direction indicator mechanism is 
mounted inside the control handle. Figure 24 shows a schematic diagram of the 
control handle. The handle consists of four main components: base unit, motor with 
integral encoder, direction indicator, and rota6ng grip. The direction of the indicator 
is calculated based on the user-input fo rce and path direction. 
Direction 
Indicator 
Motor and 
Encoder 
Control hand le \ 
base unit 
Manipulator 
Figure 24- Manipulator Control Handle Schematic 
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Mounting the indicator at a similar position to the robot end-effector has two distinct 
advantages. Firstly, the surgeon does not have to perform a co-ordinate 
transformation from the direction indicator to the reaJ-world system. Secondly, the 
indicator is mounted in such a position that it can always be seen without large head 
movements and change of visual focus. This should help to reduce the need for 
training in the use of the manipulator and the speed at which operations can be 
performed. Figure 25 shows a close-up view of the contro l handle mounted on the 
robot. The motor, not shown in Figure 25, is a Faulhaber Minjmotor (Part #: 
1524T012SR) mounted with a 512 pulse magnetic encoder (Part#: IE2-512). Using a 
HCTL- 1100 Motion Contro l Inte rface it is possible to decode the two channels to give 
2048 counts per revolution. The control handle is shown in more detail in the 
assembly drawing of Figure 26. 
Figure 25 - Control handle and pointer mechanism 
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Chapter 5 A Mechatronic Wo rkstation for Real-Time 
Control Development 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter deta1ls the expenmental hardware and software that has been used in 
order to control the deployment of the manipulator end-effector. The system 1s shown 
to be controllmg the dual-worm joints of the manipulator, but can be used to control 
most electro-mechanical system g1ven the correct power electronics. The 
computatiOnal workstation comprises an mdustnal single-board PC running the QNX 
4 25 real-t1me operatmg system (RTOS) Potentially, the computer can be fitted w1th 
any commercial data acqmsitwn hardware However, as part of this work a Single 
Axis Motwn Control Interface has been developed usmg HCTL-11 00 Motion 
Controller dev1ces from Agilent Technologies All of the control algonthms 
descnbed in this work have been developed and implemented using th1s workstation 
5.2. System Overview 
One of the major problems m designmg control systems is 1mplementmg real-time 
data capture and control Many PC based control solutions mvolve the use of 
expensive digital signal processmg (DSP) interface cards. This problem has been 
overcome in this instance by usmg the QNX4 25 RTOS from QNX Software Systems 
Ltd [941. Unlike the QNX operating system, the Microsoft Wmdows operatmg 
system (OS) 1s designed to control and give priority to system hardware As a result 
the mterrupt latency, the time taken from the interrupt being triggered to the time 
when interrupt routme execution begms, IS undefined Another advantage of using this 
particular operatmg system is that QNX is packaged with a windows-based 
environment, wh1ch allows for the design of an attractive graphical user interface 
However, unlike MS Windows 98/NT where mterrupts (and m the case of NT low-
level mput/output (I/0)) are h1dden from most users, this RTOS enables the user to 
program using interrupts and perform I/0 Without writmg complicated dev1ce dnvers 
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The RTOS runs the control development software on a Pentium 233MHz smgle-board 
computer (SBC) from ProfessiOnal Industrial Solutions With 64Mb of RAM that 
guarantees a response to an externally generated mterrupt m under 4J.!S The SBC is 
housed in an industrial rack -mounted case All of the necessary low power 
electromcs to read encoder positiOns, capture analogue/digital data and generate motor 
command signals have been designed and housed m th1s unit The electronic 
hardware consists of a number of Single Axis Motion Control (SAMC) interface cards 
(descnbed below) A PC14AT interface card from Amphcon is also used to generate 
the interrupt signal required for the control software. F1gure 27 shows the system 
bemg used to control the 2-DOF robotic system with five SAMC mterface cards. 
However, 1t must be noted that the same system could be used to control a 6-DOF 
robotic manipulator Each Ax1s Control Interface controls a jomt actuator and obtams 
sensor mformatiOn for that joint 
Encoder Pos1t1on 
Amphfier 
~----~-~~~-L-,J 
,------ ------·:.· +-------, 
i SAMC3 ' 
' ~· :....J---1-----.J >----t+---.. Pentmm 233 MHz PC : ______ [ ______ , 
QNX RTOS :------ ------;..· t+-1------~ 
: SAMC4 : 
·-------------, ·----:~~~~1~.----~: ~ 
L-----:: SAMC 2 :--! SAMC I : 
• • • • Encoder Posmon 
----- - ----- - --- -- ---tL- --~<Ji+-o __ 
Stram gauge amp 
Encoder Pos1t10n 
Figure 27 -Manipulator control system overview 
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The rack-mounting case is shown in Figure 28. The Single Axis Motion Control 
Interface Cards are shown in situ along with the Amplicon PC14AT and Pentium 
233MHz SBC. 
Single Axis Motion 
Controller lnterface Cards 
Figure 28 - Motion Control Computer 
5.3. Single-axis motion control interface 
As part of this work it has been necessary to develop a motion control interface. An 
EISA interface card has been designed to be versatile, i.e. dr ive and control not on ly 
the DC servo-motors of the dual-worm joints but also stepper and brushless DC 
motors. The interface card, produced on a double-sided printed-circuit board using 
the plated-through-hole technique. has been manufactured in this department. The 
interface card, incorporating the HCTL-ll 00 motion control interface (Agi lent 
Technologies) [95] , has been designed to generate the low power digital and analogue 
signals required to drive the three types of motor described above. The following list 
describes the attributes of each single axis contro ller: 
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• HCTL-11 00 for controlling motors in one of four modes: 
1. Position Control. 
2 . Proportional Velocity Control. 
3. Proportional + Integral Velocity Control, and 
4 . Trapezoidal Profile Control. 
• Incremental Encoder Decoding Hardware (HCTL- I I 00) 
• 8 channels of I 2 bit analogue input. 
• 8 digital inputs. 
• 8 digital outputs. 
• 1 channel of 12 bit DAC output. 
• 1 channel of 8 bit DAC output, HCTL-11 00 motor command port. 
• PWM motor command port. 
• Stepper/Brushless DC motor command port 
Figure 29 shows a block diagram of the interface. The interface card can be installed 
on any IBM compatible PC with an EISA bus. Figure 30 shows the completed 
interface card. A user manual , containing information for building and using the 
single-axis motion control interface is included in Appendix A. The user manual also 
contains information on the software libraries that have been provided for C and C++ 
programming environments. 
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Figure 29- Single Axis Motion Control Interface Card Block Diagram 
DAC 312 
Address Decoding 
Logic 
Figure 30- Single Axis Motion Control Interface Card 
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5.4. Power Electronic Interface 
In between each motion control interface and the actuators of the mechanism that is to 
be controlled, there exist some electronic hardware for amplification of 
analogue/digital signals and iso lation of the low-power digital computer signal s. As 
part of this research it was also necessary to design a DC servo amp I i fier card that 
included a current sensor. The circuit diagram for the DC servo motor ampl ifier is 
shown in Figure 31. The circuit includes a power supply fi lter and a Honeywcll 
C E15 1-005 cw-rent sensor for monitoring armature current. The isolated signal 
from the current sensor is fed back to the SAMC interface card via channel 0 of the 
analogue input interface. To allow for further flexibility and the implementation of 
more complex control strategies than the HCTL-1 1 00 can provide. a jumper is 
provided that has the ability to switch motor control between the analogue output of 
either the DAC-312 or the HCTL- 11 00 motor command port. The DC servo motor 
an1plifier card is shown in Figure 32. 
h .. 
1./f' ) TJIIII.W 
J L, 1 
PONER GtC) I I u 
, . ·""" 
..._ _ 
Figure 31 - DC ervo Motor Amplifier Circuit Diagram 
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Figure 32- D ervo Motor Amplifier Card 
To minimise the effect of noise the power electronic interfaces and isolation boards 
are housed separately from the PC as shown in Figure 33 . Detailed diagrams of the 
internal and external connector associated with the power interface are included in 
Appendix B. 
Motor 
Figure 33 - Power electronics and opto-i olator cards 
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5.5. Control Development Studio 
The QNX RTOS has a wmdow-based environment, known as Photon, which can be 
used to generate attractive graphical user mterfaces. The Photon application builder 
was used to create a genenc control program that is used to automatically generate 
sub-programs that nm the real-time control loops. This section is dedicated to 
describmg the operation of this software known as the Control Development StudiO 
(CDS) 
5. 5.1. Descrzptzon 
The CDS software 1s an environment in which the user can develop, debug and nm 
control algorithms in the C++ programmmg language. CDS loads and nms a selected 
control program, communicating between the user and the control program. The 
developer, by implementing some of the functions provided by the CDS, can allow 
the user to change control vanables, log control data such as position and error,and 
inform the user about the state of the control program for debugging purposes 
A screen shot of the CDS User Interface IS shown m F1gure 34 below The wmdow 
displays four mam features: 
1 Log message wzndow - used mamly for displaying debugging information. 
2. Log Varzables window- used to display buttons that control the d1splay of data 
in the graph window. 
3. Control Varzables wzndow - used to d1splay the status of all adjustable 
parameters. 
4. Graph wmdow - displays the selected logged vanables on a t1me base 
The programmer of the control software regulates the variables that are to be logged 
and those that are to be adjusted by the user with the C++ functions described below 
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Figure 34- Control Development Studio screen shot 
5.5 2. Principle of operation 
The CDS program allows control algonthms to be developed as plug-m utilities. The 
mam CDS apphcatton is used to log data about the control program. A block diagram 
of the communication between the CDS and the control process is shown in Figure 
35 The processes exchange data usmg two forms of inter-process communication 
(IPC). Messages are used to pass intiahsation data and switch the control mode 
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between running and Idle states The QNX messagmg system means that the process 
sending the message waits for the receiving process to acknowledge receipt. This is 
not an effective method of Implementing data loggmg functions such as the one 
required here Hence a form of asynchronous IPC IS used known as a "photon 
pulses" A pulse IS similar m effect to a software interrupt, the process rece1vmg the 
pulse ts mformed that an event has occurred, in this case that some data is ready for 
processing Using a data stream, known as a p1pe, information such as logged data or 
messages can be sequentially fed down the stream by the control process and read at 
the other end by the CDS The CDS only processes the data as and when It has the 
processor time to do so No data IS lost, even if the CDS cannot keep up With the 
control program. Care should be taken when designing a control to minimise the 
sampling frequency for data loggmg so that memory for system processes IS 
preserved. 
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Figure 35 - Control Development Studio mode of operation 
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Chapter 6 Mathematical Model of the Dual-Worm Driven 
Joint 
6.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 4, a robot joint architecture designed to cancel backlash was presented In 
this chapter a mathematical model of the mechanism is presented that will be used to 
develop a computed-torque and composite adaptive control schemes for path trackmg 
apphcatwns 
6.2. System Analysis 
Analysis of the dual-worm mechamsm identifies four separate cases of contact 
between the two worms and the worm wheel The first of these four cases (case I), 
shown m F1gure 36a, represents the worm wheel in contact w1th the Ieadmg edges of 
the thread of both the a and p worms In this condition the two worms cancel 
backlash. F1gure 36b shows the second case (case Il) where the worm wheel is m 
contact w1th the trmhng edge of the thread ofthe a-worm and the Ieadmg edge of the 
thread of the P-worm. This situation is highly undesirable m terms of pos!tlonal 
accuracy, as backlash 1s not cancelled The th1rd case (case Ill), illustrated F1gure 
36c, shows the trmhng edges of the thread of the two worms m contact with the worm 
wheel. Backlash is cancelled m this condition Finally, F1gure 36d (case IV), the 
Ieadmg edge of the thread of the a-worm and the trailing edge of the thread of the p-
worm are shown m contact With the wheel As in case Il, backlash IS not cancelled in 
this condition. Therefore, backlash is minimised if either case I or case III is 
continuously maintained In order to Simplify the model, a control strategy IS chosen 
that will maintain the conditions required for only case I. The mathematical model for 
case I is presented here, the derivation for all cases is included in Appendix E. 
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F, 
~ 
F, 
~ 
il0l~Bv8 
a-worm ~ ' .. n:-worm a.-worm "'" ' .. P-worm Case I P Case IJ 
(a) (b) 
F, F, 
~ ~ 
.0 •• 0. 
a-worm "'" ' .. n.worm a-worm "' ' .. A-worm Case Ill P Case IV P 
(c) (d) 
Figure 36 -Dual-worm joint modes of contact 
6.3. Mathematical Model 
Each of the three gears can be modelled as a plane mchned at an angle equal to the 
lead of the worms A free-body diagram for case I IS shown m Figure 37, where the 
upper wedge represents the a-worm, the middle wedge represents the worm wheel, 
and the bottom wedge represents the 13-worm In Figure 37, the terms M, M., and 
M, represent the equivalent mass of the worm-wheel inertia, the a-worm and 13-worm 
respectively. Similarly the terms c,, c., and c, represent the eqmvalent viscous 
friction present in the worm-wheel, a-worm and P-worm systems. The forces F,, 
F,., F,,, F,., and F,, refer to the equivalent user-input force apphed to the end-
effector, the contact force between the a-worm and worm-wheel, the contact force 
between the P-worm and worm-wheel, the fnct10n force at the a-worm and worm-
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wheel interface, and the friction force at the ~-worm and worm-wheel mterface 
respectively. 
Figure 37- Free-body diagram of worm drive joint: Case I 
Using Figure 37, It IS possible to write the dynamic equatiOns of each wedge as 
equations (6-1), (6-2), and (6-3), respectively. The frictiOn forces, F,. and Fs,, 
between the two worms and the wheel are modelled using an exponential stick-slip 
friction model [96, 97] given in equations (6-4) and (6-5), respectively In order to 
simplify the model It IS assumed that neither the a-worm nor ~-worm loses contact 
with the worm wheel, 1 e F,. * o and F,, * o 
(6-1) 
(6-2) 
(6-3) 
(6-4) 
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(6-5) 
SubstitutiOn of, (6-3), (6-4), and (6-5) into (6-2) yields 
F - M x- c x _F!!_, _-_M_,,c::Y_-_c_!,c::__Y Mz+Cz=F+a a a+ 
o o ~ ~ A 
. ' 
(6-6) 
where 
Converting from the unwound threads to the rotational system by replacmg F. , F, , 
F., M., M,, M, c., c,, c, z, x,and y mequation(6-6)w1th r •• /r., r.,jr,, 
respectively yields 
(6-7) 
where 
and 
For simulatiOn purposes, It IS necessary to ensure that there is no motion until the 
motor torque of either the a-worm or the P-worm exceeds the static friction forces 
Figure 38a shows how the fnctwn forces act on the three wedges dunng motiOn of the 
wheel m the anti-clockwise direction (md1cated as a-unwinding) and Figure 38b 
shows the onentat10n of the forces during motiOn of the wheel in the clockWise 
d1rect10n ( md1cated as P-unwinding). 
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From Figure 38 It IS possible to express the equilibrium conditions in the anti-
clockwise duectwn, equation ( 6-8), and clockwise direction, equation ( 6-9) In Figure 
38, p,J,a and p,,F,, are substiruted for F,a and F,, respectively. In Figure 38 the 
magnitude of the static friction forces F,a and F,, are equal to p,J,a and Jl,,F,, 
respectively The duect1on of F,a and F" are defined by whether a-unwmdmg or ~-
unwindmg motiOn is about to occur. 
(a) a-unwmdmg 
anti-clockwise motion of the wheel 
(b) J3-unwmdmg 
clockwise motion of the wheel 
Figure 38 - Free body diagram of static conditions 
(cosy+p, smy) (cosy-p,,smy) F +F a +F 0 
" a (smy- p,a cosy) '(smy+ p,, cosy) 
F +F (cosy-p,asmy)+F (cosy+p,,smy) 0 
• a(smy+p,acosy) '(smy-p,,cosr) 
-h 
(6-8) 
(6-9) 
Usmg equatiOn (6-8) for the system of unwound threads, motwn of the wheel in the 
anti-clockwise direction will occur if the condition given by equation (6-10) 1s 
satisfied. EquatiOn ( 6-11) gives this condition for the actual rotatiOnal system. 
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F <-F (smy-p,.cosy) 
• '(cosy+p,.smy) 
F (sm y- 11,. cosy) (cosy- p,, Sin y) 0 
p (cosy+ Jl~a sm r) (smy + J..l\p cosy)< AND F, <0 (6-10) 
Tn>a < r, (smy-p,. cosy) r.,, (sm y- p,. cosy) (cosy- 11,, sm Y) < 0 AND r,.,p <0 
r. 'o (cos r + f.lsa sm r) rP (cosy+ f.L,a smy} (smy+ J.1 1p cosy) (6-11) 
Similarly, using equatiOn (6-9) for the system of unwound threads, clockwise rotation 
of the wheel will be allowed 1f the condition g1ven by equation (6-12) is satisfied 
Equation (6-13) gives the same condition in terms of the actual rotational system 
(smy-p,, cosy) F (smy -p,, cosy) (cosy -p,. smy) > 
0 F >-F AND F. >0 
' • (cosy+p,,smy) • (cosy+p,,Siny){smy+p,.cosy) (6-12) 
r,.p > rM (smy-p,Pcosr) 
-;; ro (cosy+ )1\p smr) 
Th1s model given by equatiOn ( 6-7) will be used m subsequent chapters to develop 
smtable control algonthms for the JOint mechamsm 
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Chapter 7 Computed-Torque Control of a One Degree-of-
Freedom Worm Driven Manipulator 
7.J.Jntroduction 
In th1s chapter, a strategy for the control of a 1-DOF worm-dnven manipulator IS 
described The computed-torque control strategy ensures safety of the user and 
cancels backlash The control algonthm is shown to be effective in trackmg a desired 
joint positwn generated from a velocity determined by the direction and magnitude of 
the user-mput force Simulation and experimental results are shown that illustrate the 
ability ofthe algorithm to make the end-effector track the trajectory. The results of the 
dual-worm mechanism are compared w1th those of a mechan1sm that mcludes only a 
smgle worm to highlight the success of the backlash cancellation strategy. 
7.2. Control Strategy 
The rum of the control algonthm 1s to make the manipulator track a des1red position 
command wh1lst cancellmg backlash at the worm mterface. In order to ensure 
surgeon and patient safety the JOmt control and deployment strategy must not allow: 
(1) any motion against the user, 
(i1) any motion without direct control from the user, 
(iii)any backlash at the worm/wheel interface, or 
(1v)any motion caused by excessive user mput-force 
To th1s end, effective control of the dual-worm mechanism reqmres two algonthms. 
In the clockWise direction (1 e the user-input torque '· > 0) the motor command 
voltage for the a.-worm IS set to a constant value and the ~-motor torque, •.,, 1s 
controlled to unwind the ~-worm to track the traJectory. In th1s condition the ~-worm 
leads and the a.-worm IS used to follow the motwn of the worm wheel Without 
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applymg unnecessary fnctwnal forces to the system Control of motiOn in this manner 
shall be termed ~-unwmdmg control However, m the anti-clockWise direction (I.e. 
r, < 0) the ~-worm motor command voltage is set to a constant value and r... is used 
to control the unwmding of the a-worm to track the trajectory This is termed a-
unwinding control. In this mstance, the a-worm leads and the ~-worm follows. This 
dual-control strategy is shown to work well. 
For the purpose of this preliminary work the desired velocity is proportiOnal to the 
user-input torque. That is 
() =KT 
' .. 
(7-1) 
where K, could be chosen as a functiOn of position m order to restrict motiOn. For a 
manipulator with more than 1-DOF, this velocity-limiting algonthm would be used to 
constram the user to remain along/withm a pre-defined path/regwn within the robot's 
workspace. 
7.3. a-unwinding control 
The u-unwmdmg control law regulates the unwmdmg of the a-worm to follow a time 
varymg trajectory. The error between the desired position and the actual position of 
the system is defined as 
e=B -{} 
" 
(7-2) 
From equatiOns (6-7) and (7-2) It is possible to derive the trackmg error dynamics 
given by equation (7-3) 
(7-3) 
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Using feedback linearisation, r.,. can be chosen to cancel the dynam1c effects of 
fnction and the inertial forces r.,. is obtamed as g1ven m equatiOn (7-4) where j.•, 
3.,, c, , and J, are the estimates of ~., ~,, c, , and J, , respectively 
r ~ [. . · r ,r,) 
r =-"--"- Ju +J(} +C{}-r --"-'-
ma 1a TJ 7 ~A 
~ ~ilp (7-4) 
In equation (7-4) the control u. is chosen to dnve the error to zero and r., is the 
measured ~-motor torque Convergence of the error to zero IS achieved using a 
Proportional+Integral+Derivatlve (PID) control law, equation (7-5). 
(7-5) 
It is important to note that 1fthe components of equation (7-4) are not known exactly 
the system parameter estimates may be maccurate and without the integral term m 
equatiOn (7-5) there may be a non-zero steady-state error 
7.4. ~unwinding control 
A computed-torque controller for unwmding the ~-worm can be found m a s1milar 
fashion as m sectiOn 7 3 EquatiOn (6-7) can be used to denve the ~-motor torque as 
given m equation (7-6) 
(7-6) 
In this case the control u, IS chosen to dnve the error to zero and r •• is the measured 
a-motor torque Convergence of the error IS achieved usmg the PID controller of 
equation (7 -7) 
(7-7) 
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7.5. Experimental Set-up 
A schematic diagram of the control system for a 1-DOF worm-dnven JOmt is shown 
m Figure 39. The a-unwinding and ~-unwinding control algonthms reqmre 
measurements of motor torques, user-mput force, and position. The user-mput force 
is measured using four stram gauges, in a Wheatstone bridge configuration, mounted 
on a specially designed section of the Imk The 3 27W geared DC motors are capable 
of producmg 0.8Nm of torque at the output of the gearbox Closed-loop regulation of 
the motors output torque IS accomplished by measunng the armature current and 
implementing a digital PI (Proportional+lntegral) controller. All analogue signals are 
measured and generated usmg 12-bit analogue-to-digital converters and 12-bit digital-
to-analogue converters The hnk rotatiOn IS recorded usmg an encoder and 
appropnate electromcs to generate 20000 counts per revolution, glVlng a resolutiOn of 
0.0003142 rads/count (or 0 018°/count). The encoder position is read as a 24 b1t 
number from an HCTL-11 00 MotiOn Control Interface The frequency of the control 
loop is set at 600 Hz and hnk rotatiOnal velocity measurement is obtamed m software 
by using a backward difference algonthm 
Personal Computer 
QNX RTOS 
1/0 Interface Card 
11/0 Interface Card 
Power 
Ampl1tier 
Current 
Measurement 
Stra1n Gauge 
Ampl1fier 
Stra1n Gauges 
User-Input 
Force 
Figure 39- A schematic overview of the 1-DOF control system 
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7.6. Results and Discussion 
For the model, gtven by equation (6-7), and the controllers of equatwns (7-4) and 
(7-6), the estimated values of the system parameters are given m Table 3. The values 
of inertta were calculated from the joint geometry, the worm and worm wheel 
dimensions are assumed to be the pitch centre dtameter of the respective gears, whtle 
the fuctwn coeffictents were determined experimentally. It should be noted that there 
will be vanatwns in the fnctwn coefficients due to temperature and wear. These 
variations may affect the implementation of thts system m a multi-DOF robot. 
Therefore, the robot control system should be calibrated to update the estimates of the 
friction coefficients periodically, or whenever tracking performance ts degraded. This 
could be done automatically. 
7.6 1. Simulation results 
In order to test the performance of the control strategy and algonthms an 
tmplementatwn of the model, gtven by equatwn (6-7), was developed usmg 
MATLAB and SJMULINK Using the values in Table 3 and assuming that the 
control algonthms had exact knowledge of these parameters. Ftgure 40 shows the 
results obtamed from the stmulatwn. The user-mput whtch was applied to the system 
is gtven by equatwn (7-8) below and ts shown m Ftgure 40b Figure 40a shows the 
desired position generated from the speed demand, where e, IS gtven by equation 
(7 -1) wtth K. = 0 o I Sufficient trackmg performance was achieved usmg the gains 
gtven m Table 4 The graph of posttJOn error gtven m Ftgure 40c htghhghts this 
Figure 40d and Figure 40e show the applied a-motor and P-motor torque used to track 
the destred traJectory 
r. = 2 5 sgn(sm(O 51)) (tanh(3 cos(t ))-!) (7-8) 
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Table 3 - System parameters 
Worm wheel a-worm 13-worm 
Inertia Je=O 062833 Kg m2 Ja=O 002855 Kg m2 Jp=O 002855 Kg m2 
VIscous Damping Cm=0.005 N.m.s/rad Cra=0.001 N.m.s/rad Ct]l=O 001 N.m s/rad 
Gear geoemtry re=O 025 m ra=O 0065 m rp=0.0065 m 
Static Fnct10n 1-lsa=O 12 l!sp=0.16 
Dynamic Fnction !1da=0.10 Jldp=O 14 
Fnction Constant &=0 001 &=0 001 
Worm lead angle y=O 06071 rad y=0.06071 rad 
Table 4 - Simulation gains 
Control Direction Proportional Integral Derivative 
a-unwmdmg Kpa=5000 Kaa=1000 Kda=lOO 
13-unwindmg Kpp=SOOO K,p=1000 Kdp=100 
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Figure 40- Dual-worm joint simulation results 
7.6.2. Experimental results 
The expenmental results for a jomt With a single worm are compared w1th those of the 
dual-worm mechamsm to illustrate backlash cancellation In both expenments the 
trajectory IS generated by manually applymg a force to a control handle attached to 
the robot hnk The velocity demand IS generated based on equatwn (7-1) 
where K. = o 01. The desued velocity is then d1g1tally mtegrated and differentiated to 
g1ve the des1red pos1t1on and desued acceleration, respectively. F1gure 41 presents the 
results for the smgle-worm mechanism. Figure 41 a shows the actual and des1red 
position generated from the user-input force of F1gure 41b. Figure 41c displays the 
time history of the error during the movement and Figure 41 d illustrates the motor 
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torque used to drive the a-worm It can be seen from Figure 41c that the change in 
directiOn of the user-mput force causes large position errors in the order of ±O.Olrads 
(or ±0 57") These errors are attnbuted to the backlash between the worm and worm 
wheel present m the smgle-worm system 
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Figure 41 -Single worm joint experimental results 
Figure 42 presents the expenmental results of a similar motiOn to that of the 
SimulatiOn as given by F1gure 40 w1th the dual-worm mechanism F1gure 42a shows 
the demed and actual pos1tions of the joint The torque generated by the user-input 
force is shown m Figure 42b, and the pos1t10n error IS illustrated in F1gure 42c. It 
should be noted that the graphs of actual and desired positions in Figure 42a are 
md1stmgmshable because the error (shown m F1gure 42c) is very small F1gure 42d 
and F1gure 42e also show the motor output torque for the a and ~ motors, 
respectively It is possible to see from F1gure 42c that the backlash in the mechanism 
has been cancelled and the overall error has been reduced to less than ±0 0015rads (or 
±0.086°). 
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Tests have also been earned out to determme how the tool-tip position IS affected by 
an external mput from the user when the joint is stationary. It has been possible to 
measure two different sources of error. flexibility of the link and shaft and also end-
float of the worm due to limited pre-loading of the worm angular contact bearings. 
Table 5 shows the deflectiOn of the tool-hp due to the two kmds of error for user-input 
forces of I ON and 20N applied at the tool tip This error was measured at the 
extremity of the link, a distance 0.4m from the centre of rotatiOn Although this 1-
DOF robot does exhibit a total deflection 0 4mm of error per I ON of user-input force 
is not considered excessive when compared to Similar devices However, mcreasmg 
the stiffness of the system could further reduce the link and shaft flexibility 
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Figure 42 - Dual-worm joint experimental results 
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Table 5- Static error measurements 
Deflection from zero (mm) 
Applied Total Due to end-float Due to lmk/shaft 
Force m worms flexib1hty 
ION 0.36 0.16 020 
20N 0.74 0.32 0.42 
7. 7. Conclusions 
A suitable control scheme to force the dual-worm mechamsm to track a trajectory has 
been denved based on a mathematical model of the system A computed-torque 
control algorithm has been shown to g1ve good results wh1lst tracking a traJectory 
generated from the measured user-mput torque The control algorithm has been 
effective in cancelling backlash and compensating for the non-hnear effects of fnct10n 
generated at the mterface of the two worms and worm wheel. 
However, when the power to the motors IS switched off, high frequency user-mput 
(i e. shaking of the end-effector) can cause the worms to unwmd allowing the 
mechanism to exhibit backlash. For this reason, when the joint is stationary, each 
motor apphes a small amount of opposmg torque to keep the system backlash free 
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Chapter 8 Composite Adaptive Control of a One Degree-of-
Freedom Worm Driven Manipulator 
S.J.Jntroduction 
In the prevwus chapters, a mathematical model of the mechanism was presented and 
was used to develop a computed-torque control algonthm for trackmg a desired path. 
The algorithm guarantees exact tracking when the robot parameters are known 
precisely. However, non-linear robot parameters (includmg fnctwnal and mertial 
terms) are notoriously difficult to estimate In th1s chapter, a composite adaptive 
control scheme is presented that is used to estimate system parameters such as mertia, 
damping coefficients and friction coefficients A rev1ew of the concept of the dual-
worm robot joint mechamsm is given followed by a statement of the mathematical 
model of the gear system. The strategy for control of the mechanism 1s presented 
along with a discussiOn on the selection of an appropriate adaptive control scheme 
Simulation and expenmental results are presented showing a comparison between the 
performance of the computed-torque and composite adaptive controllers 
8.2. Mathematical Model 
For simplicity the mathematical model given by equatiOn (6-7) is restated in equatiOn 
(8-1 ). 
(8-1) 
where 
( ·1'1 ) 
sm r -l.u,,, + (u,,- .u,, ~= sgn(e )cos r 
!!., = ( ·1"1 ) 
cos r + .u,,, + (u., - .u,,, ~·=' sgn(e )sm r 
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8.3. Control Strategy 
The control strategy for the composite adaptive control scheme IS required to perform 
m the same manner as that of the computed-torque controller. The aim of the control 
algonthrn is to make the mampulator track a desired pos1tion command whilst 
cancelling backlash at the worm interface The composite adaptive control scheme 
must also ensure surgeon and patient safety by not allowing· 
(1) any motiOn agamst the user, 
(n) any mot1on w1thout d1rect control from the user, 
(m) any backlash at the worm/wheel interface, or 
(iv) any motion caused by excess1ve user input-force 
In a s1m1lar manner to the computed-torque control scheme, effective control of the 
dual-worm mechanism reqmres two algonthrns referred to as a-unwmding and ~­
unwmding a-unwmdmg control is used to control the pos1t1on of the joint when the 
eqmvalent torque generated by the user-mput force r, < o, i e when the desired 
motion IS m an ant1-clockwise d1rect10n However, when r. > o, the desired mot1on 1s 
in the clockw1se duectlon and ~-unwmding control 1s used to control the JOmt 
position The velocity command 1s generated from the user-input force in the 
followmg way 
0 
(},=, sgn(r, { 
e,=, sgn(r.) 
Vr.mm s:lr.IS:r.~, 
Vir. I>'·=· 
(8-2) 
where e,=,, '"'"'", and '·~· are pos1t1ve constants chosen to g1ve a smooth resistance 
to the user-input The velocity-hmiting algonthrn of equatiOn (8-2) IS shown 
graphically in F1gure 43 The above veloc1ty command IS d1fferent from that used in 
Chapter 7 equatiOn (7 -1) This strategy has been employed to ensure sufficient 
smoothness of the des1red pos1t1on, velocity, and acceleratiOn command s1gnals 
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Desired Jomt 
velocity 
' 
T""'"'' User-input 
torque 
Figure 43 - User defined velocity demand 
Craig, Hsu, and Sastry [98] presented an adaptive control scheme for the control of 
robotic systems that ensures convergence of the parameter error to zero under certam 
conditwns on the des1red traJectory, known as persistency of excitation The control 
method of Crmg, Hsu, and Sastry aJso requires inverswn of the manipulator inertia 
matrix and measurement of acceleration. Although the parameter resettmg technique 
used m [98] ensures the existence of the mverse of the mertm matrix, the poor 
acceleration measurement (derived by d1g1tally d1fferent1atmg the position w1th 
respect to time) 1s undeSirable 
Psaltis et a! [99] began to explore the 1dea of usmg Neural Networks (NN) to control 
dynam1c systems The paper showed simulatwn results of a NN tramed, using a 
variety of update algonthms, to learn the behaviour of the plant It was assumed that 
the NN would learn exactly the plant dynamics and no mention of system stab1lity 
was made. In 1991, Ozaki et a! [100] presented a NN controller for a 2-DOF 
manipulator. The results clearly showed the improvement in performance ach1eved 
over the computed-torque method However, no discussiOn on stability of the overall 
system was g1ven In 1994, Safaric and Jezem1k [101] presented a method for 
deriving the leammg algonthms for NN control of a 2-DOF SCARA robot The 
method is based on lineansatwn of the NN model and Lyapunov stability theory for 
adaptive controllers Both NN and computed-torque controllers were tested on the 
manipulator and compared to each other Although, the NN controller was not shown 
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to significantly outperform the computed-torque algorithm it would be able to 
compensate for vanations in payload mass and friction coefficients. K wan, Lewts, 
and Dawson [102] presented a NN controller for a 2-DOF robot where a back-
stepping procedure was used to develop robust control algonthms based on a model 
that included motor dynamics. Two functiOnal-link NNs were used to compensate for 
complex non-hnear functions one NN compensated for non-lmear terms in the robot 
dynamics while the second NN compensated for non-linear terms in the motor 
dynamics It was shown that the NN controller considerably outperformed a 
Porportional-plus-Denvattve (PD) controller m stmulatwns. However, the stabthty 
results for all of these control methods are based on the need for a persistently 
exciting trajectory The control method that has been proposed for the control of the 
worm-driven joint mvolves switchmg between two controllers: one controller for 
controlling motion in the positive duect10n and another for the negative direction. 
Due to the nature of the human m put required to move to the system, it is not possible 
to guarantee a perststently exciting trajectory for each controller 
Due to the reqmrement of acceleratiOn measurement and the problems of perstst 
excitatiOn described above, a control method that rehes on a less restnctlve condttwn 
than persJstency of excitatiOn, known as the infinite integral condttion, IS used 
Slotme and Li [103] proposed a compostte adaptive controller that extracts 
mformatwn from both the tracking error and a predtction error m the filtered joint 
torque. This method consists of filtermg the JOint torque, making an estimate of thts 
filtered quantity, designing a controller to track the desired trajectory, and finally 
selectmg a parameter update rule that ensures convergence of both the tracking and 
parameter errors to zero This torque filtenng method, which is analysed in detatl by 
Lewts, Abdallah, and Dawson (104], removes the need for acceleration measurements 
and mversion of the manipulator inertia matnx 
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8.4. Composite Adaptive Controller 
In the development of the composite adaptive controller, the error between the desired 
position and the actual position of the link is defined by equation (8-3), and the 
quantity r, known as the filtered tracking error, is defined by equation (8-4). Both a-
unwinding and P-unwindmg control strategies are developed below followed by a 
stability analysis of the controllers 
e= B, -B (8-3) 
r = e+ A.e (8-4) 
8.4.1. a-unwindmg control 
The equation of motion for the system of gears, given m equation (6-7), can be used 
to solve for the a-motor torque, r.,., by multiplying both sides by tv./r, That IS 
where C = C A.r. ,. ' 
r, 
(8-5) 
The assumptiOn IS made that the transition between static and dynamic frictiOn IS very 
fast (because of the Ijsmr term in both A. and A,) hence once motion has started A. 
and A, are constant Under this assumption it is possible to wnte r •• as a linear 
combinatiOn of constant unknown parameters, <I>., and known functiOns, w. 
Therefore, equation (8-5) can be written as 
(8-6) 
where W.=[B 8 r, 
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EquatiOn (8-5) can also be wntten as 
(8-7) 
where h =dh.=.!!...(J e) 
a d/ d/ Ja 
and 
Equation (8-5) has now been separated m a way that allows the acceleration term, 0, 
to be filtered out By filtermg both s1des of equation (8-7) it is possible to write the 
filtered torque equation given by equation (8-8). 1 IS the impulse response of the 
hnear stable, stnctly proper filter, and * is used to denote the convolution operation. 
r1• =l*r •• = l*h. +I* g" (8-8) 
By the property of convolutwn, 1t 1s also possible to write 
I* h.= fl(t-v)h.{v)dv 
" 
(8-9) 
and integratmg by parts y1elds 
' I • h. = [f(t- v}h.(v )l-J l(t -v }h.{v}dv 
' 
(8-10) 
which in turn y1elds 
/*h. =-l*h. + J(O) h.- I h.{o) (8-11) 
Substitution of equatiOn (8-11) mto equatwn (8-8), replacing h. and g. from equatwn 
(8-7) and notmg that J,. IS constant and the filter and velocity are mihalised 
toi(O)=c and 0(0)=0 respectively yields 
(8-12) 
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where, W1• =[-f*B+cB [*B f*r, f*r.,] W1• IS referred to as the filtered 
regression matrix and <1>. is the same as in (8-6). Assummg that r •• , r.,, r,, and B 
are measurable, 1 e that the filtered regression matrix is known, it is possible to define 
the estimate of the filtered a.-motor torque, i 1• , based on the estimate of the unknown 
parameters, <P., such that 
(8-13) 
The error m the estimate of the filtered torque IS defined as 
(8-14) 
In order to des1gn a controller for the system consider the Lyapunov-Iike function 
given by equatiOn (8- I 5) and its time derivative, equation (8-16), where r = e + k is 
the filtered trackmg error, e = B,- B IS the trackmg error, iP. = <~>.- <P. is the error m the 
parameter estimates and P. IS a time-varying symmetnc matnx 
(8-15) 
- - I- -V = J rr + tf>'p-'tf> + -tf>'p-'tf> 
a Ta a a a 2 a a a' 
(8-16) 
Makmg the followmg observation 
(8-17) 
and replacing for J,.B from equatiOn (8-5) y1elds 
(8-18) 
wh1ch can be wntten as 
(8-19) 
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where Y. = [(o, +.<e) 8 r. r ., ] Selecting the control input, r ..• , as 
(8-20) 
and substituting mto equation (8-19) and subsequently into equation (8-16) yields 
(8-21) 
The least-squares adaptive update law proposed Li and Slotine [105) is used here. 
This is given by equatiOns (8-22) and (8-23). 
ij, =tl> -<i> =-P Y'r-P W'r a a a aa afafa (8-22) 
p·• =W'W 
a f.a fa (8-23) 
Usmg equation (8-22) and replacing for <r. from equatiOns (8-13) and (8-14) and 
noting that tP. is a vector of constant parameters, (I e tP. = o ), yields 
(8-24) 
Usmg the matnx Identity given by equation (8-25) [106), 
p p-1 =I (8-25) 
and differentiatmg with respect to time yields 
P p-1 +P p-1 =0 (8-26) 
p = -P p-1 P (8-27) 
Subsequently, equation (8-23) may be written more convemently as equation (8-28). 
(8-28) 
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Since P. is negative semi-definite, It follows that 
(8-29) 
and 
(8-30) 
where ..t • ..{A} and ..t=,{A} represent the mmimum and maximum eigenvalues of the 
matrix A respectively Equation (8-30) is also referred to as the infimte integral 
condition. Substitution of the least-squares estimator and parameter update law given 
by equatwns (8-22) and (8-23) into leads to equatiOn (8-21) yields 
V = -K r' --'-iP'W'W ij; 
a >a 2•/•f•• (8-31) 
Equation (8-31) is obtained as follows SubstitutiOn of equatwn (8-22) and (8-23) 
into equatwn (8-21) yields 
(8-32) 
Equation (8-32) reduces to 
(8-33) 
which m turn yields 
(8-34) 
and notmg r1• = W1• iP. , it follows that 
(8-35) 
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which can be s1mphfied to 
V = -K r' _ _I_;p'W'W ijj 
a •a 2afafaa (8-36) 
8.4.2 j3-unwinding control 
Similarly, for 13-unwmding control, equation (8-1) can be used to solve for the 13-
motor torque by multiplymg both sides by !'.,r,fr, as g1ven m equation (8-37) 
(8-37) 
where W ,= [11 11 r, rJ 
Followmg the method outlined above the control input, r.,, can be selected as 
(8-38) 
where Y. = [{11,, + k) 11 r, r.J 
The least-squares adaptive update law IS g1ven m equatwns (8-39) and (8-40) and the 
time derivative of the Lyapunov function 1s given by equatwn (8-41). 
iiJ11 =-.P11 =-P11Y;r-PPw;rJP 
;p11 = P11Y;r+P11w;(r111 -W111tP11 ) 
P; 1 =w;w,11 
P, = -P,w;wli'PP 
8 4 3 Stability Analysis 
The Lyapunov functwns for a and 13-unwindmg may be wntten as 
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where the subscnpt , should be replaced by a or p for a-unwmdmg and 13-
unwmdmg respectively. Similarly, the lime-denvalive of the Lyapunov functiOn 
given by equatwns (8-31) or (8-41) can also be expressed as 
(8-43) 
By showing that the second derivative of the Lyapunov function IS bounded, so 
provmg that v; is uniformly continuous, Barbalat' s lemma g1ven m Appendix F can 
be invoked to show that the tracking error, r , and parameter error, ii>,, both converge 
to zero F1rstly, v; is obtained by differentiating equation (8-43) to g1ve equatwn 
(8-44) 
(8-44) 
Therefore, in order to prove that v; IS bounded and v; IS uruformly continuous, it 
necessary and sufficient to prove that r, r, ii>., ii>,, Wfl, and Wfl are bounded. v; IS at 
least negative semi-definite implying that v;,; v;(o) and that r and ii>, are also 
bounded. Subsequently, from the defimtwn of r m equation (8-4), e and e are also 
bounded. Considering I: as defined m equations (8-19) and (8-38), 1 e. 
Y, = [11,, + k 11 r. r ... ] where i should be replaced by 13 for a-unwmdmg and a for 13-
unwinding and assuming that the mputs, r., r ... , 11,, 11,, and 11, are bounded then 11, 
11, and Y, must also be bounded. SubstitutiOn of the control law (8-20) or (8-38) mto 
equatiOn (8- I 9) leads to 
(8-45) 
Noting that J, > o then r and 11 are also bounded Subsequently, from equations 
(8-5) or (8-37) and from the assumptiOn that <P, IS bounded, r ... , w, and .P, are 
bounded From the defimtion of the filter, f, and the properties of a stable transfer 
function g1ven m Appendix F 1t can be seen that r1., wfl and w. are also bounded 
Finally, the parameter update law of equation (8-22) or (8-39), written as 
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ij, =-PY'r-PW'r 
' ' ' ' fi fi 
(8-46) 
is used to prove that V, IS bounded From equations (8-23) or (8-40), P, IS bounded 
by P,(o) smce P,,;; 0 is negative semi-defimte Using equations (8-46), (8-13), and 
(8-14) and the fact that the filter, f, has a stable transfer functiOn, It can be seen that 
ii>, is bounded Application ofBarbalat's lemma, given in Appendix F, yields 
hm,__, ~ = 0 (8-47) 
and 
hmH..,r=O (8-48) 
Smce the relationship between r and e, from equatiOn (8-4 ), may also be wntten m 
terms of the stnctly proper, asymptotically stable transfer functiOn, H(s), such that 
e(s) = H(s )r(s) (8-49) 
Therefore 
hm, .... ..,r=O hm, .... "' e:;:Q (8-50) 
It IS also possible to define the type of stabtlity for the parameter error. Since V, IS 
bounded by v,(o), if the mfinite mtegral condition gtven in equation (8-51) holds, It 
must be concluded that the parameter error tends to zero, 1 e. hm,_ ii>, = 0. The mfimte 
integral condition is less restrictive than the persistency of excitatiOn condition 
dtscussed above, owmg to the fact that as long as there is input to the system and that 
the system is capable of motion it is easy to prove that equation (8-51) holds true A 
persistently excttmg trajectory/mput, on the other hand, it IS not always easy to denve 
or generate in most robotic applicatiOns. 
(8-51) 
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8 4 4 Experimental Set-up 
The same equipment and configurations were used as given in Chapter 7 The only 
difference between the results presented here and the results of Chapter 7 are that 
6.5W geared DC motors were used mstead of the onginal 3.27W motors The 
frequency of the control loop is set at 600Hz 
8.5. Results and Discussion 
8.5.1. Simulation Results 
The mathema!lcal model of the dual worm-dnven JOmt was simulated usmg 
SIMULINK The parameters of the model were set according to Table 6 and the 
control parameters set using Table 7. The dynamic effects of the a and ~ motors are 
cancelled using h1gh gain PI (Proportional-plus-Integral) torque control feedback loop 
assuming that motor output is measured without error. During the simulation the ~­
motor IS set to follow the worm with constant torque under a-unwmding control. 
Similarly, durmg ~-unwmdmg the a-motor IS also set to follow the worm-wheel with 
constant torque The matnces r. and r, were chosen to g1ve well damped parameter 
estimates, and the parameter estimates themselves, .P. and .P,, were Initialised With 
arbitrary values according to equation (8-52) Torque filtering was performed using 
the lmear filter g1ven by the first-order transfer functwn of equation (8-53) The same 
filter was used in both the a-unwinding and ~-unwmdmg controllers 
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Table 6 - Simulation model parameters 
Worm wheel a-worm ~-worm 
Inertm J9=0.25 Kg.m2 Ja=O 003698 Kg m2 Jp=O 003698 Kg m2 
Vtscous Damping Cro=O 00 5 N m s/rad Cra=O 005 N m.s/rad CIJl=0.005 N m s/rad 
Gear geoemtry re=O 025 m ra=O 0065 m rp=O 0065 m 
Static Fnctwn !lsa=O.l4 !lsp=0.14 
Dynamtc Fnctwn !lda=O 12 j.ldp=0.12 
Frictwn Constant e=O 001 e=O 001 
Worm lead angle y=O 05236 rad y=0.05236 rad 
Table 7- Simulation controller gains 
Control Directwn Trackmg error Controller gam 
filter gam 
a-unwmding A.a=50 Kva=20 
~-unwinding A.p=50 Kvp=20 
100 0 0 0 
"] "] P.(o)= P,(o)= 0 1000 0 0 !1>.(0)= ~: 03 0 0 I 0 !t>,(O)= 0 I 
0 0 0 10 05 0 I 
(8-52) 
J(s)=-1-
s+l 
(8-53) 
Three user-input torque commands, r,,, r,,, and r,, given by equatwns (8-54), (8-55), 
and (8-56) respectively were apphed to the model Approxtmately one cycle of each 
of the three torque m puts is shown m Ftgure 44. 
r,, =5 tanh(cos(4t)-o 76152) sgn(sm{t/2)) (8-54) 
r,, =8 tanh(cos(4t)-076152) sgn(sm{t/2)) (8-55) 
r,, =8 {cos{4t)+l5) sm(t/2) (8-56) 
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The desired velocity for system 1s calculated using equation (8-2) with B,~, = 0 1 rad/s, 
'·=· = 10 Nm, and r, ... =I Nm. '·~· and r .... are shown m F1gure 44 by dotted hnes. 
Figure 45 shows the deSJred posJtwn generated from the integral of equation (8-2). 
W1th the system parameters g1ven by Table 6, the actual parameter vectors <~>. and <t>, 
can be calculated for [o["' o as g1ven m equatwn (8-57). 
[
0 162] 
0223 
<I> -<I> -
.- ,- 0017 
0 387 (8-57) 
F1gure 46 shows the positwn error recorded dunng the simulations for each user-
input. The various rates at which the magnitude of the tracking error decays can be 
clearly seen. F1gure 47 shows the parameter es!imates of the simulated system w1th 
the user-mput defined by equatwn (8-54) This figure illustrates that for the first user-
mput command the es!Jmated parameters do not converge on the expected values 
g1ven by equation (8-57) The expected values of the parameters are shown by dotted 
lmes m Figure 47, F1gure 48, and F1gure 49. F1gure 48 and F1gure 49 show the 
parameter es!imates w1th the user-mputs of equatwns (8-55) and (8-56) respectively 
However, w1th these two user-mput commands the parameter error converges to zero 
The more 'exciting' mput g1ven by equation (8-55) y1elds slower convergence of the 
parameter estimates to the true values than the input of equation (8-56) as shown in 
Figure 48 and Figure 49 respectively 
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Figure 44- The three user-input torque commands used in the simulation 
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Figure 46 - Comparison of tracking errors during the 
simulation of the three user-input torque commands 
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Figure 48- Simulation parameter estimates with user-input 2 
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Figure 49- Simulation parameter estimates with user-input 3 
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It should be noted that the magmtude of the user-mput force affects the convergence 
of the parameters The problem anses from the cho1ce of e, m equation (8-2) W1th 
the user-input defined by equatiOn (8-54), shown m F1gure 44a, the desued veloc1ty 
functwn never saturates, i e e, < e,~,. Thus the dependence of e,, on '· is very 
strong and as inputs they appear very similar. Under these condJlions the compos1te 
adaplive controller cannot extract enough information from these inputs to determine 
the correct parameter estimates However, the parameter estimates and trackmg error 
remain bounded at all times 
The user-inputs g1ven by equatwns (8-54) and (8-55) d1ffer only m magnitude. Th1s 
difference s1gmficantly changes the appearance of e, with respect to '· m the reg10n 
The composite adaptive controller IS able to extract more 
information about the system w1th the user-mputs defined by equalions (8-55) and 
(8-56), and shown in F1gure 44b and F1gure 44c respeclively. These effects must be 
taken mto account during expenmental work. 
8.5.2 Experimental Results 
The experimental results of the computed-torque controller are compared to the 
results obtained from the composite adaptive controller. In both expenments the 
applied user-input force generates a command velocity based on equation (8-2), where 
e,_, =005radls, '·-, =IONm, • .... =INm The desued veloc1ty IS then d1g1tally 
mtegrated and d1fferentmted to g1ve the des1red position and des1red acceleration, 
respectively The matnces P. and P, and the vectors <1>. and <1>, were mitiahsed as in 
equation (8-52) and the controller gams set as shown in Table 8 The torque filter that 
was used in the expenments for both a-unwindmg and P-unwindmg control 1s given 
by the first-order transfer functiOn of equation (8-58) The filter of equatiOn (8-58) 
used m these expenments d1ffers from the filter used m the simulation tests (given in 
equation (8-53)) because it has been tuned to minimise the effects of quanlisatwn and 
sensor nmse that are not modelled in the simulatiOn. 
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Table 8- Experimental controller gains 
Control Direction 
a-unwinding 
P-unwinding 
Tracking error 
filter gain 
A.a=50 
A.p=50 
10 J(s);-
s+IO 
Controller gain 
Kva=35 
Kvp=35 
(8-58) 
In a sim1lar manner to the simulation tests, three user-mput torque commands were 
manually applied to the jomt mechanism as shown by Figure 50. Figure 50a, Figure 
SOb, and F1gure 50c show the user-mput commands s1m1lar to those given m 
equations (8-54), (8-55), and (8-56) respectively F1gure 51 shows the desued and 
actual position, derived from the mtegrat10n of equation (8-2), for the three user-input 
torque commands. The graphs of desired and actual pos1t10n m each are 
md1stmgmshable because the error 1s very small 
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a) Expenmental user-mput torque I 
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Figure 50 -Experimental user-input torque commands 
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Figure 51 - Experimental desired and actual position 
The system position error usmg the composite adaptive and computed-torque 
controllers is shown m Figure 52. Although it has not been possible to generate 
exactly the same trajectory (because the user force is apphed manually) Figure 52 
shows a comparison between the computed-torque method, presented in Chapter 7, 
and the composite adaptive control scheme developed in this chapter. Figure 52a 
shows the perfonnance of the computed-torque controller compared to that of the 
composite adaptive controller (With the user-mput command of Figure SOa) 
Similarly, Figure 52b and Figure 52c Illustrate the comparison for the user-inputs 
given by Figure SOb and Figure SOc respectively Computed-torque control was 
perfonned With user-inputs similar to those given m Figure 50 The torque command 
could not be reproduced accurately owmg to the input bemg apphed manually The 
computed-torque controller error is shown offset by 0 005 rad for clanty. It can be 
seen that m the cases of Figure 52b and Figure 52c there IS not a significant difference 
m the perfonnance of the composite adaptive controller compared to that of the 
computed-torque method. 
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The results for the computed-torque controller shown in Figure 52 differ from those 
of Chapter 7 because of the change from 3 27W to 6 SW motors. The reasons for this 
change are due to the order in which this research was earned out Firstly, the 
computed torque algorithm was developed for both the 1-DOF and 2-DOF systems 
The 2-DOF system required the use of the larger motors m order to overcome the 
friction forces generated at the worm/wheel mterface. The composite adaptive 
controller for the 1-DOF and 2-DOF systems were introduced after the analysis of the 
2-DOF computed-torque controller However, the comparison of the two control 
strategies is duect because the computed-torque experiments were repeated with the 
larger actuators for the results of this chapter. 
The parameter estimates correspondmg to the results of the user-input given by Figure 
50a, Figure SOb, and Figure 50c are given by Figure 53, Figure 54, and Figure 55 
respectively Unlike the SimulatiOn, the parameter errors converge on very different 
values to those calculated m equatiOn (8-57) and shown by a dotted line m each 
figure. In the case of the low magmtude user-input (Figure 53) the parameters are 
slow to reach a constant estimate. However, for the two larger magmtude user-input 
commands, Figure 54 and Figure 55, the parameter errors are shown to reach steady-
state more rapidly. 
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8.5 3 Discussion 
There are a number of reasons for differences between simulation and expenmental 
results Firstly, the simulatiOn assumes perfect torque control of both motors under 
both a and ~-unwinding control schemes. However, practically the torque control 
method could not be used on the 'followmg' motor as th1s method generated 'Jerky' 
motwn of the hnk To alleviate this problem the constant voltage technique, 
descnbed in section 7.2, was used. Th1s introduces a sigmficant modelling error mto 
the equations of motwn for the system. Specifically, durmg '-unwmdmg the I'-
motor command voltage IS set to constant voltage, v" The tenns ' and ,. should be 
replaced by a and ~ as in section 8.4.3. Hence the I' -motor torque can be expressed 
as m equation (8-59) usmg the model of an annature controlled DC motor and 
planetary gearbox as given m Appendix G. In equatiOn (8-59), k.,., k,,, T/,, , n,,. and 
R.,, represent the torque constant, the back EMF (electro-motive Force), planetary 
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gearbox efficiency, planetary gearbox ratio, and armature rest stance of the t' -motor 
respectively Armature inductance is assumed to be negligible. 
(8-59) 
Using the system dynamics of equatwns (8-5) and (8-37) may m general be written as 
equatwn (8-60). 
t.r t.r JB+CB=r-'-'+r +< -'-' n n ~ m• '"'A 
ro u~ ~ (8-60) 
SubstitutiOn of equation (8-59) mto (8-60) yields 
(8-61) 
Since the term n;.r,/(r. tan r) wtll be qmte large due the speed ratiO from the worm and 
wheel combination and from the planetary gearbox, equatwn (8-61) represents a 
significant modelling error In fact It can be seen that the estimate of the damping 
coefficient is severely effected by the constant voltage technique as shown 
experimentally m sectwn 8.5.2. There may also be errors in experimental 
determination of the system parameters given in Table 6 and errors in measurement of 
the user-input, motor torque and speed (caused by software filtering to remove nmse) 
that could also affect the convergence of both tracking and parameter errors to zero. 
The composite adaptive controller is based on the model of the system gtven by 
equation (8-1 ). The model does not m elude flextbthty m the joint mechanism and 
assumes perfect measurement of motor torque and speed. The sum effect of these 
errors could be considered as an additive bounded torque disturbance, r,, i e. equation 
(8-1) can be modified as shown m equation (8-62). 
(8-62) 
Thts dtsturbance also affects the parameter estimates as shown below in equation 
(8-63), i e equatiOn (8-24) IS replaced by equatwn (8-63) to take mto account the 
unknown dtsturbance 
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(8-63) 
l!.r 
where r. =-'-' r, and f represents the linear stable, strictly proper filter. More 
r, 
specifically, this disturbance manifests itself in the time denvatlve of the Lyapunov 
functiOn as 
(8·64) 
It can be seen that the introduction of this disturbance mto the model effects the 
stability result defined above, i e. the negative sem1-defimteness of V IS no longer 
assured. It can be clearly seen that the trackmg and parameter error may not be zero 
with the errors caused by un-modelled dynamics and mcorrect measurements 
Although the parameter error may not converge to zero, the boundedness of ii>, can 
still be proven since the result that hm,~. {P}= o is unaffected by the introduction of the 
torque disturbance noting also that ii>, will also eventually become constant. 
Further insight into the behavwur of the system can be gamed by analysing equation 
(8-64). If the conditiOn given in equation (8-65) holds, then V, is negative and the 
Lypaunov function, V, , will decrease Usmg equatiOn (8-42) and by momentarily 
fixmg r,,, and wfl, it can be deterrmned that both r and ii>, must decrease 
K ' I ;;;'W'W ;;; ;;;'W'(j * ) v,r+2"VI fl fi"V,>rTui+"V, fi '"~ (8-65) 
However, eventually r and ii>, will decrease so that the following conditiOn, m 
equation (8-66), holds true. 
1- - - ( ) K r' +-<I>'W'W <I> 5.n +<I>'W' f*r 
11 2'jifi1 "' lji "' (8-66) 
Therefore If equatiOn (8-66) holds true, V, becomes positive and V, mcreases which 
will eventually lead to an increase in r and ii>, . This leads to the conclusion that as 
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long as r,, and w, remain bounded, both r and <1>, are also bounded by some 
functiOn of r, ii>,, K.,, r"' and w, 
The robustness of the composite adaptive controller can be highlighted m simulation 
by adjustmg the model to include the constant voltage control of the 'followmg' worm 
given by equatiOn (8-61) and by mtroducmg some measurement error of r,, r •• , and 
r.,, In the following simulation tests on the system the two user-mput torque 
commands applied to the system are given by equations (8-54) and (8-56) The 
simulatiOn uses the same parameters defined in section 8 5 I Figure 56 shows the 
parameter estimates when the less exciting user-input of equation (8-54) is used. 
Simtlarly, Ftgure 57 Illustrates the parameter estimates when the more exciting mput 
of equatiOn (8-56) IS applied to the system. As shown in section 8 5.1, the speed of 
convergence IS affected by the properties of the user-mput command As anticipated 
in both cases the estimates do not converge on the actual values calculated m equatiOn 
(8-57) and shown by dotted hnes m both Figure 56 and Ftgure 57 Fmally, the 
dtfference in trackmg performance under the two separate conditions is Illustrated m 
Figure 58. The less excttmg trajectory shows considerably larger errors However, in 
both cases the trackmg error and parameter error are both shown to be bounded under 
these conditiOns tllustratmg that the composite adaptive controller is robust agamst 
disturbances caused by both un-modelled dynamics and measurement error. 
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8.6. Conclusions 
Both s1mulatwn and expenmental results have shown that a composite adaptive 
control scheme can be used to track a desired path It has been shown that the 
dependence of the des1red veloc1ty on the user-input force and error in the model has 
a detnmental effect on the convergence of the tracking and parameter estimates to 
zero. The composite adaptive control method has been shown to give performance 
eqmvalent to the computed-torque algonthrn, presented in Chapter 7, under certain 
conditions on the user-mput torque command. However, it has been shown by 
experimental that if the demed velocity and user-mput are not sufficiently 
independent of each other, the composite adaptive controller does not perform as well 
as the computed-torque algonthm. In both the Simulation and expenmental results, 
the trackmg and parameter errors remain bounded under these conditions. 
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Unlike the composite adaptive controller, the ability of the computed-torque control 
algonthm to track a path relies on fixed estimates of the robot parameters Therefore 
degradatiOn of the computed-torque controller's performance due to wear of the gears 
or changes m load can be expected This would reqmre penodiC re-tuning of the 
algonthm m order to ensure satisfactory performance, which can be a time-consummg 
process. The composite adaptive control scheme has been shown to be robust in the 
face of large modelling and measurement errors and as such can be used to 
compensate for changes m system parameters. Due to the nature of the proposed 
application, it may not be prudent to allow the controller to adJust parameters during 
operation. The composite adaptive controller should be used to tram the manipulator 
off-line as part of a calibration procedure before it IS used. Care must be taken to 
ensure that the user-input command consistently saturates the desired velocity 
function during this training period. 
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Chapter 9 Mathematical Model of the Two Degree-of-
Freedom Manipulator 
9.1. Introduction 
In order to develop smtable algonthms for traJectory trackmg control of the 2-00F 
worm-dnven manipulator it is necessary to denve a mathematical model of the 
system. This chapter details the formulation of the model as well as the derivatiOn of 
the inverse kinematics 
9.2. Denavit-Hartenburg Representation 
Assigning the co-ordmate frames usmg the Oenav1t-Hartenberg (0-H) method as 
shown m Figure 59, It IS possible to get the 0-H representatiOn given m Table 9. 
a) Lmk dmgram 
r 
y, 
' 
' 
' I 
' 
' 
' I 
f 
I 
' : e1 
' 
' y, ; 
b) Co-ordmate frame assignment 
Figure 59- 2-DOF Manipulator 
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Table 9- Denavit-Hartenberg representation 
AXIS B d a a Home 
e, o I, 0 0 
2 e, o I, 0 0 
In the following equations the notatiOn given m equation (9-1) is used. 
s" = sm B" s "" = sm(B" +B.) 
c" =cos B" c"" = cos(e" +B.) (9-1) 
Using Table 9 It is possible to obtam the hnk co-ordmate transformatiOns given in 
equatiOns (9-2) and (9-3) 
[0 -s, 0 /I cl [ R' • ,, ;:: SI c, 0 /Is I 1 11 I D T = . 
, o--o·--oh 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 (9-2) 
where R: represents the rotational transformation matrix from frame {m} to 
frame {n}and P~ represents the position of frame {m} With respect to frame {n}. 
(9-3) 
It IS therefore possible to define the transformatiOn from the base frame (frame 0) to 
frame 2 as given by equation (9-4) 
[0" 
-su: 0 /I cl + /2ct2 
Tl = T•T2 = sl2 c, 0 /Is] + /2sl2 
ll 0 I Q 0 0 
0 0 0 (9-4) 
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9.3. Link Jacobian 
Usmg the Langrage-Euler method [107[, the translatiOn from the base frame (frame 0) 
to the centre of mass of hnk I IS defined as 
[
-/,;a,] 
C1 =H T 1 
l ' 0 
I 
[
a,c,] 
c' = a~, (9-5) 
where H, 1s the homogenous transformation given by equation (9-6). It 1s used to 
convert a ( 4x I) vector to a (3x I) vector, 1 e the pos1t1on of the centre of mass of a link 
with respect to frame {o}. 
H, =[~ 
(9-6) 
Usmg equation (9-7), where z' 1s the third umt vector of R: the next step is to 
compute the Jacobian, J', given in equation (9-8) 
ac• ac• A'(q) - -
aB, aB, 
q = [::] J' = -·---
~oZn ~ .,.£-1 
·-
B'(q) 
(9-7) 
-alsl 0 
a1c1 0 A'(q) 
J'(q)= 0 0 --- ------
0 0 
0 0 B'(q) (9-8) 
0 
Similarly, for frame 2, the translation from the base frame to the mass centre of the 
link IS g1ven by equatwn (9-9). 
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(9-9) 
Using equation (9-7), the hnk Jacobmn J' can be calculated to give equation (9-1 0). 
-l,s, - a1s12 -a1s12 
l,ac, + a2cl2 a1c,1 A'(q) 
J' = 0 0 ... ·-···· ..... = 0 0 
0 0 B'(q) 
(9-10) 
The mertla tensor of link I in base co-ordinates IS 
D =R'D(R'V I 0 I o} (9-11) 
where D, 1s the inertia tensor at the mass centre of link I. The mert1a tensor of hnk 2 
With respect to the base frame is given by equation (9-12) 
D =R'D (R')' l 0 1 11 (9-12) 
The manipulator inertia matnx, M , 1s g1ven by equatiOn (9-15) and (9-16). 
M= L:((A')' m,A' +(B')'D,B') 
•-12 
(9-13) 
When ' =I the mert1a for the first link is given by equatiOn (9-14) 
(9-14) 
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Similarly for the second link, i e. when '~ 2, the mert1a tensor IS given by equation 
(9-15) 
(Alr m!Al +(B~rnlBl = 
[
{t.l +a: +2l.a1cJrn2 +Jol 
(a;, +11a2c:}m1 +J02 
(a: + l,a,c,)m, + J,] 
a;m2+Jo2 
Therefore the manipulator mertia matrix for the 2-DOF planar manipulator IS 
M ~[a.lm• +J. +(1.2 +a: +2l.alcl}m2 +Jl 
(a;+ 11a1cJm1 + J2 
~[a" + 2a1c2 a 2 + a 1c2 ] 
a 2 +a1c2 a 2 
a0 =a; m. +(112 +a;)m2 +J1 +12 
a 1 =m/1a1 
a 1 = a:m1 +J2 
(a;+ 11a2cJm2 + J1 ] 
a;m2 +J2 
9.4. Lagrange-Euler Formulation of the Manipulator Dynamics 
It is possible to write the kme!Ic eo-energy as 
where M,, IS the lJ element of M 
(9-15) 
(9-16) 
(9-17) 
As the manipulator does not work against gravity and that jomt/hnk flexibility has not 
been modelled the potential energy, V, is zero However, there are forces from the 
user ( F.), viscous friction (b), and worm dnves ( r) actmg on the manipulator. The 
virtual work done by these forces is defined by 
aw ~F'aq 
(9-18) 
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Notmgthat 
(9-19) 
the generalised forces are descnbed by 
(9-20) 
where r, and r, are the torques applied with the worm driven gearboxes. r, and r, are 
given by equatiOns (9-21) and (9-22), respectively 
(9-21) 
(9-22) 
Using Lagrange's equatiOn the equations of motiOn for this 2-DOF manipulator may 
be denved The Langrangian, L , IS defined as 
L = r· -V (9-23) 
and the equations of motiOn can be expressed as 
.!!__(8L)- 8L =F. 
dt aq aq (9-24) 
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Substitution of equations (9-17) and (9-20) into equation (9-24) and noting that D'(q) 
1s symmetric yields 
(9-25) 
where 
M= 
• 
[ ,, ~ 0 
" lB = !l";"' AplrPI T,. =[rmal r,pl rmal TmP2r 0 .....!!!L_ r., 
da2ra2 Ap2rP2 
The model of the 2-DOF manipulator given by equatwn (9-25) will be used to 
develop computed-torque and composite adaptive control algonthms m later chapters. 
The remainder of th1s chapter IS ded1cated to the mverse kmematlcs of the 2-DOF 
system and an explanatiOn of the path representation scheme used m this work 
9.5. Inverse Kinematics 
In general, des1red paths and trajectories for robotic dev1ces are specified m world-
coordmates, (x., y., z,). Therefore 1t 1s necessary to calculate the desued joint 
angles that would achieve the specified pos1t10n For this 2-DOF manipulator only 
the positwn of the end-effector is important, i e. onentatwn of the end-effector 1s not 
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spec1fied. Using Figure 60, the desired cartes1an positiOn of the end-effector, x, and 
y,, may be wntten as equatiOns (9-26) and (9-27) respectively. 
y 
X 
Figure 60 - Robot geometry 
From Figure 60, 1t IS possible to wnte 
r2 = x~ + y~ = (11c1 + G 2C12 Y + {l.s. + 12s. 2 Y 
= /1
2 + 21J2c2 + 1: 
Therefore 1t 1s possible to explicitly solve for the demed Joint angle e,. to g1ve 
X2+ 2-f'-[2 
cos(B )= " Y" 1 2 
'" 2// 
'' 
and 
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sm(e,,,) = ±~1- cos'(e,.) (9-30) 
e, can then be chosen by selecting the sign m equatiOn (9-30) and substituting the 
values from equations (9-29) and (9-30) into equation (9-31). 
( 
' ' I' I' ' ' I' I' J e = 2 Xc~ + Yu- 1 - z + 1_ Xu +Ye~- 1 - 2 u atan , _ 
21,1, 21,1, 
(9-31) 
sm(e,.) in (9-29) can be chosen to be either positive or negative to give a right or left 
handed robot configuratiOn as desired Expandmg the expressions for x, and y,, 
given by equations (9-26) and (9-27) respectively, using the sme of the sum and the 
cosine of the sum trigonometric identities yields equatiOns (9-32) and (9-33). 
(9-32) 
(9-33) 
Simultaneous solutiOn of(9-32) and (9-33) yields 
(9-34) 
(9-35) 
DIVIsion of equation (9-35) by equation (9-34) yields the desired angle of the first 
JOmt 
(9-36) 
9.6. Path Representation 
In most robotic applicatiOn a path 1s descnbed m terms of a Cartesian co-ordinate 
system. A desired path P(x, y) can be separated into a senes of shorter contmuous 
paths p,(x,yt ,p.(x,y) by defining via pomts as shown m F1gure 61 
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y 
P(x,y) y p,(y) 
p,(x) 
X X 
a) Cartersian path b) Ptece-wise representatiOn 
Figure 61 -A piece-wise representation of a Cartesian path 
One common representation of these paths ts in the form of piece-Wise cubiC 
polynomials [107]. A particularly attractive feature of the cubtc polynomial 
representation is that the end-effector Will (m theory) pass directly through the desired 
via points. However, other representatiOns, such as ~-splines do not force the end-
effector to pass duectly through the vta-pomt. 
In general, the polynomial functions usually descnbe the positiOn of each Cartesian 
variable with respect to time. This allows the velocity and acceleration along the path 
to be specified. For thts application only the path Itself IS pre-defined, the user-input 
force will be used to specify the velocity along the path and the method IS descnbed in 
more detml in Chapter 10 Therefore a series of cubtc polynomtals IS used to 
descnbe one Cartesian variable With respect to the other and IS represented by 
equatiOn (9-37) or (9-38). The a, 's and {3., 's are found from the known boundary 
conditions of each of equatiOns (9-37) or (9-38), 1.e from the position and gradient at 
the start and end of the path. Contmuity of the path is assured by making the gradient 
at the start of the path equal to the gradient at the end of the previous path Care 
should also be taken to ensure that the path IS spht mto small enough segments so that 
there is only one solution to equation (9-7) or (9-8) and that the coefficients remam 
finite 
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(9-37) 
y = /]," + fJ,"x + fJ,"x' + fJ,"x' (9-38) 
Once all paths have been represented by the cubic polynommls it is a simple matter to 
use the equations as a look-up reference so that g1ven a desired x (or y) positiOn the 
correspondmg y (or x) position can be found Usmg the mverse kmematlc solutwn 
descnbed above it is also possible to determme the JOmt angles that are reqmred to 
ach1eve the desired pos1tion 
Usmg the example shown in Figure 62 it is easy to see that even a simple path 
requires a sigmficant number of vm points The mm1mum number of pomts that IS 
reqmred to specify the path of Figure 62 is 25. However, only the position and 
gradient of the start and end points need to be stored. The polynomial can be 
calculated onhne as the control1s runnmg 
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Figure 62 - A simple Cartesian path 
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Chapter 10 Computed-Torque Control of a Two Degree-of-
Freedom Worm-Driven Manipulator 
10.1. Introduction 
This chapter represents the design of a computed torque controller for the 2-DOF 
manipulator, By measunng joint torque the computed-torque control strategy ensures 
safety of the user by never driving against the input force. The control algonthm IS 
shown to force the end-effector to track a desired path with a velocity determined by 
the magrutude of the user-input force. Experimental results show that by directing the 
user to apply a force in the correct directiOn the end-effector can be forced to track the 
path without nsk to the operator. 
1 0.2. Control Strategy 
In order to ensure that the robot does not exh1b1t motwn agamst the user, the robot IS 
allowed to move only if the torque acting on each JOint IS in the same directiOn as the 
desired motion of that Joint These conditions can be expressed mathematically as 
given by equation (I 0-1) and they must both be satisfied in order for the robot to be 
able to move as shown m Chapter 3. To implement this strategy successfully stram 
gauges have been mounted on each link in order to measure the hnk torques, r .,, and 
sgn(e,,,)= sgn(r.,} 
sgn(e,)= sgn(r.,,} (10-1) 
The user controls the motwn of the end-effector along the path by grasping the control 
handle and applying a force. Only If the conditions of equation (10-1) are satisfied 
are the robot JOints allowed to move along the path. The desired (Cartesian) velocity 
of the motion, v, , of the end-effector is in a direction determmed by the path and at a 
magnitude generated by the user input-force and the relatiOnship given m equatiOn 
(I 0-2) ~,~,, r;.,., and F,=, in equation (I 0-2) are all positive constants This 
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velocity-limiting algorithm is also shown graphically m Figure 43 and the relatiOnship 
ensures that velocity and acceleratiOn demands for the end-effector are contmuous 
DeSJred 
Cartes1an 
veloc1ty 
VJF.J < F;, .,. 
V F•• ,, S JF.J S r;,_, 
VJF.J >F ••• , 
User-mput 
force 
Figure 63 -User defined velocity demand 
(10-2) 
In order to cancel backlash in the worm mechamsm the a and P-unwmding control 
strategy is used as in Chapter 7 For motiOn of a joint in the clockwise dtrectmn (I.e. 
B, > o) the motor command voltage for the a-worm IS set to a constant value and the 
P-motor torque, r • ., , IS controlled to unwmd the P-worm In this conditiOn the P-
worm leads and the a-worm IS used to follow the motiOn of the worm wheel Without 
applymg unnecessary frictional forces to the system Control of motiOn m this manner 
is termed P-unwmding control. However, m the anti-clockwise directiOn (i e B, < o) 
the P-worm motor command voltage IS set to a constant value and ' .. ~ IS used to 
control the unwinding of the a-worm This IS termed a-unwmdmg control. In this 
mstance, the a-worm leads and the P-wormfollows 
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10.3. Control of the pointer mechanism 
A control handle was presented in Chapter 4 that mcorporates a pomter mechan1sm 
for indicating to the user the duectwn m wh1ch a force should be applied to 
accomplish the desired task The method for dec1dmg the d1rectwn m which the 
pomter should be mmed IS descn bed below 
F1rstly, the assumptiOn IS made that the deSired JOmt acceleration remains small, 1 e. 
the force, F, descnbed m Chapter 3, tangential to the des1red path is small Under 
th1s assumptiOn it IS possible to map the pomter duectwn to the desired path d1rectwn 
by considering the diagram shown in Figure 64 The inner c1rcle of Figure 64 
represents the direction of the path d1vided into the four poss1ble combinations ofjomt 
motion as descnbed by Table I in Chapter 3. Similarly, the outer c1rcle represents the 
four combmatwns of jomt torque required to resist a user-mput force descnbed by 
Table 2 also in Chapter 3. 
y 
X 
Figure 64- Regions of user-input force and path direction 
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Usmg equatiOn (10-1), Table I, and Table 2 the conditions under which motwn can be 
allowed are 
I. If the path exists in region I, the user-mput force must be directed into region A 
2 If the path exists in region 2, the user-mput force must be directed mto region B. 
3. If the path exists in regiOn 3, the user-mput force must be duected into region C. 
4 If the path exists m regiOn 4, the user-mput force must be directed into regwn D. 
Usmg these conditions the pointer directiOn is linearly mapped into the desired 
regions A, B, C, or D if the path direction is m the regwns I, 2, 3, or 4 respectively as 
shown Figure 65. Dunng this mappmg no account IS taken for the magmtude of the 
acceleration force, F,, from equatiOn (3-3) 
• 
Destred Path DtrecttOn I 141 3 [21 I I 
Pomter Dtrection B IAI D I Cl B J 
~~------~~----~ 
' 
. 
0 tr 2tr 
Figure 65 -Mapping pointer direction to desired path 
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10.4. Mathematical Model 
The mathematical model of the 2-DOF worm-dnven mampulator IS gtven by equation 
(9-25) and IS repeated here for clarity. 
Mq+M,q+Cq+C,q + V.q; Br. +JTF. (10-3) 
where 
M; 
' 
0 
0 
and 
However, due to the placement of the stram gauges, 1 e on each hnk, it 1s posstble to 
simplify equation (10-3) by introducmg the terms 'M" and ,.M,, which represent 
measurements from the two sensors The use of the sensors m th1s manner 
mathematically decouples the dynam1c equatwns due to the exphctt knowledge of the 
forces actmg on each JOmt, mcludmg conolis and mer!ial forces The posttion of the 
sensors does not allow for the measurement of the total inertial force The small 
amount of unmeasured inertial force generated by the reszdual mertia, M,, mcludes 
the inertia of the worm-wheel, the main shaft, and a small portton of the link up to the 
stram-gauge module The total force measured by the strain gauge sensors is given by 
equation (1 0-4) 
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r =-(M -M )q-V q+JTF 
- 0 • " 
(10-4) 
where M,= [J" O ] 
0 J"' 
Therefore, It is possible to wnte the de-coupled system equatron by subs!ltutmg 
equatron (10-4) mto (10-3) 
(10-S) 
where M, =[J" 0] 
0 J"' 
and J ~ represents the residual mertia of lmk n . 
10.5. Computed-Torque Controller 
The difference between the desired traJectory and the actual traJectory IS defined as 
(10-6) 
Usmg equations (10-5) and (10-6) it IS possible to wnte the error dynamics as 
(10-7) 
10 5 1 Joint 1 a-unwinding controller 
During a-unwinding control ofjomt I the torque, r.,,, IS used to regulate position. In 
order to track the desired traJectory It IS possible to select the computed-torque control 
law as 
(10-8) 
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where u., is the Proportwnal+Integral+Denvatlve (PID) control law g1ven by 
(10-9) 
The terms J,, J., )", f.., f.,, c .. , c, .. , 8 .. , and 8, in equation (10-10) are the 
estimates of J,., J.,, J,,, 6..,, 6.,,, c .. , c, .. , B", and B., respectively. 
10 5 2 Joint 1 ~unwinding controller 
Similarly r.," IS used to regulate position for ~-unwmdmg control of jomt 1 Hence 
the computed-torque PID controller given by equatiOns (10-10) and (10-11) IS 
defined 
(10-10) 
(10-11) 
10 5 3 Joint 2 a-unwindmg controller 
For a-unwmdmg control of jomt 2, the computed-torque PID controller 1s chosen as 
m equations (10-12) and (10-13) 
(10-12) 
(10-13) 
The terms J,, J.,. J,, f.., t.,, c,, c,,, 8,, and 8, m equatiOn (10-12) are the 
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10 5 4 Jomt2 ~unwinding controller 
~-unwmdmg control of jomt 2 IS accomplished usmg the computed-torque PID 
controller of equations (1 0-14) and (I 0-15). 
(10-14) 
(10-15) 
10.6. Experimental Set-up 
The 2-DOF manipulator was controlled usmg the Mechatronic Workstatwn descnbed 
in Chapter 5 A schematic overview of the system is shown m Figure 66. The 
computed-torque control method reqmres regulation of the motor torque. Closed-loop 
control of the motor torque was accomplished by measuring the motor current and 
usmg a digital Proportwnal-plus-Integral (PI) regulator. The pomter mechanism m 
the control handle was controlled usmg the HCTL-11 00 Motion Control Interface 
Jomt positiOn measurements were obtamed from the 5,000 count encoders and 
separate HCTL-11 00 interfaces were used to decode the quadrature signal mto 20,000 
counts/revolution Velocity measurement was obtamed usmg a standard backward 
difference algonthm. The control algonthm was run at frequency of 600Hz In order 
to enhance user safety a foot-switch was introduced mto the system The foot-switch 
physically controls connectiOn of all motors to the power amplifiers through relays as 
shown in Figure 67. With the foot-switch disabled the amplifiers cannot drive the 
motors. The control PC also momtors the state of the foot-switch disabling/enabling 
the control algonthm appropnately. 
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Encoder PosttiOn 
Amphfier 
Stram gauge amp 
Control handle and 
pomter mechamsm 
Stram gauge 
module 
Pentmm 233 MHz PC 
QNXRTOS 
Encoder POSIIIOO 
Stram gauge amp 
Encoder PosttJOn 
Stram gauge 
module 
Figure 66 - A schematic overview of the 2-DOF manipulator control system 
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Opto-Isolator 
ov 
Figure 67 - Implementation of the foot-switch 
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I 0. 7. Results and Discussion 
To test the ab1hty of the manipulator to track a traJectory the end-effector is required 
to track a circular path The path is defined as 0 05m d1ameter c1rcle that starts at the 
manipulators current pos1tion The parameters used to compensate for system 
dynam1cs m the control algonthm are given m Table 10. The gams used m the a and 
p unwindmg controllers are g1ven m Table 11 The velocity along the path was 
generated from the user-mput force usmg F. ••• =50N, F,,,. =ION, and v ... ~ =0005m/s 
as given by equation (I 0-2). 
Table 10- System Parameters 
Worm wheel a-worm P-worm 
Inertia (Kg m") Je1= Je2=0 25122 la I= Ja2=0.003698 h1= Js2=0 003698 
Viscous Damping Cre1= Cre2=0 005 Cra 1 = Cra2=0 00 I ct]l1= ct]l2=o oot 
N ms/rad 
GearPCD (m) re1= re2=0 025 raJ= ra2=0 0065 rB 1 = rB2=0 0065 
Static Frictwn !lsal=!lsa2=0 12 !lsB I =!lsB2=0 16 
Dynamic Fnctwn !lda I =J.lda2=0 10 !ldBI=!ldB2=0 14 
Friction Constant E1=E2=0 001 E1=E2=0 001 
Worm lead angle y1=y2=0 05236 Y1r2=o 05236 
J omt lmk lengths IJ=O 450 m 
h=0415 m 
Table 11 - Computed-Torque PID Gains 
a-unwinding b-unwinding 
Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 1 Joint 2 
Proportional 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Integral 100 100 100 100 
Derivative 1000 1000 1000 1000 
The desired and actual paths of the end-effector are shown m Figure 68 for two laps 
of the path. The start positiOn of the end-effector on the path is also illustrated. It can 
be seen that m general the end-effector of the robot tracks the path With little error. 
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Whilst the plot of x-positiOn Illustrates good trackmg performance the graph of y-
positiOn shows some deviatiOn from the path Figure 69 illustrates the error m the 
positiOn of the end-effector shown m Cartesian co-ordmates The x-axis error, shown 
m Figure 69a, does not exceed 0 6mm at any time while the y-axis error, Figure 69b, 
remams under 2mm Figure 70 shows the JOint torque measured by the strain gauge 
modules. Figure 71 shows the Cartesian components of the equivalent end-effector 
force calculated from the measured joint torque During the two laps of the path, four 
main points (1-4) have been marked that identify large tracking errors These four 
points are shown m Figure 68, Figure 69, and Figure 70. It IS clear to see that these 
errors coincide with changes m sign of the measured joint torque, r~., and r~, 
The end-effector error, owing to the flexibility of jomt I, IS also dependent upon the 
manipulator configuration but can be highlighted m a static test The test has shown 
that for every I ON of user-mput force m the y-directiOn the end-effector IS deflected 
by approximately 1.15mm in the y-axis m the given manipulator configuratiOn. For 
the same force m the x-direction the end-effector is deflected only O.lmm in the x-
axis. By mcreasmg the stiffness of the mam shaft of joint I the error due to flexibility 
can be sigmficantly reduced. 
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Figure 68 - Tracking of a circular path 
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Figure 70 - Measured joint torque for circular path 
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Figure 71 -Applied user-input force 
In add1t1on to the circular path of F1gure 68, a more complicated path composed of 
both linear and curvilinear segments has been implemented. The desued and actual 
end-effector positwns for one lap of the path (includmg the start point) are shown in 
Figure 72. Figure 73 and F1gure 74 illustrate the end-effector pos1t1on error and the 
applied user-input force respectively. The magmtude of the error m the x-runs IS less 
than 0 8mm while m the y-ax1s the magnitude remains under 3mm 
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Figure 72 - Tracking of a composite path 
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Figure 74- Applied user-input force 
10 7 1 Dzscussion 
The results presented here are for a given veloc1ty demand that IS dependent upon the 
force that IS applied by the user. In the simulations of the 1-DOF system the 
interaction of the user with the end-effector has been 1gnored. However, in reality the 
ability of the user to respond to the motwn of the mampulator plays an important role 
in the ab11ity of the manipulator end-effector to track the des1red path. Thus the 
choices off';,=, F..,., and F,=, m equatiOn (10-2) are cntical to the performance of 
the controller, i e. small motwns of the first JOmt m this 2-DOF system can mean 
sigmficant motwn of the end-effector If the user 1s unable to keep-up With the end-
effector the user-force will drop and the manipulator will slow down in accordance 
With equatwn (I 0-2) The user then catches up w1th the end-effector, 1 e. the force 
applied by the user increases, and the JOmt IS reqmred to speed up. This effect is 
compounded further by the stiffness problems of the first JOmt The net effect of large 
v,=, IS to generate a vibrating motion at the mampulator end-effector excited by both 
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the interaction With the user and oscillatrons generated from overall system stiffness. 
This rs hrghhghted by the expenmental results shown m Frgure 75, Figure 76, and 
Frgure 77. 
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Figure 75- End-effector position with V, •• , = 0 01 m/s 
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A second problem, related to the user-mput command s1gnal has also been highlighted 
by the experimental results above. The large errors caused by the changmg s1gn of 
r «" and r ~·' stem from the control strategy 1tself The transitiOn of the user-mput 
across the boundaries defined by Table 2 causes the end-effector position to 'Jump'. 
Th1s is explained by the fact that this boundary mtroduces a discontmuity to the 
velocity requirement of equation (10-2). Consider the pomt when the path crosses the 
boundary from regwn 3 to region 4 of F1gure 64. Unless the direction of the user-
input force happens to cross the boundary from C to D at exactly the same time the 
control algonthm decides that motiOn cannot be allowed and the desired veloc1ty, V,, 
IS set to zero. The user compensates for th1s and changes the direction of the applied 
force to point m to region D The controller realises that th1s condition is suitable to 
allow motiOn and sets the user veloc1ty accordmg to equation (10-2). However, the 
desired velocity has instantaneously changed from v, = 0 m!s to a value dependent 
upon the magmtude of the applied force Th1s m turn means that the acceleratiOn 
demand is very h1gh. From the defimtion of the motor torque, equatwns (8-8), (8-10), 
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(8-12), and (8-14), a large torque is required from the motors Therefore the system 
lurches, resulting m a large error Although both axes are affected, the first JOint is 
more susceptible owmg to the configuratiOn of the mechamsm. However, in the 
regions were the s1gn of r «" and r _, are well established, tackmg performance can be 
seen to be significantly under !mm in both x and y axes as shown m Figure 73 
I 0.8. Conclusions 
It has been shown that by directing the user to apply a force in the correct way, the 
manipulator can be forced to track a desired path without dnving agamst the user. 
The error was shown to be less than 3mm m magnitude and in view of the large errors 
that can be obtained due to the application of a force by the user (approximately 4mrn 
for 35N) this IS considered to be reasonable Smce the user can easily apply forces to 
the control handle m excess of SON, the error due to flexibility Within this two DOF 
manipulator cannot be tolerated in most medical applicatiOns However, a mechanical 
re-design of the system and reconfigurat10n of the mampulator would result m 
increased robustness to large user-mput forces Further development of the control 
strategy at the cnlical pomts where measured JOint torque changes sign would also 
enhance performance 
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Chapter 11 Composite Adaptive Control of a Two DOF 
Worm-Driven Manipulator 
JJ.l.lntroduction 
In an attempt to improve on the performance of the computed-torque control 
algorithm, a composite adaptive controller fm the 2-DOF mampulator IS presented. In 
this chapter a control scheme based on the adaplive controller presented m Chapter 8 
is presented It is again shown that the locatton of the stram gauges sigmficantly 
reduces the complex1ty of the control algonthm 
1 1.2. Control Strategy 
The control strategy is the same as descnbed m Chapter I 0. Four controllers are 
defined, 1 e a and ~ unwinding controllers for the two Joints The veloc1ty along the 
path 1s generated by the measured user-mput force as g1ven by equation (I 0-2) and 
shown m F1gure 63. 
11.3. Experimental Set-up 
The 2-DOF manipulator was controlled usmg the Mechatromc Workstatton as 
decnbed m Chapter I 0. A schematic overv1ew of the system is shown in Figure 66 
The composite adapttve control method reqmres regulatton of the motor torque. 
Closed-loop control of the motor torque was accomphshed by measuring the motor 
current using a digital Proportional-plus-Integral (PI) regulator. 
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11.4. Mathematical Model 
The mathematical model of the 2-DOF worm-dnven manipulator is given by (9-25) 
and is repeated here for clanty 
Mq+M,q+Cq+C,q+ V.q = Br. +JTF, (11-1) 
As stated in Chapter I 0, due to the placement of the stram gauges, 1 e on each hnk, it 
is possible to simplify equatiOn (11-1) by mtroducmg the terms '~" and '~·' which 
represent measurements from the two sensors The use of the sensors in this manner 
mathematically decouples the dynamic equatwns due to the explicit knowledge of the 
forces acting on each joint This reszdual me1 tra m eludes the mertia of the worm-
wheel, the main shaft, and a small portwn of the lmk up to the strain-gauge module 
T =-(M-M 1·7-V q+JTF 11<.1 oJlJ m u (11-2) 
where M=[J" 0] 
0 0 J02 
Therefore, It IS possible to wnte the system equatiOn as 
(11-3) 
and J., is the 'residual' inertia that generates an acceleratiOn force not measured by 
I 1.5. Composite Adaptive Controller 
The error, E, and filtered tracking error, r , are defined by equatwns (I 0-6) and 
(11-5) respectively. 
E =[:}q,, -q 
r =[~] = E +AE 
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11.5.1. a-unwinding control o/;omt n 
The de-coupled equation of motiOn for the system of gears, given m (11-3), can be 
used to solve for the a-motor torque, r,.,.., by multiplymg both sides by t>.~r~/r., That 
IS 
(11-6) 
where ( 
J r' J r' ) 6 r J =J+ un(tr + foth ~
Ton lh > !::J.anr;, tan r ll,..,r; tan r ra. 
and 
Followmg the method outlined in Chapter 8, equation (11-6) can be wntten as 
(11-7) 
where w ~= [e" e" 
Selecting the control mput, '·~, as 
(11-8) 
where Y_ = [{e,," +-<"eJ e" r_," r.,.] The least-squares adaptive update law IS given 
by equatwns (11-9) and (11-10) [104, 105] 
ij; =-tP =-P Y'r -P W' r 
Dn an an ''" n m fan fan 
.P~ = P • .Y.>" + r~w:..k. -w,~.PJ (11-9) 
and 
p-• = W' W 
an fwr fall 
(11-10) 
SubstitutiOn of the least-squares estimator given by equations (11-9) and (11-10) mto 
the time derivative of the Lyapunov functiOn leads to 
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(11-11) 
11 5 2 /]-unwinding control ofjoint n 
Similarly, for ~-unwinding control, (11-3) can be used to solve for the ~-motor torque 
by multiplying both sides by l'>..,r.,jr., as given m equatiOn (11-12). 
(11-12) 
where 
Followmg the method outlined above the controlmput, r .. ,. , can be selected as 
(11-13) 
where Y,.. =[(e., +-t.eJ 11, roc,. r.J and K , .. IS a positive constant control parameter. 
The least-squares adaptive update law IS given m equatiOns (11-9) and (11-10) and the 
time denvative of the Lyapunov functiOn is given by equatiOn (11-16). 
(11-14) 
p-I ur1 w 
/1> = fit• 11*• 
P1., = -P1,,H'!t1,JJI1P>PP> 
(11-15) 
(11-16) 
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11.5.3 Stabilzty Analysis 
The analys1s of system stab1hty follows the same method as given in Chapter 8 
However, the analys1s for the 2-DOF system 1s g1ven for clanty and completeness due 
to the redefimtion of some variables The Lyapunov functwns for a and P-unwmdmg 
may be written as 
V I J , I ;;;rp-•;;; ;;::;- r +-op 'P 
'" 2 Tmn 2 mm m (11-17) 
where the subscript 1 should be replaced by a or f3 for a-unwinding and P-
unwmdmg respectively and n = 1,2 represents the jomt number. Similarly, the tlme-
denvat!ve of the Lyapunov functiOn can be expressed as 
2 ] -T T -V = -K r --<1> W W <I> ,;; 0 
'""'""2'"'"'"'" (11-18) 
By showmg that the second derivative of the Lyapunov functwn is bounded, so 
proving that fi;. is un1formly contmuous, Barbalat's lemma can be mvoked to show 
that the trackmg error, r,, and parameter error, ii>., both converge to zero. F1rstly, fi;, 
1s obtained by d1fferentmtmg equatwn (11-18) to give equatwn (11-19). 
(11-19) 
Therefore, in order to prove that fi;, IS bounded and fi;, IS un1formly continuous, 1t 
necessary and sufficient to prove that r,, r,, ii>,., ii>., w,., and W"" are bounded fi;, 
1s at least negative semi-definite 1mplymg that fi;,,;; fi;,(o) and r. and ii>. are bounded 
Subsequently, from the definitiOn of r, m equatiOn (11-4), e, and e, are also bounded 
Considenng Y. as defined in equations (11-8) and (11-13), 1.e. 
Y. = [g .• +A, e. g. T ocm T ~.] where ,. should be replaced by p for a-unwmdmg and a 
for P-unwmding and assummg that the m puts, T ocm, T ~. , g,,,, g,., and g.. are bounded 
then g., g., and Y. must also be bounded SubstitutiOn of the control law (11-8) or 
(11-13) into 
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(11-20) 
leads to 
Noting that J,'" > o then r., o , and subsequently r "" are also bounded Since 
'"" = W.<P., then w., <P., and .P. are bounded From the definition of the filter, f, 
and the properties of a stable transfer function in Appendix F it can be seen that 'fi·, 
ffi•, W;., and wf. are also bounded Fmally, to prove that r:. IS bounded, the 
parameter update law of equation ( 11-9) or ( 11-14) may be written 
ii> =-P Y'r -P W'r 
rn m m n m fin fin (11-22) 
From equation (11-10) or (11-15), P,. IS bounded by P,,(o) smce P,, :>0 is negative 
semi-defimte. From equatiOn (11-22) It can be seen that ii>. IS bounded. Application 
of Barbalat's lemma yields 
hm,_ f';. = 0 (11-23) 
and 
hm, __ rn :::; 0 (11-24) 
Smce the relatiOnship between r. and e., equatiOn (11-5), may also be written in 
terms of the strictly proper, asymptotically stable transfer functiOn, H.(s), such that 
e.(s)= H.(s)r.(s) (11-25) 
1t must also be concluded that 
hm ,__., r = 0 ::::::> hm ,__,, e = 0 (11-26) 
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Smce w,. depends on e., r«,., and the motor torque, 1t is always non-zero wh1le the 
controller is operating. This implies that the infinite mtegral cond1t10n g1ven by 
equation (11-27) holds, where -i.,. is the mimmum eigenvalue. 
hm,~. A,.,.{f.w;(a-)v,.(a) da}=oo 
Therefore 1t must be concluded that 
11.5.4. a-unwinding control algorithm 
(11-27) 
(11-28) 
Figure 78 shows the block diagram representation of the composite adaptive a-
unwmding controller. The terms e,., e., e., r., r.,00 , r.,.,, and r.,,. are assumed to be 
known or measurable quantities By substitutmg the subscnpt a for ~ and v1ce versa 
the d1agram represents the compos1te adaptive ~-unwmdmg controller 
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+ PI Torque 0--~r--lcontroller 
+ 
+ 
p 
Current 
sensor 
-
J 
p 
-
a.-motor 
hnkn 
·-----------------------------------------------
Least Squares Parameter Update law 
Figure 78 - Block diagram of a-unwinding control algorithm 
11.6. Results and Discussion 
Figure 79 shows the desired and actual path of the end-effector The end-effector, 
controlled by the user, performs four 'laps' of the pre-defined path. Figure 80 
illustrates the end-effector position error dunng composite adaptive control of the 
end-effector shown in Cartesian co-ordmates The x-axis error, shown Figure 80a, 
exceeds I mm and they-axis error, Figure 80b, exceeds IOmm Figure 81 and Figure 
82 show the measured JOint torque and calculated equivalent end-effector force 
respectively. It can be seen that the end-effector error ts greatly affected by the 
change m sign of the measured JOint torque Figure 83 shows the estimates of the 
parameters for the two JOints The parameter estimates remam bounded at all times 
The control parameters used in this scheme are shown in Table 12 and equations 
(11-29) and (11-30). 
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Table 12 - Composite adaptive controller parameters 
a-unwindmg ~-unwinding 
Jomt I 
60 
10 
•.(o)·[1f 
"" 
on 
Joint 2 
60 
10 
10 f(s)=-
s+ 10 
Joint I 
50 
50 
End Effector DeSJTed and Actual PosttJOn 
I \,\ 
078 079 08 
"" Ttmc (seconds) 
Figure 79 - End-effector position 
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Figure 80 - End-effector error under composite adaptive control 
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Figure 82 - Calculated equivalent end-effector force 
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Figure 83 - Parameter estimates 
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11. 7. Discussion 
The composite adaptive controller does not perform well for the 2-DOF system In 
fact, the error can be seen to be at least 5 times greater than under the computed-
torque control scheme presented m Chapter I 0 The composite adaptive controller is 
more severely affected by the change m sign of the measured jomt torque. This IS 
partially because the stability of the composite adaptive controller IS based on the 
continuity of the inputs It was shown m Chapter 10 that the continuity of the velocity 
carmot be guaranteed with the control strategy that has been presented here. 
Performance of the composite adaptive controller IS also degraded by JOint flexibility 
withm the 2-DOF system The controller IS easily excited by this flexibility which 
qmckly causes the motiOn to become 'Jerky' for any useful Vdm" By mcreasmg the 
stiffness of the mam shaft of joint I it IS expected that this effect could be 
sigmficantly reduced It can also be seen that the robot arm IS m a configuration that 
yields poor system stiffness The arm has a reach of 0.865m and is close to the 
periphery of the workspace. By redesigning the mam shaft of JOint I and 
reconfigunng the robot It would be possible to make the system much more ngid and 
in turn Improve the trackmg performance 
11.8. Conclusions 
Usmg the composite adaptive controller the end-effector trackmg error was not 
Improved. However, both the trackmg error and parameter estimates were shown to 
remam bounded at all times There IS a sigmficant difference between the 
performance of the two control schemes presented m this work If system stiffness 
could be mcreased and the control algonthm modified to give better results at the 
cntical pomts where the measured JOmt torque changes sign, the tracking error could 
be significantly improved 
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12.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the conclusions that can be drawn from this work are summansed. 
The chapter aims to show how the objectives given m Chapter 2 have been met. The 
seven requirements for the manipulator and control strategy are repeated here for 
clarity and are defined as 
Reqmrement I · The user should also not be able to overpower the manipulator with 
excessive force 
Reqmrement 2 · The robot should move only under the direct control of the operator 
Reqmrement 3 . The robot should not perform unauthorised motiOn 
Requirement 4 : The manipulator should be unable to provide a motive force agamst 
the user. 
Reqmrement 5 The control algonthms and strategies employed should be robust 
against external disturbances such as the user-mput force or from the 
mechanical properties of the device itself. 
Requuement 6 . To prove performance of the control algorithm the manipulator 
should be shown to track a prescnbed path with mimmal error. 
Requirement 7 : The manipulator must be easy to use with little or no trammg 
A list of current and proposed publicatiOns that are to be made as part of this work IS 
also mcluded 
12.2. Conclusions from this research 
This thesis has identified the limitatiOns of passive trajectory enhancmg devices such 
as PADyC based on a mathematical analysis of a 2-DOF planar robot mechanism 
Safety issues associated with the introduction of active devices such as ROBODOC 
and ACROBOT have also been highlighted As a result of this prelimmary work an 
alternative robotic JOint mechanism has been designed The non-backdnveable design 
of the JOint ensures that objective I IS satisfied The over-actuated robotic JOint, in 
combmat10n With a smtable control strategy, enhances user safety The control 
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strategy IS also used to cancel backlash at the gear interface This particular result IS 
not only significant m the context of medical robotics but also m terms of general 
servo-control problems where the elimination of backlash at an output shaft is 
paramount Implementation of a footswitch, used as a dead-man's-handle ensures that 
the robot only moves under the control of the operator and cannot perform 
unauthonsed motiOn Therefore It IS concluded that reqmrements 2 and 3 have been 
satisfied In this particular applicatiOn low power DC servo-motors have been used 
However, the use of larger motors could broaden the range of applicatiOns of this 
gearbox mechanism. 
Computed-torque and composite adaptive control algorithms have been designed for a 
1-DOF manipulator based on a mathematical model of the system of gears. 
SimulatiOn and experimental results show that for the 1-DOF mechanism, velocity 
and position demands can be generated from the measured joint torque The error in 
JOint positiOn was shown to be less than ±0 0015rads The composite adaptive 
controller did not sigmficantly outperform the computed-torque scheme However, 
the advantages of usmg the composite adaptive scheme mclude robustness to changes 
m system parameters and guaranteed controller stability Use of a smtable control 
strategy and footswitch ensures that requirements 4, 5, and 6 are satisfied. 
A 2-DOF manipulator has been designed based on the worm-driven revolute joint. A 
pomter mechamsm m the control handle indicates the directiOn in which the user 
should apply a force and enhances the ease of use of the manipulator and safety of the 
operator. It was also shown that the location of the JOmt torque sensors (strain gauge 
modules) decreases the complexity of the mathematical model by explicitly 
measunng the Coriolis and Centnpetal forces 
A mathematical model of the 2-DOF system was developed so that a computed-torque 
control algonthm could be designed to regulate JOmt position for trackmg of a pre-
defined path under direct control of the operator. Expenmental results have shown 
that the computed torque control scheme was able to track the deSired path to Withm 
±3mm. Although this error is quite large, x-axis trackmg was shown to be under 
0.5mm, most of the error appeared my-axis tracking It was shown that the robot arm 
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was in a configuration that yielded poor system stiffness m the y-d1rectwn. Hence, 
this trackmg error has been attnbuted to the effects of the un-modelled JOmt flexJbJhty 
and discontmmty m the velocity command generated by the control strategy. A 
second control scheme, namely a composite adaptive controller, has also been 
designed usmg the mathematical model. Expenmental results have shown that the 
algonthm is not capable of tracking the desired path with accuracy similar to that of 
the computed-torque control scheme. Again performance of the controller was 
adversely affected by the lack of system stiffness x-ax1s error was shown to be under 
2mm wh1le the y-ax1s error was recorded at over I Omm. The computed torque 
controller has been shown to track the desired path in the face of disturbances from 
friction, user-mput force and JOmt flexJbJhty However, both controllers have been 
adversely affected by changes in direction of user-mput force Although the 
computed-torque controller was shown to tack the desued path, the transfer of the 
control strategy from 1-DOF to 2-DOF has been unsuccessful. 
Despite the differences m the performance of the controllers for the 2-DOF, the 1-
DOF control strategy was shown to work well The composite adaptive scheme has 
two d1stmct advantages over the computed-torque method. FirStly, by performmg a 
short test procedure before each use, the adaptive controller can be re-tuned 
(cahbrated) for the current mechanical condition of the manipulator. That IS, by 
systematically trammg of the control algonthm the control can compensate for the 
slow changes m system parameters associated w1th wear at the gear mterface and the 
within the bearmg of the mechanism The computed-torque control algonthm on the 
other hand would require periodic re-tumng by a sk1lled control engmeer m order to 
retam trackmg performance The second potential advantage of the composite 
adaptive control scheme presented above IS that of safety. Despite the changes m 
system parameters (poss1bly large changes m fnctwn coefficients due to temperatlue 
and wear) the stability of the composite adaptive controller is mathematically 
guaranteed. The stab1hty of the computed-torque algonthm under such conditions is 
undefined and the tracking performance IS hkely to be reduced due to large variatwns 
in system parameters. 
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For robotic mampulators in general, errors in the order of 3mm are quite large. With 
th1s performance the manipulator 1s not be smtable for use in medical applications. 
The stiffness of the JOmt mechan1sm has to be significantly mcreased m order to 
improve performance of both the computed-torque and adaptive controllers 
However, m comparison to the prototype of P ADyC, wh1ch exh1b1ted errors 20mm 
for 20N of m put force, the worm-dnven man1pulator performs well The addition of a 
pomter mechanism ms1de the control handle also improves the usability of system, i e 
the operator can concentrate on the task m hand without having to mentally perform 
co-ordinate transformations and large changes m visual focus Th1s also reduces the 
need for training satisfymg reqmrement 7 
The worm-driven manipulator should be classified as an active dev1ce. Under certam 
erroneous conditwns caused by possible electromc hardware failure, it is entirely 
poss1ble that the motors used in the mechanism could generate motion agamst the 
user. However, the over-actuated nature of the JOmt coupled w1th the low power of 
the motors m1mmises the ability to do harm should both motors fail m oppos1te 
directions. The operator has plenty of time to react, 1 e by releasmg the foot-sw1tch 
and disabling power to the motors. 
Significant steps have been made towards developing a safe robotic device for direct 
hmnan interaction A 1-DOF robotic mampulator was shown to work well, but the 
transfer of the control strategy to 2-DOF has not been hugely successful It has been 
shown that a planar revolute JOmt manipulator can be smoothly controlled to follow a 
pre-defined path under the direct control of a human operator However, trackmg 
performance IS degraded in the cntical regwns were the measured J omt torque 
changes sign The derivation of the reqmrements for the control of a revolute JOmt 
serial robot (presented in Chapter 3) has played a large role in the advancement of a 
control strategy for th1s genre of dev1ce Potentially, a motorised joint is not reqmred 
and by des1gmng a clutching mechan1sm that would enable control of the brakmg 
force system safety could be further enhanced. 
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12.3. Publications 
As part of this research two journal papers (mcluded in Appendix H) have been 
accepted for publication. Two other papers have also been submitted to reputable 
journals 
12.3.1. Published 
Reedman. A. V. C., and Bouazza-Marouf, K., Control of an Actively Constramed 
Robotic Jomt for Passive Deployment Apphcatwns, Proceedzngs of the Jmstztutzon of 
Mechamcal Engzneers, Part K Journal of Mulzt-body Dynamzcs, 215, 2001, ppl87-
197 
Reedman. A. V. C., and Bouazza-Marouf, K., Composite Adaptive Control of a 
Robotic Jomt for Passive Deployment Apphcations, Proceedzngs of the Jnstztution of 
Mechamcal Engmeers, Part I Journal of Control and Systems Engzneerzng, 216, 
2002. 
12 3.2. Subm1ssions 
Reedman, A. V. C. and Bouazza-Marouf, K., LimitatiOns on the deployment of 
Passive Arms with Dynamic Constramts, Proceedmgs of the Jnstztutzon of Mechamcal 
Engmeers, Part K Journal of Multz-body Dynamzcs, Submitted Feb 2002 
Reedman, A. V. C. and Bouazza-Marouf, K., An Actively Constramed Two 
Degree-of-Freedom Manipulator for Passive Deployment Applications, Jnternatzonal 
Journal of Control, Submitted in Mar 2002. 
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Chapter 13 Recommendations for Further Work 
13.1. Introduction 
It has been shown that the robot mechamsm and the control hardware/software 
perform well as a prototype system However, there are certam enhancements that are 
reqmred in order to help improve performance and further this research. This chapter 
descnbes certain enhancements to the system that would help to dnve thts work 
forward m order to reahse a robottc devtce that could be used in a surgtcal 
environment 
13.2. Control Development Studio 
Further work m the development of the CDS should mvolve the addttton of project 
handlmg capabihty. The current method involves the use of automatically generated 
make and lmk files and requires some exphctt knowledge of the Watcom C/C++ 
package in order to add new files to a control program's bmld hst Work should also 
mclude development of the control program to run independently of the CDS, t.e. as a 
standalone program tf the user so destres 
13.3. Single Axis Motion Control1nterface 
The Smgle Axis Motion Control Interface has been proved to be a useful asset to thts 
work The capabtlity of thts to control a vanety of motors coupled with the dtgttal 
and analogue VO that is avatlable makes this interface mcredtbly flextble. However, 
in its current configuration the card uses the EISA bus, whtch ts now being phased out 
of PC archttecture In order to keep up wtth current developments in the computer 
industry it is recommended that the card be redestgned for the PCI bus so that the 
speed of data acqmsition could be increased. 
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13.4. Mechanical System 
13.4.1. Joint Configuration 
Due to the physical lim1ts on the rotatwn of each JOmt and the way m which the 
manipulator has been des1gned, the work area IS lim1ted to the area shown in Figure 
84a The shaded area represents the workmg reg10n of the end-effector based on the 
fact that the motwn of each JOmt 1s limited by e, e, E (-70', ,70") It can be seen that 
the workspace of the robot is very hmited Therefore, by rotatmg the second lmk 
through an angle of 90° it is possible to generate the workspace given by F1gure 84b. 
This configuratiOn also has the added advantage that the workspace smgular1ties 
associated w1th the straight arm configuration of Figure 84a carmot exist in the bent-
arm configuratiOn 
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Figure 84 - Configurations of a 2-DOF Robot and workspace 
The results of Chapter 3 also mdicate that a better chmce of robot configuratiOn could 
be used In particular, the use of combmatwns of revolute and pnsmatlc JOmts, such 
as m a polar configuration are advantageous because the jomt can be duectly 
controlled in the duectwn of the force without the coupling associated with the type 
of dev1ce presented in th1s work A second opt10n would be to use a Cartesian 
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configuratiOn which has the advantage that end-effector errors mduced by JOmt errors 
are consistent over the whole workspace. However, the Cartesian manipulator has the 
disadvantage that the physical d1menswns of manipulator are generally larger than 1ts 
working volume 
However, 1t is felt that a redesign of the jomt mechanism coupled with the control 
strategies presented m this work, the end-effector position error of the 2-DOF revolute 
JOmt planar manipulator could be controlled to be less than O.Smm in magnitude 
A second point of interest 1s that the 2-DOF mampulator and control algonthms 
presented m th1s work are only capable of operatmg safely and successfully m a plane 
perpendicular to grav1ty In many real-world apphcatwns 1t may not always be 
possible to operate the robot under these conditions. For th1s revolute-Jomt 
manipulator a grav1ty compensatmg controller or counter-balancing mechanism are 
two poss1ble solutions However, owmg to the need for more powerful actuators for 
gravity compensation controllers and in light of the reqmrements set out above, the 
pass1ve counter-balance method would be preferred m safety critical applications 
Counter balancmg a revolute-JOint robot w1th even as few as 2-DOF 1s not a s1mple 
task. Therefore, a robot configuratton w1th intersecting JOint axes (1 e Cartesian or 
polar configurations) m1ght be more appropnate for the counter balancing approach 
13.4 2 Jomt Actuators 
One of the fundamental advances of this research has been the development of a 
control strategy and pomter mechanism that ensures the mechanism carmot drive 
aga~nst (and harm) the operator With th1s IS m1nd, it IS clear to see that 1f a 
clutch/brake system could be developed that would allow the application of a known 
braking force, the safety of the operator could be further enhanced by completely 
removing the motors from the system A detailed study of braking mechanisms 
should be undertaken to effect th1s approach 
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13.4.3. Jomt Mechanism 
Dunng the development of the mathematical model for the Joint mechanism several 
cntical assumptiOns have been made Firstly, it was assumed that the three gears 
could be modelled as blocks slidmg agamst each other and that the contact between 
the gears IS umform. The second assumptiOn was made that the worm-wheel never 
loses contact With either of the two worms However, m reahty contact between the 
worm and worm-wheel is not uniform and acceleratiOn of the worm With respect to 
the worm-wheel can be qmte large causing loss of contact between the gears The 
effect of this on the overall system needs to be investigated 
13 4. 4. Control Strategy 
The control strategy for the 2-DOF system is flawed m the regiOn where the measured 
joint torque changes sign. Work to mcrease system stiffness and to develop more 
robust strategies than those presented m this work should be continued. 
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Introduction 
General Description 
Th1s smgle-ax1s mot1on control EISA Interface card prov1des 8 channel, 12-blt 
analogue mputs, 1 channel, 12-blt analogue output, 8 d1g1tal 1nputs, 8 d1g1tal outputs, 
and an HCTL-11 00 Interface for the control of brushed DC motors and 3 or 4 phase 
stepper/brush-less DC motors The board can be used on any IBM compatible 
mach1ne w1th an EISA bus 
Details of this document 
PCB artwork and deta1ls of how to construct the s1ngle-ax1s controller (1ncludmg a 
component list and layout d1agram) are 1ncluded as part of the document The 
document also details the software that has been wntten to prov1de fast prototyp1ng of 
control systems The software cons1sts of a C library, a C++ class library and example 
source code The code has been developed 1n C++ for both the Windows 9x and 
QNX 4 xx operating systems Example system d1agrams and application notes have 
been Included to a1d fast prototyp1ng of control systems 
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Hardware 
Electrical Specifications 
Signal Description Signal Name Electncal Specification 
D1g1tal Output DOUTO-DOUT7 TIL Log1c Levels 
DJgJtallnput DINO-DIN7 TIL LOgiC Levels 
Analogue Output DAC1, HCTL DAC ± 10v 
Analogue Input AINO-AIN7 ±3v 
Encoder Inputs CHA, CHB, /INDEX TIL Log1c Levels 
HCTL PWM and Stepper Motor Outputs PHA-PHD, PULSE, SIGN TIL Log1c Levels 
HCTL Control Inputs /STOP, /LIMIT TIL Log1c Levels 
Hardware Description 
The d1agram of F1gure 1 below best descnbes the system The 82C55A 
Programmable Interface controls the t1mmg of read and wnte operat1ons from both the 
AD7870 analogue-to-dJgJtal converter and the HCTL-1100 mot1on control Interface 
The dJgJtallnputs and outputs are latched and can be accessed by the bas1c read/wnte 
operations of the host processor A more detailed CirCuit diagram can be seen 1n 
AppendiX A The memory map of the mot1on control1nterface card IS shown 1n Table 
1 Func!Jons for the control of the t1m1ng are Included m the software library that 
supports the Interface card 
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u 
s 
Host 
PC 
• Frgure 1 -lntertace card block drag ram 
110 Name 
8255 PPI 1 -Port A Access 
8255 PPI 1 -Port B Access 
8255 PPI 1 -Port c Access 
8255 PPI 1 -Control Byte 
HCTL 11 00 Data 
ADC 7870- Start Conversron 
DAC 312-12 Brt DAC 
OrQrtallnput Byte 
Drgrtal Output Byte 
• Table 1 -lntertace card memory map 
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Control Lmes 
8 Btt D1gttal Output 
Access 
Read 
Read 
Wnte 
Wnte 
ReadANnte 
N/A 
Wnte 
Read 
ReadANnte 
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Motor Outputs 
Encoder Input 
Analogue Output 
Address 
BASE+ OxOO 
BASE+ Ox01 
BASE+ Ox02 
BASE+ Ox03 
BASE+ Ox08 
BASE+ Ox09 
BASE+OxOA 
BASE+ OxOB 
BASE+ OxOC 
8 Analogue 
Inputs 
~ I 
+Sv 
lJ 
2 
l.B;J}. OOUT4 
3 19~ DOUTJ 
DIN6 
4 ( l4 
,zo 
5_ 35 DIN 5 )J -
In 16 DINO 
12 ;u ]J-ff 
lA V)_S 
GND 
CHA 
l.4 r. V» /STOP 
]5 
PHC ).{l V Jlj 
2.6 
11 Jl! SIGN 
]J 
DACI EV7J 
2.8 
AIN:S ).1 V 7J 
29 
AIN 2 J.4 
10 
M 
GND ~ 
• Frgure 2- 44 Way D Type Connector 
Setting the Base Address 
OOUT6 
DOUT7 
DOUTS 
OOUT2 
DOUTO 
DOUTI 
DIN7 
DIN4 
DIN2 
DINJ 
DIN! 
GND 
GND 
GND 
CHB 
/INDEX 
/LIMIT 
PHD 
PHB 
PHA 
PULSE 
HCTLDAC 
AIN7 
AIN6 
AIN4 
AINJ 
AINI 
AINO 
GND 
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lt ts posstble to set the base address of each motton control tnterface card anywhere tn 
the range OOO(HEX) to FEO(HEX) Care should be taken to ensure that two cards do 
not have the same address The diagram of Figure 3 below shows a base address of 
280 (HEX) 
SW1 
'0' 
'1' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 '1' 
800 400 200 100 80 40 20 10 
Mosl Signlfocant M1ddle 
Dogrt Dlg1\ 
• Frgure 3- Base Address Swrtch 1 
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Jumper Settings 
There 1s only one JUmper on the mterface board Th1s prov1des for the spec1al 
synchromsat1on funct1on of the HCTL-11 00 With th1s Jumper 1! IS possible to enable 
synchromsat1on by one of two methods 
1) Each board has 1! 1ts JUmper connected to 1ts own d1g1tal output 0 
2) Each board 1s t1ed to the d1g1tal output of only one board 
The first opbon does not offer anyth1ng 1n the way of useful funct1onahty However, the 
second opbon allows the user to synchromse mot1on to a common event, 1 e all axes 
Will start mov1ng at the same !1me 
HCTL-11 00 Register Map 
Re~uster Address Reg1s1ter Funcbon 
Dec Hex 
00 00 Flag Regrster 
05 05 Program Counter 
07 07 Stalus RegiSter 
08 08 8 b[ Motor Command Port 
09 09 P\IVM Motor Command Port 
t2 OC Command Pos<1on (MS8) 
13 OD Command Postt1on 
14 OE Command POS[IOn (LS8) 
15 OF Sample 1imer 
18 12 Read Actual Posruon (MS8) 
19 13 Read Actual Position 
20 14 Read Actual Posibon (LS8) 
21 15 Preset Actual Posruon (MS8) 
22 16 Preset Actual Posrtlon 
23 17 Preset Actual Poslbon (LSB) 
24 18 Commutator R1ng 
25 19 Commutator VelOCity Tmer 
26 1A X 
27 18 Y Phase Overlap 
28 1C Offset 
31 1F MaXImum Phase Advance 
32 20 F11ter Zero, A 
33 21 F11ter Pole, B 
34 22 Ga1n,K 
35 23 Command VelOCity (LSB) 
36 24 Command VelOCity (MSB) 
38 26 Aooelera11on (LS8) 
39 27 Aooelerabon (MSB) 
40 28 MaXImum Velocrty 
41 29 Final Pos[IOn (LS8) 
42 2A Fmal Posrt1on 
43 28 Fmal PoM1on (MS8) 
52 34 Actual Veloaty (LS8) 
53 35 Actual VeloCity (MSB) 
60 3C Command VeloCrtv 
• Table 2- HCTL-1100 reg1s1er map 
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Using the 7E'ST.EXEProgram (MS-DOS Version) 
Th1s test program IS for use under the MS-DOS operat1ng system The Simplest way 
to test the board IS by the following method 
1) Before runmng TEST.EXE check that the board IS gettmg the correct power 
supply Once th1s has been successfully established, run TEST EXE and use an 
OSCIIIISCOpe !O probe 
2) Install the d1g1tal mput and output components (1f requ1red) and test us1ng 
TEST.EXE I! 1s easy to see 1f the d1g1tal output 1s work1ng because of the ab1l1ty of 
the Interface card to read the values that have been set at the output However, 
the 1nput can be tested by applying e1ther a log1c '0' (Ov) or a log1c '1' (+Sv) to the 
Input 
3) Install and test the DAC312 c1rcu1t (If requ1red) The DAC can be tested 1n several 
ways F1rstly, connect e1ther an osc1lliscope or a d1g1tal mult1-meter to p1n 12 of the 
44 way 'D' connector and Ground (1 e p1n 7) Execute TEST.EXE and press 'f to 
test the DAC Set the output to the m1mmum value (1 e the most negabve) and 
adjust the ga1n, PR1, until a su1table voltage for the application 1s ach1eved (M IN-
15v, MAX +15v) Th1s part1cular amplifier C1rcu1t does not Include zero offset 
adJusbment, but can be Included externally through further post-amplificabon lt IS 
possible to test the DAC further by us1ng the "Output Ramp Waveform" opt1on on 
the "Test DAC" menu Us1ng an osc1lliscope 1! 1s possible to see the ramp 
waveform 
4) Install the Analogue data capture Interface (1f requ1red) and 82C55A Interface 
Run TEST.EXE and apply an 1nput to each analogue channel For test purposes 
1! IS suffic1ent to attach a potent1ometer to +3v and -3v supply With the w1per 
connected to the 1nput be1ng tested Tum1ng the potent1ometer 1n e1ther d1rect1on 
Will vary the Input 
5) The final step 1s to 1nstall and test the HCTL-1100 C1rcu1t (1f reqwred) and the 
82C55A Interface (1f 1! 1s not already mstalled) 
(i) The first test 1s to see 1f data can be read from/wntten to the HCTL-1100 
Th1s 1s best accomplished by connectmg an optical encoder to the 
HCTL's Input Aga1n, run the TEST.EXE program and rotate the shaft of 
the encoder The value show1ng the encoder pos1t1on should change 
when the shaft 1s rotated 
(ii) Next, the wnte process shall be tested Whilst still runmng TEST EXE 
press the 'd' key and type a new pos1110n (1n encoder counts) to be 
entered 1n to the HCTL and press RETURN The value 1s then wntten 1n 
to the HCTL, read back out and displayed 1n the same box If the value 1s 
not the same as that typed there IS a problem 
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(iii) Assum1ng that all1s well, the HCTL has a new dest1nat1on value and one 
other test can be performed 1n order to check that operat1on IS correct 
Switch the HCTL-1100 1nto pos1t1on control mode by press1ng the's' key 
and select1ng Pos1t1on control from the follow1ng menu Connect the 1nput 
of an osc1lliscope between p1n 41 of the 44 way 'D' connector and 
ground The 'scope should be read1ng e1ther a pos1t1ve or negabve value 
(1t doesn't matter wh1ch) Rotate the shaft of the encoder unt1l the reading 
1s close to the new des!tnat1on value Rotate the shaft very slowly 
through and past the des1red pos1t1on shown 1n the program w1ndow, the 
'scope 1nput should have changed d1rec!ton If the 'scope IS always 
read1ng zero volts check that the gain PR2 1s not set too low 
Using the 7E'ST.EXEProgram (Windows 9x Version) 
Th1s test program can be run under the Windows 95 and 98 operating systems 
Currently the test program uses two Act1veX controls GraphW1ndowCt~ and 
lnd1catorC~ These two controls MUST be registered on the computer where the 
program 1s to be run A screen shot of the Windows test program IS shown In Figure 
4 The program allows the user v1ew the status of the D1g1tal 1/0 and the HCTL-11 00 
The state of d1g1tal output b1t n can be toggled by clicking With left mouse button on the 
button labelled outn The program also allows the user to change the values of the 
HCTL-1100 registers The buttons on the nght hand s1de mostly control the 
functionality of the HCTL-11 00 
1 Start Control- Sets the HCTL-11 00 1n to the control mode 
2 Pos1t1on Control - Sets the HCTL -11 00 Control mode to pos111on 
3 Set Prop Vel Control- Sets the control mode to proportional velocity control 
4 Set In! Vel Control - Sets the control mode to proportional + Integral veloc1ty 
control 
5 Set Trap Prof Control- Set the control mode to trapezo1dal profile control mode 
6 Set Commutator Regs -Allows the user to set the registers for the commutator for 
3 and 4 pahse stepper/Brushless DC motors 
7 Align- Forces the HCTL-1100 to ALIGN the stepper/Brushless DC motor (see 
HCTL-1100 data sheet) 
8 Set Base Address - Forces the software to use the motion control mterface card 
g1ven by the specified base address 
9 Calibrate DAC -Allows the user to test DAC output 
10 Capture Data -Starts recording data from the ADC channels 1-8 By nght-click1ng 
on the graph a menu can be used to control wh1ch channels are to be displayed 
and allows the user to ed1t the graph's properties 
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~· Motor Control Interface Card Test Program 13 
IHCTL·llOOFig 
i 0 Trap Profrle 
i 0 Umpolar 
: 0 Prop Velocrl)' 
I 0 HoldComm 
. 0 I nt l,'elocrty __ 
HCTL-1100 Sts 
0 Srgn lnhrbrl 
0 Phase Config 
0 Count Confrg 
0 Always Zero 
0 Trap Profile 
0 lnrllldle 
0 Stop 
] 0 Lrmrt 
r Drgrlall/0-
I 
0 1nl e Dull 
0 ln2 e Out2 
I 0 ln3 e Out3 
0 ln4 e Oul4 
0 ln5 e Out5 
0 ln6 e Out6 
0 In? e Out? 
0 InS e Out8 
I HCTL-11 00 Posrlron Regrsters l Encoder Pos I -
-1 ~ 
CommandPos I -1 ~ 
Frnal Pos I -1 ~ 
Prog Counter J Stalrc ~ 
HCTL-11 00 Drgrlal F~ler Regrslers---
Garn.K J ·1 ~ 
FrlterZero.A J ~ 
Frller Pole. B J ~ 
HCTL-1100 Drgrtal Filter Regrslers 
CommandP\1 -1 ~ 
CommandiV -1 ~ 
Acceleralron -1 ~ 
2048 
Analoguo Input 
1024 
" il 0 > 
-1024 
-2048 
0 2 3 4 6 
T1me 
• Frgure 4- Wrndows 9X test program 
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Start Control 
Set Posrtron Control 
Set Prop Vel Control 
Setlnt Vel Control 
Set Trap Prof Control I 
Set Commutator Regs I 
Alrgn I Reset 
Set Base Address 
Calrbrate DAC 
r Capture Data 
7 8 9 10 
-------
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Software 
C Library 
Th1s hbrary 1s for use w1th development systems hke M1crosoft DOS With Microsoft 
Quick C Th1s hbrary w111 allow the user to perform mot1on control on more than one 
s1ngle-ax1s controller The folloWing paragraphs detail each 1nstruct1on that has been 
prov1ded 1n the hbrary g1v1ng comprehensive examples of the1r use 
Initialisation Functions 
vo1d lmtAddr(unsigned /nt base_addr) 
Th1s funcbon must be called before any readlwnte funcbon 1s used /m!Addnmbahses the card at 
the g1ven address The 1n1bahsabon mvolves setbng-up the ports of the 82C55A Interface, resetbng 
the HCTL-11 00 and zeroing the output of the d1g1tal-t(}-analogue converters The following 
example shows what must be done to 1n1bahse a system With two mobon control1nterface cards 
before control can beg1n 
#1nclude "motor.h" 
#deflne 
#deflne 
BASE ADDRl Ox280 
BASE ADDR2 Ox320 
VOld maln (VOld) 
/* Flrst lntlallse the two boards */ 
InltAddr(BASE_ADDRl); 
InltAddr(BASE_ADDR2); 
Digital Input/Output Functions 
vo1d WnteDigitaiOut(uns1gned mt base_addr, char c) 
Wntes the byte c to the d1g1tat output port of the card speafied by base_addr 
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uns1gned char ReadD1grla/Out(unsigned int base_addr) 
Reads the bytes that has been preVIously set WJth WnteDigita/Out The funcbon returns the d1g1tal 
output port value of the card speafiad by base_addr 
void D1gita/OutBitSet(uns1gned mt base_addr, uns1gned char b1~ uns1gned char seQ 
Sets or resets a speafic b1t on the d1g1tal output port of the card speafied by base_addr bit 
denotes the mdex of the b1t to change If set IS '0' the b1t IS reset (1 e '0') and 1f set IS '1' the b1t 1s 
set (1 e '1') 
uns1gned char ReadDig1talfn(uns1gned mt base_addr) 
Samples the d1g1tal1nput port of the board speafied by base_addr 
Analgoue Input/Output Functions 
mt ReadADC(uns1gned mt base_addr, mt chan) 
Pelforms an analogue-to-d1g1tal oonvern1on of analogue 1nput [chan] and returns the 1nteger value 
from the oonvern1on The oonvern1on 1s performed based on the address spec1fied by base_addr 
where O<=chan<= 7 The example below shows how to create an array of 1nteger values and 
store an analogue-to-d1g1tal oonvern1on from the respecbve channel m each 
#1nclude "motor.h" 
#dehne BASE ADDR Ox280 
VOld maln{VOld) 
{ 
/* Declare an array of 8 1nts and a count var */ 
1nt a1.n[8], 1., 
/* In1tJ..al1se 1nterface card */ 
In1tAddr(BASE_ADDR), 
/* Loop thru each of the 8 channels */ 
for(J..=0;1<8;J..++) 
{ 
/* Store the ADC value */ 
a1n[1] ~ ReadADC(BASE_ADDR, 11, 
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vo1d OutDAC(uns1gned int base_addr, Signed int vaQ 
PelfoiTlls a digital-to-analogue convers1on of vat on the DAC312 and card speafied by base_addr 
The analogue output appears on p1n 12 of the 44 way 'D' type connector val 1s limited to the 
range -2048<=va/<=+2047 
Low Level HC"J"L.1100 Control Functions 
void ResetHCTL(unsigned mt base_addr) 
Th1s func!Jon forces a hardware reset of the HCTL-1100 mobon control1ntelface on the card 
speafied by base_addr Please refer to the HCTL-1100 data sheet for a detailed descnpbon of 
the status of the HCTL -1100 after reset 
void SoffResetHCTL(unsigned int base_addr) 
This funcbon forces a software reset of the HCTL-1100 mobon control1ntelface on the card 
speafied by base_addr Please refer to the HCTL-1100 data sheet for a detailed descnpbon of 
the status of the HCTL-1100 after a software reset 
uns1gned char ReadHCTL(unsigned mt base_addr, uns1gned char reg_ addr) 
Reads data from the HCTL-11 00 reg1ster speafied by reg_addr on the board speafied by 
base_addr For more details on reg1ster access and reg1ster ass1gnment see the secbon enbtled 
"HCTL-1100 Reg1ster Map' on page 196 Th1s example shows how to JnJbalise the HCTL-1100 
and read the status reg1ster The pre-processor d1recbves and declarabon of the mam funcbon 
have been om1tted for breVIty 
/* Declare var1able to store value of status reg1ster */ 
uns1gned char sts, 
/* In1t1al1se the card */ 
InltAddr(BASE_ADDR); 
/* Reset the HCTL */ 
ResetHCTL(BASE_ADDR); 
/* Read the value from the status reg1ster */ 
sts ~ ReadHCTL(BASE_ADDR, Ox07); 
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void WriteHCTL(unsigned int base_addr, uns1gned char reg_addr, uns1gned char byte) 
WnteHCTL puts the value byte 1nto the regrster speafied by reg_addr base_addr speafies the 
card on whrch the operabon wrll occur Agarn, rn lhrs example the pre-prooessor oornrnands and 
declarabon of the marn funcbon have been exduded 
/* In~t~al~se the card */ 
In~tAddr(BASE_ADDR); 
/* Reset the HCTL */ 
ResetHCTL(BASE_ADDR); 
/* Wr~te 255 to the sample t~mer reg~ster */ 
Wr~teHCTLIBASE_ADDR, OxOf, Oxff); 
High Level HC'Tl.-1100 Control Functions 
uns1gned char GeiHCTLStatus(unsigned ml base_addlj 
Returns the oontents of the status regrster on the board specrfied by base_addr 
vo1d SetHCTLStatus(uns1gned mt base_addr, uns1gned char sts) 
Sets the oontents of lhe status regrster to sts on the board speafied by base_addr Only the lower 
four brts are set 
uns1gned char GeiHCTLF/ags(unsigned mt base_addlj 
Returns the oontents of lhe flags regrster on the board speafied by base_addr 
vo1d SeiHCTLF/ags(unsigned rnt base_addr, uns1gned char fig) 
Sets the oontents of the flags regrster to fig on the board speafied by base_addr 
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s1gned long int Get HCTLPos1bon(uns1gned mt base_addr) 
Retneves the s1gned current encoder pos1bon for the card speafied by base_addr 
vo1d Set HCTLPos1bon(unsigned int base_addr, s1gned long mt pos) 
Presets the encoder posrtJon to pos counts This 1s only allowed when the HCTL-1100 IS 1n idle 
mode 
signed long mt Get HCTLDes1redPos1bon(uns1gned int base_addr) 
Retneves the current des1red pos1bon 1n encoder counts from the HCTL-11 OO's reg1sters 
vo1d Set HCTLDes1redPos1bon(uns1gned mt base_addr, s1gned long mt pos) 
Sets the desired pos1bon to pos encoder counts 
s1gned long mt Get HCTLFmaiPosition(uns1gned int base_addr) 
Retneves the final pos1bon 1n encoder counts from the HCTL-11 OO's reg1sters 
vo1d Set HCTLAnaiPos1tion(uns1gned mt base_addr, signed long mt pos) 
Sets the final pos1bon to pos encoder counts 
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s1gned int Get HCTLVeloc1ty(uns1gned mt base_addtj 
Retneves the ctliTent velooty from the HCTL-1100's reg1sters 1n quadrature counts per sample 
bme 
void Set HCTLPropottJona/Veloclty(unslgned mt base_addr, s1gned /nt veQ 
Sets the registers that conta1n the command velocity used dunng ProportJonal Velooty Control to 
vel quadrature counts per sample bme 
void Set HCTUntegra/Velocity(uns1gned mt base_addr, uns1gned char veQ 
Set the reg1ster that contams the command velooty used dunng Integral Velocty Control to vel 
quadrature counts per sample bme 
void Set HCTLAcclera&on(uns1gned mt base_addr, unsigned int ace) 
Sets the accelerabon reg1sters used 1n Trapez01dal Profile and Integral Velooty Control modes to 
ace quadrature counts per sample bme per sample bme ace IS a pos1bve scalar number between 
O(HEX) and 7FFFF(HEX) 
vo1d Set HCTLMaximumVeloc1ty(uns1gned mt base_addr, uns1gned charveQ 
Set the maximum allowable velooty to vel encoder counts per sample bme veils a pos1bve scalar 
number between O(HEX) and 7F(HEX) 
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void Set HCTLDigita/FJlter(unsJgned m base_addr, uns1gned char k, uns1gned char a, 
uns1gned char b) 
Sets the d1g1tal filter reg1sters ga1n to k, zero to a, and pole to b Refer to HCTL-1100 
documentabon to see how to calculate the values of k, a, and b 
vo1d SetHCTLCommutatorRegs(unsigned mt base_addr, uns1gned char no_phases, 
unsigned char lsQuadCounts, unsigned char nng, unsigned char 
llmer, uns1gned char x, uns1gned chary, signed char offse~ uns1gned 
char max_adv) 
Sets up the oommutator reg1sters for oonbrol of 2, 3, and 4-phase stepper and brushless de motors 
Please refer to the HCTL-1100 data sheet for more 1nformabon on programm1ng the oommuator 
state-machme 
no _phases speafies the number of phases of the motor 
/sQuadCounts md1cates whether the system should use full or quadrature deoodmg 1 speafies 
quadrature deood1ng, any other value speofies full deoodmg 
nng IS measured 1n enooder oounts per torque cyde and IS stored 1n the nng reg1ster 
llmer 1s speofies the value to be loeded 1n the velocty bmer reg1ster 
x g1ves the number of enooder oounts that only one phase IS acbve 
y denontes the number of enooder oounts the two oonsecubve phases are acbve x+y = 
nnglno_phases 
offset determines the relabve start of the oommutabon cyde With respect to the 1ndex pulse 
llmer sets the value 1n the Velocty bmer reg1ster 
max_adv sets the value 1n the maxJmum advance reg1ster 
HCTL.-1100 Control Mode Functions 
vo1d StartHCTLControl(uns1gned mt base_addr) 
Sets the HCTL-1100 on the board speafied by base_addrto oonbrol mode In pos1bon oonbrol 
mode the HCTL-11 00 Will take desired pos1bon values and move to that pos1bon 
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vo1d StopHCTLControl(uns1gned mt base_addr) 
Sets the HCTL -1100 1n 1dlelimt mode In pos1bon control mode any change 1n des1red pos1bon Wlll 
not cause the axiS to move 
vo1d SetHCTLPos1tronContro/(uns1gned mt base_addlj 
Sets the HCTL-1100 1n to pos1bon control mode Use GetHCTLF/ags, GetHCTLPos1bon, and 
SetHCTLDes1redPosition to momtor and control the axiS 
vo1d SetHCTLPropVelocttyControl(unslgned mt base_addlj 
Sets the HCTL-1100 1n to proporbonal velooty control mode Use GetHCTLF/ags, 
GetHCTLPostllon, GetHCTLVelocdy, and SetHCTLPorportiona/Velocdy to momtor and control 
the axs 
vo1d SetHCTUntVe/ocityControl(uns1gned mt base_addr) 
Sets the HCTL-1100 1n to Integral velocity control mode Use GetHCTLF/ags, GetHCTLPosd1on, 
SetHCTLAccelerabon, and SetHCTUntegra/Ve/oc1ty to momtor and control the axiS 
vo1d SetHCTLTrapProfContro/(uns1gned mt base_addlj 
Sets the HCTL-11 00 1n to trpez01dal profile control mode Use GetHCTLF/ags, GetHCTLStatus, 
GetHCTLPosibon, SetHCTLMaximumVe/ocdy, SetHCTLFma/Position, 
SetHCTLAcce/erabon, and SetHCTUntegra/Veloc1tyto momtor and control the axiS 
C++ Class Library 
Th1s library was developed us1ng Microsoft V1sual C++ 5 0/6 0 and can be used under 
Windows 9x to access the hardware d~rectly it 1s not poss1ble to use th1s library 
d~rectly under Windows NT because of the way 1n the operat1ng system proh1b1ts 
read/wnte access to hardware However, 1t 1s poss1ble to use these classes to wnte 
VIrtual dev1ce dnvers for both Windows9x and Windows NT The C++ library 1s valid 
for use 1n the QNX 4 25 real-t1me operatmg system, but does not comp1lmg us1ng the 
Watcom C++ complier us1ng e1ther the 16-bit or 32-blt comp1lernmker 
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The CSingleAxisContro/Card class can be used 1n the following way 
Constructor 
CSmgleAx!sContro/Card .CsmgleAxisContro/Card 
CslngleAxlsContro/Card(uns~gned 1nt addr), 
CsmgleAxlsContro/CardO, 
Parameters. 
addr The base address of the mstances Interface card 
Remarks 
Call e1ther fonn of the constructor to create an Instance of th1s dass One fonn of the 
constructor creates an Instance Wlth a predefined address, wh1le the second from s1mply creates 
and 1nstance Problems Wlll occur 1f the base address has not been set correctly 
See Also : GetBaseAddress and SetBaseAddress 
Initialisation Functions 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card::SetBaseAddress 
VOid SetBaseAddress(uns1gned mt addr), 
Parameters: 
addr The base address of the Instances Interface card 
Remarks: 
Th1s funcbon 1s used to change the base address that th1s Instance refers to 
CSmgleAx!sContro/Card:·GetBaseAddress 
unstgned mt GetBaseAddressO, 
Remarks: 
GetBaseAddress does not take any parameters Th1s funcbon returns the address of the board 
that th1s mstance currently refers to 
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Digital Input/Output Functions 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card •• SetDigita/Output 
void SefDigda/Output(unstgned char eh), 
Parameters: 
eh byte to set at output port 
Remarks: 
Set the digital output port of the card to the value specified by eh 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card··GeiDigita/Output 
unsigned char GefDtgda/OutputO. 
Remarks: 
A endtxA 
This funcbon sample the digital output port and returns the value that cll/rently appears on this port. 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card::BIISeiDigitaiOutput 
VOid BdSetDigda/Output(unsigned char M, unsigned char set), 
Paramters 
M index of bit to be set or reset (G-7) 
set '1' sets biqbifj to '1', '0' resets biqMJ 
Remarks 
BIISefDigda/Output sets or resets a Specific bit of the digital output port 
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CSingleAxisContro/Card·:GetDigltallnput 
uns1gned char GetD1gdallnputO 
Remarks: 
A end1xA 
Thrs funcbon samples the drgrtalrnput port and return the byte that represent the data on that port 
Analogue Input/Output Functions 
CSingleAxisContro/Card .. ReadADC 
long ReadADC(uns1gned char eh an), 
Parameters: 
eh an Channel to sample data (Q. 7) 
Remarks: 
Samples data on channel chan and returns the data 
CsmgleAx1sContro/Card·.OutDAC 
VOid OutDAC(Iong data), 
Parameters· 
data Value to be sent out from DAC312 
Remarks· 
Outputs the grven value from the DAC312 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------
A endiXA 
Low Level HCTL-1100 Control Functions 
CSingteAx1sContro/Card::ReadHCTL 
uns1gned char ReadHC1L(uns1gned char reg), 
Parameters: 
reg address of HCTL-1100 reg1ster to retneve data from 
Remarks: 
Returns the contents of the speafied reg1ster See HCTL-11 00 reg1ster map 1n Error! Reference 
source not found. 
CSingleAxisContro/Card::WnteHCTL 
VOid WrrteHCTL(uns~gned char reg, uns1gned char eh), 
Parameters: 
reg address of HCTL-11 00 reg1ster 1n which to wnte data 
eh byte of data to wnte 
Remarks: 
Wntes a byte of data to the reg1ster speafied by reg 
High Level HCTL-1100 Control Functions 
CSingteAxisContro/Card··ResetHCTL 
VOid ResetHCTL(v01d), 
Remarks· 
Forces a hardware reset of the HCTL-1100 Control Interface See HCTL-1100 data sheet for 
1nfonmabon on status after a hardware reset 
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A endixA 
CSmgleAxlsContro/Card::Soi!ResetHCTL 
VOid SoflResetHCTL(vo1d), 
Remarks: 
Performs a software reset of the HCTL-1100 Control Interface See HCTL-1100 data sheet for 
1nformabon on status after a software reset 
CSmgleAxlsContro/CarcJ··GetHCTLStatus 
uns1gned char GetHCTLStatus{vOid), 
Remarks: 
Returns the status byte from the HCTL-11 00 
CSingleAxlsContro/Card::SetHCTLStatus 
vo1d SetHCTLStatus(uns~gned char eh), 
Parameters: 
eh status byte to be set (lower 4 b1ts used only) 
Remarks: 
Sets the lower 4 b1ts of the status reg1ster to the values sets 1n sts 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card .. GetHCTLF/ags 
uns1gned char GetHCTLF/ags{vold}, 
Remarks 
Returns the byte from the flags reg1ster of the HCTL-11 00 
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CSmgleAxisContro/Card·:SetHCTLStatus 
void SetHCTLF/ags(uns1gned char M, unsigned char set), 
Parameters· 
M flag to beset 0, 2, 3,4or5 
set set (1) or clear (0) 
Remarks: 
Sets or clears the speafied flag 
CSingleAxJsContro/Card .. GeiHCTLPosltlon 
long GetHCTLPosdJon(voJd}, 
Remarks: 
Returns the current enooder pos1bon from the HCTL-1100 
CSingleAxisContro/Card·:SeiHCTLPosJtion 
VOid SetHCTLPosdJon(long pos), 
Parameters: 
pos new enooder pos1bon 
Remarks: 
Pre-sets the actual enooders pos1bon reg1ster to the specified value 
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A endtxA 
CSingleAxisContro/Card.:GetHCTLCommandPoslfion 
long Geti-ICTLCommandPostbon(votd). 
Remarks. 
Returns the contents of the command postbon regstter 
CSingleAxlsContro/Card::SetHCTLCommandPosltion 
vo1d SetHCTLCommandPosd1on(long pos}, 
Parameters· 
pos new command postbon 
Remarks 
Pre-sets the command postbon regtster to the speafied value 
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A endtxA 
A endixA 
CSingleAxisContro/Card.:SetHCTLCommutatorRegs 
vord SetHCTLCommutatorRegs(unslflned char /s4Phase, unsrgned char /sFui/Counts, unsrgned 
char nng, unslfJned char trmer, unsrgned char x, unsJfJned chary, SJflned char offset, unsrgned char 
max_aclv) 
Parameters: 
ls4Phase Speafies 4 phase motor (1) or 3 phase motor (0) 
/sFui/Counts Speafies full count decod1ng (1) or quadrature decodmg (0) 
nng Contents of the nng reg1ster 
trmer Determ1nes phase advance at g1ven velooty 
X Speafies Interval dunng which only one phase IS acbve 
y Speafies 1nterval dunng which two pahses are acbve 
Offset Determ1nes relabve start of commutabon cycle wrt 1ndex pulse 
max_aclv Maxmum allowable phase advance 
Remarks 
Sets the data reqwred to operate the commutator Refers to HCTL-1100 data sheet for more 
mfonnabon on detenn1n1ng the values for these reg1sters 
CSrngteAxrsContro/Card GetHCTLFma/PosrUon 
long GetHCTLFma/Posdlon(vord}, 
Remarks: 
Returns the contents of the final pos1bon reg1ster 
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CSingleAxlsContro/Card::SetHCTLFma/Posroon 
votd SetHCTLFina/Postlton(long pos), 
Parameters: 
pos new final postbon 
Remarks: 
Sets the final postbon regtster to the speafied value 
CSmgleAxtsContro/Card:. GetHCTLFtfterGam 
stgned char GetHCTLFtfterGam(votd}, 
Remarks: 
Returns the contents of the dtgttal filter gatn regtster 
CS/ngleAxlsContro/Card··SetHCTLFtlterGam 
votd SetHCTLFtfterGam(stgned char eh}, 
Parameters: 
eh new filter gatn 
Remarks. 
Sets the dtgttal filter gatn regtster to the speafied value 
CSingleAxtsContro/Card. GetHCTLFtfterPole 
stgned char GetHCTLFtfterPole(votd}, 
Remarks: 
Retums the contents of the dtgttal filter pole regtster 
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A endixA 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card··SetHCTLFiflerPole 
VOid SetHCTLF1fterPo/e(s1gned char eh), 
Parameters· 
eh new filter pole 
Remarks· 
Sets the digital filter reg1ster to the speafied value 
CSmg/eAJasContro/Card. ·GetHCTLFifterZero 
s1gned char GetHCTLF1fterZero(vo1d), 
Remarks· 
Returns the contents of the digital filter zero reg1ster 
CSmgleAlasContro/Card::SetHCTLFifterZero 
VOid SetHCTLF1fterZero(s1gned char eh), 
Parameters: 
eh new filter zero 
Remarks. 
Sets the digital filter zero reg1ster to the speafied value 
CSmgleAlasContro/Card::GetHCTLProportiona/Veloctty 
s~gned mt GetHCTLPropolflona/Velocdy{vold}, 
Remarks: 
A endixA 
Returns the contents of the command veloaty reg1ster Used 1n proportional veloaty control 
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A endixA 
CSingleAxisContro/Card.:SetHCTLProportJona/Velocity 
void SetHCnSetProportiona/Velocily(signed mt veQ, 
Parameters: 
vel new oommand velooty 
Remarks. 
Sets the oontenls of the oommand velooty regrster to the speafied value Used rn proporbonal 
velOCity oontrol 
CSmgleAxlsControiCard::GetHCTUntegra/Velocity 
signed char GetHCnlntegra/Velocdy{void}, 
Remarks: 
Retums the oontents of the oommand velooty regrster Used rn rntegral velocrty oontrol 
CSmgleAxisControiCard .. SetHCTLFIIterZero 
void SetHCnFI"erZero(s~gned charveQ, 
Parameters: 
vel new oommand velooty 
Remarks: 
Sets the oommand velooty regrster to the speafied value Used rn Integral velooty oontrol 
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A end1xA 
CSingleAxisContro/Card GetHCTLAcceleratJon 
stgned mf GetHCT!Accelerafion(void}, 
Remarks: 
Returns the contents of the accelerabon reg1ster Used 1n Integral velooty control and trapez01dal 
profile mode 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card •• SetHCTLProportJona/Velocily 
VOid SefHCTLSetProportiona/Veloclfy(signed mt ace), 
Parameters: 
ace new command velooty 
Remarks: 
Sets the contents of the accelerabon reg1ster to the spec1fied value Used 1n Integral velooty control 
and trapezo1dal profile mode 
HCTL-11 00 Control Mode Functions 
CSmgleAxisContro/Card· SetHCTLPositJonContro/ 
void SetHCTLPosi/IonControl(vOid}, 
Remarks: 
Sets the flags and status reg1sters of the HCTL-1100 to pos1bon control mode Use 
StartHCTLControlto enable th1s control mode 
CSingleAxlsContro/Card SetHCTLProportJona/VelocilyContro/ 
VOid SetHCTLProporfiona/VelocityControl(void), 
Remarks 
Sets the flags and status reg1sters of the HCTL-11 00 to ProportJonal VelOCity control mode Use 
StartHCTLControlto enable th1s control mode 
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A end1xA 
CSingleAxJsControiCard.:SetHCTUntegra/VelocdyControl 
vo1d SetHCnlntegra/VelocltyControl(vold), 
Remarks· 
Sets the flags and status reg1sters of the HCTL-1100 to Integral Veloaty control mode Use 
StarlHCnControlto enable th1s control mode 
CSmgleAxlsContro/Card:.SetHCTLProportlona/VelocdyControl 
vo1d SetHCnProporllona/Veloc~yControl{vold), 
Remarks· 
Sets the flags and status reg1sters of the HCTL-1100 to Propor!Jonal Veloaty control mode Use 
StarlHCnControl to enable th1s control mode 
CSmgleAxlsContro/Card·:SetHCTL TrapProfileContro/ 
vo1d SetHCnTrapPronleControl(vold), 
Remarks: 
Sets the flags and status reg1sters of the HCTL-1100 to Trapezo1dal Profile control mode Use 
StarlHCnControlto enable th1s control mode 
CSingleAxisContro/Card· StartHCTLControl 
VOid StarlHCnControi(VOid), 
Remarks. 
Enables the control loop 1n the current mode 
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CSmgleAxtsContro/Card StopHCTLControl 
votd stopHCTLControl(votd}, 
Remarks. 
Drsables the control loop 
C++ Code Sample 
Th1s s1mple example creates two Instances of the CSmgleAxtsContro/Card class and 
ass1gns each of them a base address The first card IS then used to perform a s1ngle 
movement from the current posrt1on to a new desbnatlon Both InStances are then 
deleted 
VOld rnaln{VOld) 
{ 
CS>ngleAxlsControlCard *pCard1, pCard2; 
/1 Create 2 1nstances 
pCard1 new CS>ngleAx>sControlCard(Ox280), 
pCard2 ~new cSlngleAxlsControlCard(), 
11 Set addr of card2(card1 addr already set) 
pCard2->SetBaseAddress(Ox320); 
11 Reset the HCTL chlps 
pCard1->ResetHCTL(); 
pCard2->ResetHCTL(); 
11 Set card 1 to posltlon control 
pCard1->SetHCTLPos>tlonControl(); 
11 Set des>red pos>tlon to 15000 encoder counts 
pCard1->SetHCTLCommandPos>t>on(15000); 
11 Start the control 
pCard1->StartHCTLControl(); 
11 We rnlght wa>t for motor to reach dest posltlon 
do 
( 
)wh>le(pCardl->GetHCTLPos>t>on()<l4995 I I 
pCardl->GetHCTLPos>t>on()>15005), 
11 Stop the control loop 
pCard1->StopHCTLControl(), 
11 clean-up and exlt 
delete pCardl; 
delete pCard2, 
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A end1xA 
PCB Production 
,, 
PCB Production Artwork f: t 
The des1gn of the s1ngle-ax1s controller Interface card reqUires a double Sided, plated 
through-hole PCB The artwork for each s1de of the PCB, solder and component, can 
be found m AppendiX A along w1th a component hst and layout diagram 
lt IS poss1ble to populate lhe board to 1mplemenl only certa1n funcbons That IS 1f only d1g1lal 
Input/output IS reqUired there 1s no need to use the relabvely expens1ve HCTL 1100, 82C55A, 
DAC312 and AD7870 oomponenls that would not be reqUJred m such a s1tuabon However, 1t 
must be noted that 1f e1ther the HCTL1100 OR the AD7870 are to be used the 82C55A must be 
Included for the suooessful operat1on of these c~rcu1ts The address decod1ng log1c WJII always to 
be Implemented 
'* '?r" • Building and Testing the ll'!te!face Card 
A test program IS prov1ded as part of the package that enables qUJck and easy test1ng 
of the mo!Jon control Interface card The program conta1ns help 1nformat1on on wh1ch 
keys perform functions The source code for the program can be found 1n the 
examples d~rectmy 
Address Decoding Circuit 
Before 1nstall1ng any of the Input/output CirCUitS 1t IS 1mperat1ve to test the address 
decod1ng log1c Install the address decoding log1c components and plug the board 1n to 
the computer Table 3 below lists the components requ1red to 1nstall the address 
decoding c1rcu1t A component layout d1agram IS Included m F1gure 11 lt IS 
recommended that capac1t1ors C1-C14 be Installed regardless of how many c1rcu1ts 
are to be used 
F1gure 5 shows the c~rcu1t d1agram of the address decod1ng log1c A memory map 
show1ng how the log1c decodes the address s1gnal IS g1ven 1n Table 1 on page 194 
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• F1gure 5- Address decodmg c1rcuJt 
QiV Comnonent 
2 74LS02- Quad Dual1nput OR gates 
1 74LS27- Tnple three 1nput OR Gates 
1 74LS04- Hex Inverter 
1 74LS138- 3-to-8 Decoder 
1 74LS521- 8 bit 1dent1ty comparator 
1 10K 8 res1stor 9 p1n network 
1 8 way D I L SWitch 
• Table 3 · Address decodmg wcu11 components 
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ldenlltv 
US, U9 
U10 
U7 
U6 
U5 
RN1 
SW1 
Pnor to tnstalhng the card 1n a computer 1! IS necessary to check that no damage WJII 
occur to the power supply Us1ng a d1g1tal mult1-meter check that there ts no conbnu1ty 
between p1ns B1, B3,or B5 of the EISA connector, wh1ch represent ground, +5v and-
5v respecbvely Set the base address to a SUitable value checking that 1! Will not 
conflict w1th other ISA dev1ces such as sound cards, network adapters, etc See 
"Setting the Base Address" on page 195 for more details of this process 
Once the Interface card has been Installed, run the program TEST EXE (1t does not 
matter If you use the MS-DOS or Windows 9x vers1on of the program) Us1ng an 
osc1lhscope 1! IS then possible to check the operation of the address decod~ng Circuitry 
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A endixA 
Firstly, check that the IC's U5-U10 are rece1v1ng the correct power supply If 1t IS not 
make sure that the Interface card has been Installed properly 
With the test program runnmg connect the osc1lhscope probe to p1n 19 of U5 The 
signal on this p1n should be normally h1g h (logic 1 ), penod1cally going low (logic 0) If 
this IS not the case check that p1ns 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, and 17 of U5 are receiving 
data from the address bus If the address signals are appeanng at these p1ns check 
that the base address selected on the card and the base address used by the 
program are the same Otherwtse check that the card has been Installed properly and 
that the power supply ts stable, probe pms 3, 5, 7, 9 12, 14, 16, and 18 to see 1f the 
resistor network RN1 and the swttch SW1 are working correctly 
The next step 1s to venfy the operation of the 7 4LS138 3-to-8 decoder, U6 Usmg the 
osc1lhscope probe check that ptn 16 and p1n 8 of U6 have the correct supply voltages 
and that pm 4 of U6 has the same stgnal has pm 19 of U5 Pm 5 of U6 should always 
be Ov Pins 1, 2, 3, and 6 should be connected to AO, A 1, P\2., and A3 of the address 
bus The test program penodtcally reads the digital Input 1n order to update the 
display Ptn 12 of U6 represents the seleclton of the dtgttal output Interface as the 
current device, normally htgh penod1cally gotng low This stgnal 1s ORed With /IOR 
from the EISA connector and ts used to select the dtg1tal Input device when a read 
operation IS perfomned on thts parttcular address Ptn 1 of U9 should be normally low 
penodtcally gotng htgh, and ptn 12of U7 should be the tnverse of thts If thts ts not the 
case check the power supply to U9 and U7 lt ts also possible to check the operation 
of the other device selection stgnals, refer to Ftgure 5 
Digital UO Circuit 
Figure 6 shows the CirCUit diagram of the d1g1tal 1/0 Interface and Table 4 lists the 
components required to tmplement the c1rcu1t 
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• Ftgure 6 • Otgttall/0 CriCUlt 
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A endtxA 
Qtv Comnonent ldentttv 
3 7 4LS373- Octal Data Latch U16,U17,U18 
1 1 OK 8 rests!or 9 ptn network RN2 
1 3 ptn 0 1" pt!ch JUmper J1 
• Table 4 - Dlgllall/0 c~rcu1t components 
Once the components have been soldered 1nto place, Install the Interface card 1n the 
computer and check the power supply on p1ns 10 and 20 of U16, U17, and U18 Run 
the test program and check that the d1g1tal s1gnai/DI_RD IS be1ng rece1ved on p1n of 
U16 If th1s IS successful try hold1ng the d1g1tal 1nputs (DINO-DIN7 on the 44 way D 
type connector) to e1ther '1' or '0' v1a a 1 OK res1stor, a d1agram of !h1s operat1on 1s 
shown 1n The value appl1ed to the 1nput should be m1rrored 1n the test program 
DINO--
DIN7--
• F1gure 7- Test1ng d1g1tal1nput 
To test the d1g1tal output use a probe to monttor p1n 11 of U17, nomnally low When the 
user changes the data that IS wntten to the output port, p1n 11 of U17 w1ll go h1gh for a 
short penod and the data at the output Will change Either s1de of the wnte cycle a 
read IS perfomned on the d1g1tal output, th1s can be mon1tored on p1n 1 of U18 Aga1n 
the display 1n the test program should m1m1c the data on the output port 
Digital-To-Analogue Converter Circuit 
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• F1gure 8 - D1g1tal-to-Analogue converter c~rcu1t 
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Otv Comnnnent 
2 74LS373- Octal Data Latch 
1 DAC312 
1 OP-42 or TL071 
2 1 OK ResiStors (0 2fJN) 
2 5K ResiStors (0 2fJN) 
1 100K CermetTnmmer 
1 0 1 uF Capacitor 
Analogue-to-Digital Converter Circuit 
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• Ftgure 9- Analogue Input Ctrcutt 
--= ConlMnent 1 DG408 MUX 16 pin OIL 
1 AD7870 28 pin PLCC 
1 8255C PPI 40 pm PLCC 
,, 
1 7 4LS27 Tnple three m put NOR gates 
1 UA741 
1 9K1 ResiStor (0 2fJN) 
1 3K9 ResiStor (0 2fJN) 
1 1 K ResiStor (0 2fJN) 
1 220 pF Capacitor 
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HCTL-1100 Circuit 
• F1gure 10- HCTL-1100 Control lntertace 
QtV Con100nent 
1 HCTL-tt0040 p1n PLCC 
t t MHz Xtal Oscillator t4 p1n OIL TTL output 
1 DACOS 
1 OP42 or TL07t 
1 7 4LS373- Octal Data Latch 
1 5K Resistor (0 25W) 
1 t OK ResiStor (0 25W) 
1 t K Resstor (0 25W) 
1 100K 24 Turn Cermet Tnmmer 
1 220 pF Capacrtor 
1 0 t uF Capacrtor 
Full Component List 
1' 
•1~1 
A end1xA 
'' ..:. 
- --·~ "" 
ldenbtv 
Ut 
Ut5 
Ut9 
U20 
U21, U22 
R5, RB, RS 
R7 
R9 
PR2 
Ct3 
Ct4 
The components that are requ1red to build one S1ngle-ax1s controller mterface card 
--= Corll"Mnent ldenbtv 
7 7 4LS373 -Octal Data Latch Utt, Ut2, Ut5-t8, 
2 7 4LS02 -Quad Dual1nput OR gates US, US 
1 74LS27- Tnple three 1nput OR Gates UtO 
1 7 4LS04 -Hex Inverter U7 
1 74LS138- 3-to-8 Decoder us 
1 74LS52t - 8 brt 1dentrty comparator us 
1 DAC3t2 -t2 brt DAC Ut3 
1 DACOS-8 brtDAC Ut9 
1 82C55A (PLCC package)- Programmable Penpherallnterface U4 
1 HCTL tt 00 (PLCC package)- General Purpose Motion ControiiC Ut 
1 ADC7870 (PLCC package) -t2 brt ADC U3 
1 ADG408- S1ngle 8 channeVDiflerentlal4 channel analogue MUX U2 
1 741 Operabonal amplifier U23 
2 TL071 Low n01se Operational Amplifier Ut4, U20 
1 1 MHz Xtal Osallator 14 p1n OIL TTL output U15 
14 0 1 uF Multt-layer ceramiC CapaCitor 50v DC C1-12, Ct4, C15 
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1 220pF Multt-layer ceram1c capacitor 200V DC C13 
3 1 OK ResiStor 0 25W R1, R3, R7 
1 9K1 ResiStor 0 25W R10 
4 5K1 ResiStor 0 25W R2.R~,R8 
1 3K9 ResiStor 0 25W R11 
1 1 K Res1stor 0 2fNV R9 
2 1 OK 8 res1stor 9 p1n network RN1, RN2 
2 100K24 Turn CermetTnmmer PR1, PR2 
1 8 way DIL swrtch SN1 
1 44 Way 90 deg, PCB Mount, High Density D type connector CON3 
1 3 way Square p1n KK header (wrth fnd1on lock) CON2 
1 3 pm 0 1 ~ prtch JUmper J1 
Component Layout Diagram 
= 
,--------.1 }'--_ _,I 
= 
I 
• F1gure 11 -Component Layout D1agram 
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Appendix B Power Electronics Interface Connection 
Diagrams 
The diagram m F1gure 85 shows the layout of the back plate from the power 
electronics interface umt. Each column of connectors represent the mputs and 
outputs of one single axis. There a five mulit-pole connectors and 3 uni-pole 
connectors for each axis. The mulit-pole connectors are labelled (from top to bottom) 
Control Card Input, Encoder Input, Motor Output, D1g1tal l/0, and Analogue Input. 
These five connectors are discussed in more detail below The um-pole connectors are 
labelled (from left to nght) Motor Voltage +, Motor Ground, and Motor Voltage - and 
are for connectmg the power supply to power the motor 
---488-
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Figure 85 - Back plate dimensions 
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B.l. Input and Output Connector Diagrams 
B.l.l Control Card input 
It should be noted that thrs connector does not exactly match the output of the Single 
Axrs Control Interface Care should be taken when wrring an mterface cable The 
+!2V and -12V supply are connected to the 3 pin Molex connector on the Smgle Axrs 
Control Card. 
12V 
AIN 2 
AINS 
DACI 
SIGN 
PHC 
/STOP 
CHA 
GND 
DINO 
DIN 5 
DIN 6 
DOUT3 
DOUT4 
+Sv 
~ ~~M 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
,..,~ 
~ 
,.., 
~ 
,.., 
,..,~ 
~,.., 
,..,~,.., 
~ 
,..,~,.., 
~ ~ 
,..,~),! 
~ )-,6 
V 
-12V 
AINO 
AIN I 
AIN3 
AIN4 
AIN6 
AIN 7 
HCTLDAC 
PULSE 
PH A 
PHB 
PHD 
/LIMIT 
/INDEX 
CHB 
GND 
GND 
GND 
DIN I 
DIN3 
DIN2 
DIN4 
DIN7 
DOUTI 
DOUTO 
DOUT2 
DOUTS 
DOUT7 
DOUT6 
Figure 86-44 Way D-Type Control Card Connector 
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B.J.2 Encoder Input Connector 
GND CHB CHA /IND +Sv 
N/C NIC NIC NIC 
Figure 87- 9 Way D-Type Encoder Connector 
B 1 3 Motor Output Connector 
VC N/C PWM+ N/C N/C PHA PHC M+ 
9 
GND N/C PWM- N/C PHB PHD M+ 
Figure 88- 15 Way D-Type Motor Connector 
B.J 4 Dzgztal l/0 Connector 
N/C N/C 0UT6 OUT4 0UT2 OUTO NIC JN6 IN4 IN2 !NO N/C +SV 
GND OUT7 OUTS OUT3 OUTJ N/C lN1 INS IN3 IN! N/C N/C 
Figure 89- 25 Way Digital 10 Connector 
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B.l.5 Analogue Input Connector 
AIN I AIN2 AIN3 AIN4 A INS 
AIN6 AIN7 NIC GND 
Figure 90- 9 Way Analogue Input Connector 
B.2. Internal Connector Diagrams 
So that new cards can be designed for the system, the three mtemal connectors for 
each axis are descnbed here 
B 2.1 Isolator Connectors 
The uppermost of the two connectors for the isolator board represents the signals 
to/from the mterface card The lower connector connects the power amplifier board 
and digital IO The symbols m the dmgrams have the same meanmg as m the 
Interface Control Card Manual, with the additiOn to some of the symbols mdicating 
that it is a high-power output (PO) 
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Figure 91 - Isolator Card Connectors 
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B.2 2 Motor Amplifier Connector 
OWER+5V 
MOTOR V+ 
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Figure 92 -Motor Amplifier Connector 
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Appendix C Control Development Studio 
Programming/User Guide 
C. I. Getting Started 
Turn the motion control PC on. When the Photon Login appears, Iog10n as root (no 
password IS required). Once Photon has started, select Control Tools from the Task 
Bar and click on the Icon for the CDS. 
The sequence that a user needs to follow in order to run a control program is as 
follows: 
I Usmg the CDS the user selects the demed control program from a file-list 
2. The CDS spawns the selected program (starts 1t runmng) as a separate 
process. 
3. The control program immediately starts communicatiOn w1th the CDS in 
order to relay information about data logging and control vanables. 
4. Once this operation is complete the user can customise the control by 
changing how logged data IS to be displayed m the graph and altenng the 
parameters from the control vanable list 
5. In order to start/stop the actual control loop bemg performed (1 e enablmg 
the des1red mterrupt source) the user left-clicks w1th the mouse on the 
"Start Control" button (while the control IS runnmg the label on the button 
is changed to "Stop Control") 
6 The control loop IS performed every time an interrupt occurs and until the 
user left-clicks the "Stop Button" 
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C.2. Generating a new control program 
By selectmg "New Control" from the "Control" menu a file selectiOn d1alog is 
displayed Select the deS!fed base directory where the new control program IS to be 
generated Also type the name for the program ( e g mycontroT) in the d1alog box and 
chck "Done" A number of files are then generated in a directory that has the 
followmg structure: 
• base d1rectory 
L • :ycontrol 
• lnC 
L • mycontrol h 
• src 
L • mycontrol. cpp 
• makeme 
• makefile 
• lmkfile Ink 
The files mycontrol h and mycontrol cpp contam the base C++ code that 1s reqmred to 
fully generate a control. The example mcluded in the code, uses the 20ms internal 
clock interrupt to generate and log a sine wave. The CDS also complies, links and 
automatically loads th1s control (called ./base_ control/mycontrollmycontroT) 
C.J. Building a control program 
The control program reqmres that there are at least the followmg four functions 
available somewhere m the code files 
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(i) InitControl() 
(1i) StartControl() 
(iii) DoControl() 
(1v) StopControl() 
These four functions are descnbed in more detail below The code provided by these 
functwns 1s hnked w1th the base control hbrary (basecontrolllb) wh1ch provides 
functwns for communicatmg With CDS In order to bmld the control program select 
"Make" from the "Control" menu The control program IS then compiled and hnked 
and any errors are reported. The control program 1s not automatically reloaded 
C.4. Running a control program 
To select the control that needs to be run, click on the 'Open' command from the 'File' 
menu Select the desired program from the file selectiOn d1alog. 
C.S. Saving Logged Data 
Once the control has been run, the user IS able to save the data in a tab-dehmited text 
format This file can be copied to a Wmdows machme and opened usmg Excel 
Select 'Save' from the 'F1le' menu usmg the mouse 
C.6. Editing a control program 
In order to be able to generate the varwus types of control that may be required, 1t will 
be necessary for the programmer to develop and msert code in to the four mam 
functions described above To enable quick and effective editing, the CDS uses a 
genenc text editor (vedzt). To start the editor select "Edit" from the "Control" menu 
The editor is automatiCally started and the programmer will need to load and ed1t the 
C++, header, make and lmk files For more help on ed1tmg make and hnk files the 
programmer is referred to the onhne QNX and Watcom C/C++ help 
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C 6 1 int ImtControl(vozd) 
In order to register and pre-mitiahse the log and control variables the control program 
calls this function Calls to AddLogVanable( ) and AddContro/Vanable(. ) should 
be made here The ImtControlO functiOn also serves to mform the control program 
which mterrupt is to be used in the control algorithm by returning the mterrupt 
number By returnmg the number -I, the default 20ms system timer IS used as the 
interrupt source. 
C 6 2 void StartControl(void) 
This functiOn IS called when the user chcks the start button This function allows the 
programmer to Imtialise control and log vanables before the mterrupt (specified by 
the ImtControl functiOn) is enabled If for example, the mterrupt is to be generated 
from a programmable timer, the programmer might set the interrupt frequency usmg 
this function The programmer should also mtmlise any electromc outputs here. 
C.6 3 vozd DoControl(long count) 
The functiOn DoControl IS called every time an interrupt IS received The variable 
count contains the number of times the mterrupt has been triggered The programmer 
should be aware that the control program does not check to see If time taken to 
perform the interrupt takes longer than the time between mterrupts If data needs to 
be recorded It should be sampled at the end of DoControl using the LogVanables 
function. The functiOn DrsplayUser Message can also be called here to display 
mformation to the user or for debugging purposes 
C 6 4 v01d StopControl(vozd) 
This is called once the user chcks on the 'Stop' button m the COS The programmer 
should put all hardware into a safe state m this routme, i e make sure all motors are 
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turned off etc It ts also posstble to call the function UpdateControlVanable in order 
to force the CDS to update any control variables that have been changed during 
C.6 5 int AddLogVariable(char *buffer, double *pjVar, long clr) 
The AddLogVarzable functton ts used to mform the control program and the CDS that 
the vanable (of type double) specified by the memory address pfVar is to be recorded 
every time the function LogVarzables ts called The text gtven m the argument buffer 
ts only used m the CDS as a label for the button m the log vanable Window. The 
variable c/r is used to give the colour that should be used to draw the plot of the 
variable pjVar. The colour that is to be used for the plot, c/r, ts specified using a 
standard 32-btt hexadecimal colour code of the form OxOOrrggbb. If the operatiOn 
was successful the functton returns the total number of log variables that have been 
declared otherWise tt returns -1. 
C 6.6 v01d LogVariables(void) 
Forces the control program to send a list of the current values of all registered log 
vartables to the CDS The CDS then stores these values for plottmg 
C.6. 7 int AddControlVariable(char *buffer, double *pjVar) 
Thts functton ts used to mform CDS that the user can change the varible given by the 
pomter pfVar from the CDS The text given by buffer ts only used by the CDS in the 
control vanable Window. By clicking on the respective entry in the control variable 
window the user can edit the destred vartable This is particularly useful when tumng 
of control gains, as the control does not need recompthng to change only variable 
Again, tf the functton was successful tt returns the total number of control vanables 
that have been declared otherwise it returns -I 
C.6.8 v01d UpdateControlVariable(double *pjVar) 
The UpdateControlVariable functton allows the programmer to force the CDS to 
update the value of the variable in the control variable window. The CDS is informed 
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using the message passmg connection and It IS not recommended that this function be 
used m the function DoControl. 
C 6 9 void DisplayUserMessage(char *pstr) 
This function IS used to display the NULL termmated text string given by pstr m the 
log messages window. This function is useful for displaying status messages to the 
user or debugging informatiOn for the programmer 
C. 7. Adding Library and C++ Source files 
In order to add code from third party sources or to help organise the code m a more 
efficient manner It may be necessary to add many hbrary and C++ source files to the 
C. 7.1 Library Files 
In order to add a hbrary file(* lzb) to the proJect modificatiOns to the Iinker file are 
required. Open the file /base_ d!rectoryllmkfile Ink and add full name (includmg the 
path) of the library file m the !me 
'hle ··fullpath/libraryname .lib 
at the end of the hst of files. An example is given below. The control program can 
now be rebmlt usmg the make command from the control menu. The new hbrary file 
will be linked into the exectuable 
C. 7.2 C++ Source F1les 
To add C++ source files(* cpp) to the list changes to both the make and link files are 
required Firstly, open the file /base dlrectorylmakeji/e. The make file needs to be 
told how to deal with the new file Copy the C++ source file to the 
lbase_directorylsrc/ directory (for !Idmess) and at the end of the make file add the 
!me: 
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srcflle.o: <tab> ./src/srcfl.le.cpp [ + llst of dependencleS] 
where srcjile o 1s the name of the object file that will be created from the source file 
srcjile cpp One other change also need to be made to this file. This command 
informs the compiler of the dependency of the files on the main program The line: 
tnaJ..n: ~ . /Src/mycT~ o - - ~-- - - -- -- -
should be modified to include the name of the new object file The add1t10n 1s shown 
m below m bold letters 
maw: .Tsr"c/myCT~o ./srclsrcfiie-.6 
The hst of dependencies is a list of files (mcludmg the pathnames) that the source file 
depends on See the Watcom C++ Help on make files for more mformatwn. 
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C 7.3 An example make file 
The followmg example is the make file for the I -DOF control program. In thts 
program a file called filter cpp was added to the proJect The bold letters show the 
changes that were made in the code sample below· 
TMake.file i'Cir'"controT pro] eel: myc'i'"~· 
#Generated- Fr~ Jan 5 10.13:39 
.SUFFIXES: .c .cpp .o 
CPP wpp386 
INC ~ /usr/watcom/10.6/usr/lnclude 
CPPOPTS ~ -zu -s 
.cpp.o: 
$(CPP) -~~$(INC) $(CPPOPTS) $< 
.c.o: 
wee -zu ''-Wc,-s'' -Tl $< 
ma1n: ./src/myCT.o ./src/f11ter.o 
wl1nk @l2nkf1le.lnk 
myCT.o. ./wc/myCT.h 
f1lter.o: ./1nc/f1lter.h ./src/fllter.cpp 
C. 7 4 An example lmkfile 
Along with the source file that was mcluded m the myCT control program a library 
file for the Single Axis Interface Card was also mcluded Agam the bold Iettenng in 
the code sample below show the changes that were required m order to successfully 
build and comptle the program. 
·fife"ffiYct 
f1le f1lter 
f11e /home/mcavcr/ControlDevStud1o/Control/basecontrol.l1b 
f1le /home/mcavcr/SAMC/llb/samccl.llb 
1ibpath /usr/watcom/10.6/usr/l1b 
op map=myCT.map 
op pr1v~1 
format qnx 
name myCT.ctl 
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Appendix D Engineering Drawings 
D. I. Worm Drive Units 
Drawing# T1tle Qty for I umt 
I Worm modificatiOns 2 
2 Worm Collar 4 
3 Alpha Worm Shaft Hanger (motor) I 
4 Alpha Worm Shaft Hanger (non-motor) I 
5 Beta Worm Shaft Hanger (motor) I 
6 Beta Worm Shaft Hanger (non-motor) I 
7 Motor Mount 2 
8 Alpha Drive Assembly I 
9 Beta Dnve Assembly I 
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D.2. Link Assembly 
Drawmg# Title Qty for 1 unit 
10 LmkAnn 1 
11 LmkEnd 1 1 
12 LinkEnd2 1 
13 Strain Gauge Module 1 
14 Link Assembly 1 
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D.3. Joint Assembly 
Drawing# Title Qty for I umt 
15 Upper Base Plate I 
16 Lower Base Plate I 
17 Joint Base Umt I 
18 Main Shaft I 
19 Stock I 
20 Lmk Mounting plate I 
21 Encoder Anchor Pin I 
22 Encoder Bush I 
23 Worm Wheel ModificatiOn I 
24 Jomt Assembly I 
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D.4. Control Handle Assembly 
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Appendix E Derivation of Mathematical Model 
E.J. Casei 
The system can be represented as a pair of honzontal sliding wedges with a block 
slidmg m-between, correspondmg to the two wonn gears and wonn wheel 
respectively. The free-body diagram of the simplified system IS charactensed by 
Figure 93, which shows that the upper wedge represents the a-wonn, the wonn wheel 
IS shown as the centre wedge and the lower wedge represents the P-wonn. 
~-worm 
a-worm 
r---------- ------------------~-----
'  :~1----·y ~:---,_-~ ~(.x 
I F~ 
: FS« ~ 
i _____ f::1-------~------t:1T-­r-----U4--------------m + ,--
~ Mz+C z 
F,, " • 
 M,y+C:::§2] 
Figure 93- Free-body diagram: Case I. 
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The equations of motion (EOM) for the wedges aod block are given by 
(E. I) 
(E.2) 
(E.3) 
Solving (E 1) aod (E.3) for F,. aod F,, respectively yields 
F P. -M.x-C.x-F,.cosy 
\a 
smr (E.4) 
aod (E.S) 
The frictiOnal forces within the system have been modelled using an exponential 
stick -slip friction model [96] Dunng motiOn, I.e. when x ;e 0, y ;e 0 or z ;e 0 , the 
frictional forces that oppose motiOn, F,. aod F,P , are descnbed by 
F,. = (,u,. + (,u,.- ,u,y£!, )F,. sgn(z) 
(E.6) 
and (E.7) 
It is also assumed that no backlash IS present m thts system. Therefore, from Ftgure 
93, it is easy to show that x, y, and z are related by 
z 
x=y=--
tany 
(E.8) 
Substituting (E.4), (E 5), (E.6), and (E.7) mto (E.2) and applying (E.8) ytelds the 
system dynamtc equation 
M z+C z=F +~-(M.z+C.z)+_!L-(M,z+C,z) 
o o M Aa• Aa.tany /j.P• AP•tany 
(E.9) 
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where 
and 
smr+[JI,. +(JL .• -p,,Je-~ }gn(z)cosr 
~., cosr-[JL,. +(JL,. -JL,,.)e-.. ,;; 1""' }gn(z)smy 
A end1x E 
(E.lO) 
(E.ll) 
Convertmg from the hnear co-ordinate system, z , to the rotational system, 8, 
substitution of J./ri, J./r:, Jpjr;, c,.jr.', c,./r:, c,p;r;, r..Jr., .... fr., 
r.pjrp, and 8 r, in place of M,, M., MP, C,, C., CP, F,,, P., PP, and z 
respectively, yields equation (E.12) 
( 
~1'1 ) 
smy+ JL,. +(JL •• -JL,,.)e-~ sgn(O)cosr 
~ •• ; ( ~1'1 ) 
cos r- Jl,/a + (,u,a - fl"a )e- ••mrt•nr sgn( B) sm y 
(E.12) 
The system of equation (E 12) describes the dynamic equations of motiOn 
However, before motiOn can occur there are a set of conditiOns on the mput torques 
that need to be satisfied Figure 94 shows a free-body diagram of the two unwinding 
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conditions which enables the derivation of conditions given in (E.l3) and (E.l4). The 
conditiOn that PO < 0 and P, > 0 in (E.l3) or P, < 0 and PO > 0 m (E 14) represent the 
need to model the non-backdnveabihty of the system m this case 
(a) a-unwmdmg (b) ~-unwmdmg 
Figure 94 - Free-body diagram of static conditions: Case I 
P <-F (smy-11,0 cosy) 
o • (cosy+I1,
0
Smy) 
(sm y -11., cosy) p >-F 
' 'lcosy + 11., smy) 
p (sm y -11,0 cosy) (cosy- 11., sm y) < O 
'(cosy+ 11,
0 
smy)(smy + 11., cosy) 
P (smy-11,, cosy) (cosy-11,0 smy) > 0 
o (cosy+ 11.,smy) (smy+ 11,
0 
cosy) 
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P. > 0 
(E.l3) 
(E.14) 
A end1x E 
E.2. Case/l 
y 
Figure 95- Free-body diagram: Case 11 
The equivalent form of equations (E.1 ), (E.2), and (E.3) can be written for th1s case as 
M .x + c.x = P. + FN. sin r- F,. cos r (E. IS) 
(E.l6) 
(E.l7) 
Substituting the relationships of equations (E.6) and (E 7) into (E.l5) and (E 17) 
y1elds 
( 
1•1 ) 
smr- Jl,,.-(1',.-!',,.)e-·""' F,.sgn(z)cosr 
(E.l8) 
smy+ fl,~p-(u,~p-J.·l,p~ .,nr sgn(z)cosy ( 
_ _!1_) 
(E.l9) 
Substituting equations (E.l8) and (E 19) into equation (E.16) and transformmg the 
system for equivalent translatiOn to rotation, as m equation (E I 2), y1elds 
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(E.20) 
where lip, is defined in equation (E 12) and 
( 
I~ J sm r- /1,,. - (p,,. - 11 .. ~ -=, sgn(z )cos r 
~., = ( ,,, J 
cos r + f.lda - (u.a - f.ldot)?- n•nrt•nr sgn(z )sm r (E.21) 
E.3. Case Ill 
Figure 96- Free-body diagram: Case Ill. 
Similarly, for Case III the equatiOns of motion for each of the wedges can written 
M .x + c.x = P. + FN. sm r- F,. cos r (E.22) 
(E.23) 
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Substitutmg (E 6) and (E 7) into (E 22) and (E 24) respectively leads to 
(E.25) 
(E.26) 
Hence, the overall equation of motion can be found to be 
(E.27) 
where ~a2 1s defined m equation (E.21) and 
smy+ Jl,~p -{u,~p- p,11 ~-.r"nr sgn(z)cosy ( _11_) 
cosy- J1,1p-{uc~p-,U,p~-;;;;;y srgn(z)smy ( 1•1 ) (E.28) 
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E.4. Case IV 
-p 
Figure 97- Free-body diagram: Case IV 
(E.29) 
(E.30) 
(E.31) 
Following the same methods as in cases I, II, and III above leads to 
F,. [ P.-M.x-~) 
smy+ J.iu11 -{u"11 -J.L.p~ & .... , sgn(z)cosy (E.32) 
F,, = [ 1•1 ) 
sm r + /-L<ip- (udp - Jl,p ~-Hill' sgn(z )cos r (E.33) 
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Y1eldmg the system equation of motiOn 
(E.34) 
where D.a1 and D. fJ 2 are defined as in equatiOns (E. I 0) and (E.28) respectively. 
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Appendix F Common definitions in stability analysis 
In order to detail the stab1hty of the compos1te adaptive controller several standard 
theorems and defimtions are reqmred These defimtwns are stated here for 
completeness. 
F. I. Barbalat's lemma 
If f(t) IS a umformly contmuous, real functwn and hmH. f(t) = k <eo, then 
hm,_ f(t) = 0 [Error' Bookmark not defined ]. 
F.2. Rayleigh-Ritz theorem 
A IS a symmetric nx n posi!ive-defimte matnx Let -'=,/A) and -< ... {A) be the 
max1mum and minimum e1genvalues of A repsec!ively Then for any real x 
where llxll= Ilx,l 
Jftl 
F.3. Uniform Continuity 
Let tO (o,co)-> 9l be a umformly continuous function. A functiOn f 1s uniformly 
contmuous 1f for any c > 0, there is a o(c) such that 
Then f is smd to belong to the Lebesque space L, 1f for p e (1, eo), 
JIJ(tr dt <eo 
" 
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F.4. Properties of a stable transfer function 
If ~; P(s) 1s a stable transfer function, then 
U\SJ 
a) If u(t) IS bounded, so 1s y(t), 
b) If hm,~u(t);o, then hm,~_y(t);o, 
c) If u(t)EL, then hm,_y(t);o. 
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Appendix G Motor/gearbox model 
Although motor mertia IS mcluded m the simulation and expenmental implementation 
of the controllers, the electncal dynamics and planetary gearbox have not been 
mcluded This Appendix presents the derivation of the adJusted model for the motor 
torque. 
The model of the planetary gearbox may be shown as Figure 98 
r,,.,,,,. 
J 8 Planetary 
"'
0
",. ,.,m,,. gearbox 
' I I I : 
: ___ ~:: l ~: 
' ' B 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
·---- _, 
n, 
1 Worm/wheel 
combmat10n 
Figure 98 - Gearbox model 
Therefore, the torque at the output of the gearbox, r., may be written m terms of the 
motor torque as given in equatiOn (G-1) 
(G-1) 
where n, is the speed ratio of the planetary gearbox and 1), represents the efficiency 
Stmilarly the speed of the output shaft may be wntten as equatwn (G-2) 
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(G-2) 
where e_M 1s the speed of the motor shaft, e is the speed of the JOmt, and n, is the 
speed ratio of the worm-wheel gearbox defined by equatiOn. 
Therefore 1t is possible to write 
n =-''-~ ratany 
SubstitutiOn of equations (G-2), and (G-4) mto (G-1), yields 
(G-3) 
(G-4) 
(G-5) 
The electrical model of an armature controlled DC motor may be written as equation 
(G-6) [108) 
(G-6) 
In equation (G-6), k,, k,, R., L., and v" are the torque constant, back EMF ( electro-
motive force) constant, armature resistance, armature mductance, and input voltage 
In terms of the output shaft veloc1ty, equatiOn (G-6) may also be written as 
T = k (v" -k,n,n,sB) 
nwlrll" 1 R+LS 
. . 
(G-7) 
Therefore, assummg that the armature mductance IS neghg1ble, equatwn (G-5) can be 
written as 
(G-8) 
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Appendix H Publications 
This appendix includes the two papers that had been pubhshed pnor to the submissiOn 
of this thesis 
H.J. Control of an Actively Constrained Robotic Joint for 
Passive Deployment Applications 
Reedman. A. V. C., and Bouazza-Marouf, K., Control of an Actively Constramed 
Robotic Jomt for Passive Deployment ApplicatiOns, Proceedmgs of the Iznstlfutwn of 
Mechamcal Engzneers, Part K Journal of Mu/If-body Dynamzcs, 215, 2001, pp187-
197. 
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Control of an actively constrained robotic joint for 
passive deployment applications 
A V C Reedman and K Bouazza-Marouf* 
Wolfson School of Mechamcal and Manufactunng Engmeenng, Loughborough Umvers1ty, Leicestershire, UK 
Abstract: The design and control of an actJvely constramed revolute JOint with backlash cancellatJon 
for passiVely deployed devices IS presented m this paper The dove mechamsm consists of two motor-
dnven worms coupled to a smgle worm wheel A mathematical model of the sy,tem IS used m order to 
develop a backlash cancellatiOn strategy and computed-torque motiOn control algonthm Expenmental 
results show that the positiOn of the JOIOt can be successfully controlled to track a traJectory generated 
from a user-mput force command Signal while cancellmg backlash at the gear mterface 
Keywords: backlash cancellatiOn, computed-torque control, robotiCS 
NOTATION 
C,, Cp, Ce 
Fu 
F,,Fp 
VIscous fnct10n coefficient of the 
cc-worm system, the P-worm system and 
the worm-wheel system respectJvely 
eqmvalent VIscous fnctmn coefficient of 
the cc-worm system, the P-worm system 
and the worm-wheel system 
respectively 
reactiOn force at the mterface between 
the cc-worm and the worm wheel and 
between the P-worm and the worm 
wheel respectively 
Coulomb fnctwn force between the 
cc-worm and the worm wheel and 
between the P-worm and the worm 
wheel respectively 
apphed user-mput force 
eqmvalent force generated by the torque 
from the motors 
1,, lp, le mert1a of the cc-worm and the motor, of 
the P-worm and the motor and of the 
worm wheel, shaft and robot arm 
respectJvely 
M,, Mp. Me eqmvalent mass of 1,, Jp and le 
respectively 
The MS was rece1ved on 13 June 2001 and was accepted after revmon 
for publtcatwn on 24 September 2001 
*Co"espondmg author Wolfson School of Mechamcal and Manu-
facturmg Engmeenng, Loughborough Umvewty, Loughborough, 
Leicestershire L£11 3TU, UK 
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X, y, Z 
radms of contact of the et-worm With the 
worm wheel, of the P-worm With the 
worm wheel and of the et- and P-worms 
respectively 
equivalent lmear displacement of the 
et-worm, P-worm and worm wheel 
respectively 
lead angle of the cc- and P-worms 
fnctmn constant 
lmk position 
deSJred hnk positiOn 
coefficient of dynamic fnctJOn of the et-
and P-worms 
coefficient of statiC fnctJOn of the et- and 
P-worms 
torque generated by the dnvmg motors 
eqmvalent torque generated by the 
apphed user-mput force 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Development of robotic devices that mteract closely with 
humans has been of particular mterest to the surgical 
mdustry for the last 20 years In an attempt to Improve the 
accuracy and repeatab1hty of surgical procedures, robotic 
tool-positiomng and tool-gmdmg devices have been 
mtroduced mto the operating theatre 
Most of the robotic device' that are currently used to 
rud surgeons m performmg operatiOnal tasks have been 
based on modified mdustnal mampulators The best 
known of these modified robots IS ROBODOC [1, 2] 
ROBODOC was designed for machmmg a cav!ly m bone 
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to recetve a prosthe!Jc component dunng cementless total 
htp replacement. The surgeon oversees the operatiOn but 
has no control over the mol!on other than the abthty to 
stop and start the robot usmg a control pendant Although 
these large mdustnal systems are htghly accurate, they 
have typtcally been designed to meet the reqUirements of 
htgh-speed and htgh-torque apphcatwns The mtroduc-
twn of a large, powerful robot mto an environment such 
as the opera!Jng theatre casts doubt on the safety of the 
patient, surgeon and other operatmg room staff [3] It IS 
for thts reason that the makers of ROBODOC, and other 
stmtlar devtces such as the master-slave robot Da Vmct 
[4], have been reqmred to Implement many layers of 
software and hardware safety systems m order to ensure 
that unauthonzed motwn cannot be made It seems that 
more attenl!on has been focused on hnutmg rather than 
ehmmatmg the abthty to do harm 
Custom-built robol!c devtces, such as ACROBOT 
(acttve constramt ROBOT) [5] and PADyC (passtve arm 
wtth dynarmc constramts) [6], have been a more attrac-
tive alternal!ve to the larger and more expensive mdus-
tnal systems ACROBOT IS a four-degree-of-freedom 
(4-DOF) mampulator destgned to help the surgeon 
perform total knee replacement surgery The surgeon 
controls the motwns of the mampulator by applymg a 
force to the control handle m order to dnve the JOints of 
the robot All of the JOmts are backdnveable, and a d c. 
motor at each JOint controls the rests!Ive force that the 
surgeon feels usmg a force control strategy The work-
space of the robot IS actively constramed to confine the 
end-effector to remam wtthm a preplanned safe workmg 
regwn However, while the ACROBOT system reqmres 
phystcal mput from the surgeon m order to move the 
manipulator, the force-controlled servomotors m each 
JOint are still powerful enough to provtde motion agamst 
the user Thts agam ratses many tssues regardmg surgeon 
and patient safety Another proposed robot assistant 
devtce IS PADyC, a robot mcapable of motwn of tts own 
At every JOint there extst• a pan of overrunnmg clutches, 
each runnmg on a separate motor dnven hub By 
controlling the speed of each motor, one clutch hmtts 
the maxtmum allowable speed m the clockwise dtrectton 
whtle the second clutch restncts speed m the anticlock-
wise dtrectwn It was demonstrated that P ADyC could be 
used to confine the motion of the surgeon wtthm a 
predefined work area and, to a hnuted extent, follow a 
predefined path. Wtth 20 N of force apphed on the control 
handle, the 2-DOF prototype of PADyC exhtbtted up to 
20 mm of error at the tool ttp wtth hnk lengths of 0 25 m 
[7] The error was attnbuted to JOint ftextbthty and 
backlash m the clutch mechanism Errors of thts magm-
tude cannot be tolerated m most surgtcal apphcatwns 
In thts paper, a robot JOint architecture destgned to 
cancel backlash IS presented A conceptual overview of 
the mechamsm IS gtven for a system that has been 
destgned to be mherently fatl safe, non-backdnveable, 
and smtable for use m apphca!Ions where dtrect control 
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of the end-effector (surgtcal tool) by a human IS reqmred. 
A mathematical model of the mechamsm ts then 
presented and used to develop a computed-torque control 
algonthm for regulatmg postt!On. A bnef descnption of 
the expenmental set-up and control system architecture IS 
also mcluded Stmulatwn and expenmental results of the 
mechantsm and control algonthm are gtven, followed by 
concludmg remarks 
2 CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 
In gear system destgn, a small amount of backlash ts 
reqmred m order to allow for thermal expanswn, 
lubncatwn and lower fnctwnallosses wtthm a dnvetram 
[8] In many robottc applications, even mmute amounts 
of backlash can cause errors m posttion that are not 
acceptable m demandmg applications such as surgery 
For example, tf a smgle hnk of a robot arm exhtbtts 
±0 0087 rad (or ±0 5°) of backlash, there wtll be an error 
of ±3 5 mm at the end of a 0 4 m hnk In order to reduce 
the backlash to an acceptable level, gear tram housmgs 
must be manufactured to htgh engmeenng tolerances. 
Thts IS expenstve m terms of both the machmery reqmred 
and the time taken for manufacture Another solutwn 
would be to use antibacklash gears, readtly avatlable 
from many gear manufacturers. However, these anti-
backlash gears are spnng-loaded systems and still allow 
relative motion between mput and output shafts under 
certam loadmg condtttons The proposed system, pre-
sented m thts paper, ts a robotic JOint destgned to cancel 
backlash 
The JOint, shown schematically m Ftg I, consists of 
Robothnk 
Apphed 
user·mput 
~"t., 
Wonnwheel 
Fig. I Dual-worm dnve JOIDt 
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two worms, each dnven by a low-power d c servomotor 
The two worms follow a worm wheel that IS fixed to the 
robot lmk The user provides a force on the end-effector 
and mot10n IS allowed by controllmg the two worms 
Simultaneously The non-backdnveab11ity of the worm 
mecharusm means that, no matter how much force the 
operator applies, motiOn 1s not allowed unlit both motors 
are controlled to move m the same drrect10n 
The parallel nature of th1s overactuated JOmt structure 
makes th1s aclive system safer than modified mdustnal 
robots If there were a frulure, both motors would have to 
dnve m the srune d1reclion for any molion to occur 
However, 1f th1s frulure occurs, acceleratiOn of the JOmts 
will be very small owmg to the mert1a of the links and 
low power of the motors, g1vmg the operator plenty of 
lime to react, 1 e to release the deadman handle The 
dual-worm mechamsm also has the ability to elmunate 
backlash usmg a control strategy that IS discussed below 
The control of the JOmt must be robust agamst the non-
linear effects of mertJa and fnclional forces at the worm/ 
wheel mterface 
3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Analysis of the dual-worm mechamsm Idenlifies four 
separate cases of contact between the two worms and the 
worm wheel The first of these four cases (case I), shown 
m F1g 2a, represents the worm wheel m contact With the 
leadmg edges of the thread of both the rx- and P-worms In 
th1s conditiOn the two worms cancel backlash Figure 2b 
shows the second case (case Il) where the worm wheel Is 
m contact w1th the trailing edge of the thread of the 
a-worm and the leadmg edge of the thread of the P-worm 
Tlus situalion IS highly undesirable m terms of posit10nal 
accuracy, as backlash IS not cancelled The third case 
(case III), Illustrated m Fig 2c, shows the trrulmg edges 
of the thread of the two worms m contact With the worm 
wheel Backlash 1s cancelled in this conditiOn Fmally, m 
Fig. 2d (case IV), the leadmg edge of the thread of the 
a-worm and the trailmg edge of the thread of the P-worm 
are shown m contact w1th the wheel Similar to case Il, 
backlash IS not cancelled m th1s cond11ion Therefore, 
backlash IS elimmated If either case I or case III IS 
contmuously mamtamed In order to Simplify the model, 
a control strategy IS chosen that will mruntrun the con-
ditions reqmred for case I only 
Unwmdmg the thread of the three gears allows the 
mechamsm to be modelled as a system of three wedges 
slidmg agamst each other A free-body d~agrrun for case I 
IS shown m Fig 3, where the upper wedge represents the 
a-worm, the nuddle wedge represents the worm wheel 
and the bottom wedge represents the P-worm Usmg Fig 
-J·-~· a-wonn · "' ' ~ JLwonn a-wonn "' ' " P-wonn Case I P Case 11 
(a) (b) 
F, 
=:> 
~··: o .~~S, o .~ ~·~~~·~~ 
a-worm Case 1~1 ' ~-worm a-wonn · Case 1"y " p-wonn 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 2 Dual-worm JOint modes of contact 
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F1g. 3 Free-body dtagram of the worm dnve JOtnt case I 
3, 1t 1s poss1ble to wnte the dynallllc equations of each 
wedge as equations (l) to (3) respectively The fnctwn 
forces, F sa and F sp. between the two worms and the 
wheel are modelled usmg an exponential stlck-sltp 
fnctwn model [9, 10] g1ven m equatiOns (4) and (5) 
respectively In order to s1mpltfy the model, 1t IS assumed 
that ne1ther the <%-worm nor the {3-worm loses contact 
w1th the worm wheel, 1 e FNa oF 0 and FNp oF 0 
+Fspsmy 
Mpy + Cpy = Fp + FNpsmy- Fspcosy 
Fsa = (Jlda + (Jl,.- Jlda)elxl/("o'y))sgn(x)FNa 
Fsp = (Jldp + (Jl,p- Jldp)eiYI/(,oo•y) )sgn(y)FNp 
Substitution of (1), (3), (4) and (5) mto (2) y1elds 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
M +c 
_ F F. -M.x- C.x Fp-Mpy- Cpy 
oz oz-u+ ' + 
"'• Ap 
(6) 
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where 
A. = sm Y + (Jlda + (Jl, - Jld.)elxlil"0 ''))sgn(x) cosy 
cosY- (Jlda + (Jl,. - Jlda)elxi/1"0 'Y))sgn(x) sm y' 
sm y - (Jldp + (Jl,p - Jldp )elrl/1"0 ' Y) )sgn(y) cosy Ap=--~~~~~~~=-~~~~ 
cosy + (Jldp + (Jl,p - Jldp)elrlii"0 'Y)) sgn(y) sm y 
Convertmg from the unwound threads to the rotational 
system by replacmg F., Fp, Fu, M •• Mp. Me. c., Cp. Ce, z, 
x and y m equation (6) With <ma/r., <mp/rp, <u/re, la/?.. 
lp/?p. le/~. Cr./?.. Crp/?p. Cro/~. Oro, Ore/tan y and 
IJreftan y respectively yields 
(7) 
where 
For s1mulat10n purposes, 1t IS necessary to ensure that 
there IS no mot1on unt1l the motor torque of either the 
<%-worm or the {3-worm exceeds the static fnctlon forces 
F1gure 4a shows how the fnct1on forces act on the three 
wedges dunng motiOn of the wheel m the anticlockwiSe 
direction, and F1g 4b shows the onentatwn of the forces 
dunng motion of the wheel m the clockwiSe d1rection 
From Fig 4 1t IS poss1ble to express the eqmltbnum 
cond1t1ons m the anticlockwiSe d1rect1on [equatiOn (8)] 
and clockwise d1rect1on [equation (9)] In F1g 4, JlsaFNa 
and JlspFNp are substttuted for Fsa and Fsp respectively: 
F (
cos y + Jlsa sm y) (cosy - Jlsp sm y) Fu+ " +Fp =0 
sm y- Jlsa cosy sm y+Jlsp cosy 
(8) 
F F (
cos y- Jlsa sm y) (cosy+ Jlsp sm y) _ 
u+ a +Fp -0 
sm y+ Jlsa cosy sm y- Jlsp cosy 
(9) 
Usmg equatwn (8) for the system of unwound threads, 
motwn of the wheel m the ant1clockw1se d1rect10n will 
occur 1f the cond1t1on g1ven by equatwn (!0) IS sattsfied 
Equatwn (ll) g1ves th1s cond1t1on for the actual 
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~==F:J -=:fr 
F,. F 
No 
FNJI 
~ 
(a) a-unwmdmg (b) [1-unwmdmg 
Fig. 4 Free-body diagram of static cond!tJOns 
rotatiOnal system 
F.< -Fu -F (
sm y -l's. cosy) (sm y -l's. cosy) 
cosy+Jls. sm y P cosy+l'so sm y 
X <0 (
cos y -l'sp sm y) 
sm y+Jlsp cosy 
and Fp <0 
(10) 
Tmo < _Tu (sm y-Jlso cosy)_ Tmp (sm y-Jlso cosy) 
r, re cosy+ Jls. sm y rp cosy+ l'so sm y 
X (COSY-JlspSmy) < O 
sm y+Jlsp cosy and Tmp < 0 
( 11) 
Similarly, usmg equal!on (9) for the system of unwound 
threads, clockwise rotatiOn of the wheel will be allowed 1f 
the conditiOn given by equatiOn (12) IS sallsfied EquatiOn 
(13) gives the same conditiOn m terms of the actual 
rotallonal system 
(
sm y - Jlsp cos y) (sm y - Jlsp cos y) Fp > -Fu -F, 
cosy+ Jlspsmy cosy+ Jlspsmy 
(
cos y - l'so sm y) 0 
x smy+Jls,cosy > and F, >0 
(12) 
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Tmp > _ Tu (sm y -Jlsp cosy)_ Tmo (sm y -Jlsp cosy) 
rp re cosy+Jlspsmy r, cosy+Jlspsmy 
x (cos Y-l'so sm y) > 0 
sm y+Jls. cosy 
and 
4 CONTROL DEVELOPMENT 
(13) 
The mm of the control algonthm IS to make the manipu-
lator track a demed pos•llon command wlule cancellmg 
backlash at the worm mterface In order to ensure 
surgeon and pal!ent safety, the JOmt and control method 
must not exh1b1t 
(a) any motiOn agamst the user, 
(b) any mol!on Without drrect control from the user or 
(c) any backlash at the wonn/wheel mterface 
To th1s end, effecl!ve control of the dual-worm mech-
amsm requrres two algonthms In the clockwise directiOn 
(1 e Tu> 0) the motor command voltage for the a-worm 
IS set to a constant value and the /3-motor torque, Tmp. 1s 
controlled to unwmd the /3-worm to track the traJectory 
In tlus condii!on the /3-worm leads and the a-worm IS 
u'ed to follow the mollon of the worm wheel without 
applymg unnecessary fnctwnal forces to the system. 
Control of motiOn m th1s manner shall be termed 
P-unwmdmg control However, m the anticlockwise 
d1rect10n (1 e. Tu< 0) the /3-worm motor command 
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voltage is set to a constant value and Tma IS used to control 
the unwmdmg of the IX-worm to track the traJectory. This 
IS termed IX-unwmdmg control In this mstance, the IX-
worm leads and the {J-worm follows Tins dual-control 
strategy IS shown to work well 
For the purpose of this prelnrunary work, the desired 
velocity IS proportiOnal to the user-mput torque. That IS 
(14) 
where Ku could be chosen as a functwn of position m 
order to restnct motiOn For a manipulator with more than 
one DOF, tlus veloclly-lnrutmg algonthm would be used 
to constrain the user to remam along/witlun a predefined 
path/regiOn w1thm the robot workspace. 
4.1 a-Unwinding control 
The IX-unwmdmg control law regulates the unwmdmg of 
the IX-worm to follow a time-varymg traJectory. The error 
between the desired position and the actual position of the 
system IS defined as 
{15) 
From equatiOns (7) and (15) It IS possible to denve the 
trackmg error dyna!lllcs given by equation (16): 
(16) 
Usmg feedback lmeanzatmn, Tma can be chosen to 
cancel the dyn=c effects of fnctwn and the merual 
forces; Tma IS obtamed as given m equation (17), where 
Ll., Lt p. Cr and J rare the estimates of .1., .1 p. Cy and lr 
respectively 
(17) 
In equation (17) the control u. IS chosen to dnve the error 
to zero and rmp IS the measured P-motor torque 
Convergence of the error to zero IS aclueved usmg a 
proportional+ mtegral + denvative (PID) control law 
u. = K,.e + Kpae + K., I e dt (18) 
It IS Important to note that, If the components of equatiOn 
(17) are not known exactly, the system parameter 
estimates are erroneous, and without the mtegral term 
m equation (18) there may be a non-zero steady state 
error 
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4.2 /3-Unwinding control 
A computed-torque controller for unwmdmg the {J-worm 
can be found m a SI!llllar fashion to that de•cnbed m 
SectiOn 4 L EquatiOn (7) can be used to denve the 
{J-motor torque as given m equatiOn (19) 
(19) 
However, m th1s case the control up IS chosen to dnve 
the error to zero and Tma IS the measured IX-motor torque 
Convergence of the error IS aclueved usmg the PID 
controller 
up = K,pe + Kppe + K,p I e dt (20) 
5 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
Figure 5 shows the dual-worm dnven JOmt mechamsm 
The JOmt IS controlled usmg a Pentmm 233 MHz personal 
computer runmng the QNX 4 25 real-time operatmg 
system A schematic dwgram of the control system IS 
shown m F1g 6 
The control algonthm reqmres measurements of 
motor torque, user-mput force, and position The user-
mput force IS measured usmg four stram gauges, m a 
Wheatstone bndge configuratiOn, mounted on a specially 
designed sectiOn of the hnk. The 3 27 W geared d c 
motors are capable of producmg 0 4 Nm of torque at the 
output of the gearbox. Closed-loop regulatiOn of the 
motor output torque IS accomplished by measunng the 
armature current and Implementing a digital propor-
tiOnal + mtegral (PI) controller All analogue signals are 
measured and generated usmg 12 b1t analogue-to-digital 
converters and 12 bit digital-to-analogue converters The 
hnk rotatiOn IS recorded usmg an encoder and appropnate 
electromcs to generate 20000 counts per revolutiOn, 
glVlng a resolution of 0 0003142 rad/count (or 0 018°/ 
count) The encoder positiOn IS read as a 24 b1t number 
from an HCTL-1100 motion control mterface The 
frequency of the control loop IS set at 600Hz, and lmk 
rotational velocity measurement IS obtamed m software 
by usmg a backward difference algonthm 
6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the model, given by equation (7), and the controllers 
of equations (17) and (19), the estimated values of the 
system parameters are given m Table I The values of 
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Fig. 5 Wonn driven joint 
Personal Computer 
QNX RTOS 
1/0 Interface Card 
1/0 Interface Card 
Power 
Amplifier 
Current 
Measurement 
Strain Gauges 
User·lnpul 
Force 
Fig. 6 Schematic overview of the control system 
inertia were calculated from the joint geometry. The 
worm and worm wheel dimensions were assumed to be 
the pitch centre diameter of the respective gears, while 
t11e fri ction coeffic ients were determined experimentally. 
It should be noted that there will be variations in the 
coefficients of friction owing to temperature and wear. 
Table 1 System parameters 
KOI601 I?> IMcchE 2001 
lnenia (kg m2) 
Viscous damping (N m s/n1d) 
Gear geometry (m) 
Static fri c tion 
Dynamic friction 
Friction constant 
Wonn lead angle (rad) 
Wonn wheel 
Jo = 0.062833 
Cro = 0.005 
ro = 0.025 
oc-Wonn 
l a.= 0.002855 
Cra.= 0.001 
r"' = 0.0065 
Jls~ = 0. 12 
Jld2 = 0. 10 
&= 0.001 
}' = 0.05236 
P-Wonn 
Jp = 0.002855 
Crp = O.OO I 
rp = 0.0065 
Jls{l = 0. 16 
Jldp= 0. 14 
&= 0.00 1 
)'= 0.05236 
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F1g. 7 Dual-worm JOint stmulatl.on results 
These vanatwns may affect the ImplementatiOn of tins 
system m a mulu-DOF robot Therefore, the robot control 
system should be calibrated to update the estimates of the 
fnctJon coefficients penodJcally, or whenever trackmg 
performance IS degraded This could be done auto-
matJcally 
6.1 Simulation results 
In order to test the performance of the control strategy 
and algonthms, a simulatiOn of the model, g1ven by 
equation (7), was developed usmg SIMULINK Para-
meters were set accordmg to Table I, and It was assumed 
that the control algonthms had exact knowledge of these 
parameters Figure 7 shows the results obtamed from the 
s1mulatwn The user mput that was apphed to the system 
IS given by equatiOn (21) and IS shown m F1g 7b Figure 
7a shows the demed positiOn generated from the speed 
demand, where tJ d IS given by equation (14) With Ku = 
0 01 Sufficient traclang performance was achieved usmg 
the gams given m Table 2 The graph of positiOn error 
given m Fig 7c highlights this Figures 7d and e show the 
apphed a-motor and /i-motor torque used to track the 
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demed traJectory. 
ru = 2 5 x sgn[sm(O 5t)]{tJmh[3cos(t)]- I} (21) 
6.2 Experimental results 
The expenmental results for a JOint with a smgle worm 
are compared with those of the dual-worm mechamsm to 
11Justrate backlash cancellatiOn In both expenments the 
traJectory IS generated by manually applymg a force to a 
control handle attached to the robot hnk The velocity 
demand IS generated on the basis of equatiOn ( 14), where 
K0 = 0 01 The demed velocity IS then digitally m le-
grated and d1fferentJated to g1ve the desued posJtion and 
demed acceleratiOn respectively. Figure 8 presents the 
Control dtrectJOn 
rx-Unwmdmg 
fJ-Unwmdmg 
Table 2 Stmulatwn gams 
Proportional 
K.,. = 5000 
K,p = 5000 
Integral 
Kaa = 1000 
Kap= 1000 
Denvatlve 
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Fig. 8 Smgle-worm JOint expenmental results 
results for the smgle-worm mechamsm F1gure Sa shows 
the pos1t1ou demand generated from the user-mput force 
of F1g, Sb Ftgure Se d1splays the lime h1story of the error 
dunng the movement, and F1g Sd Illustrates the motor 
torque used to dnve the et-worm It can be seen from F1g 
Se that the change m d1rection of the user-mput force 
cau'e' large errors m the order of ±0 01 rad (or ±0 57'). 
These errors are attnbuted to the backlash between the 
worm and worm wheel present m the smgle-worm 
system F1gure 9 presents the expenmental results of a 
samlar motion to that of the s1mulauon (see Ftg 7) w1th 
the dual-worm mechamsm Ftgure 9a •bows the demed 
and actual pos1t10ns of the JOint The torque generated by 
the user-mput force 1s shown m F1g 9b, and the pOSitiOn 
error IS dlustrated m F1g 9c It should be noted that the 
graphs of actual and demed pos1t1ons m F1g 9a are 
md1s11ngmshable because the error (shown m F1g 9c) IS 
very small F1gures 9d and e aJso show the motor output 
torque for the et- and P-motors respectively. It IS poss1ble 
to see from F1g 9c that the backlash m the mechamsm 
has been cancelled and the overall error has been reduced 
to less than ±0 0015 rad (or ±0 OS6°) 
Tests have aJso been earned out to determme how the 
tool-lip pos1l!on IS affected by an external mput from the 
user when the JOint IS statwnary It has been poss1ble to 
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measure two d1fferent sources of error flex1b1hty of the 
lmk and shaft and also end-float of the worm owmg to 
hm1ted preloadmg of the worm angular contact beanngs 
Table 3 shows the deflectiOn of the tool lip owmg to the 
two lands of error for user-mput forces of 10 and 20 N 
apphed at the tool t1p. Th1s error was measured at the 
extremity of the hnk, a d1stance 0 4 m from the centre of 
rotatiOn Although th1s smgle DOF robot does exh1b1t 
some tlex1b1hty, 0 4 mm of error per 10 N of user-mput 
force IS not considered excess1ve when compared w1th 
s1mtlar dev1ces However, mcreasmg the stiffness of the 
system could further reduce the hnk and shaft tlex1b1hty 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
In th1s paper a revolute JOmt that prov1des mherent safety 
features and cancels backlash has been presented The 
non-backdnveable dual-worm mechamsm IS much safer 
than backdnveable systems m that no motor torque IS 
reqmred to keep the mampulator statwnary for most 
forms of user-mput force However, h1gh-frequency user 
mput (1 e. shalang of the end-effector) can cause the 
worms to unwmd, allowmg the mechamsm to exh1b1t 
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Note The desired and actual postiJon graphs (Fig 9a) are 
tnchstmgtushable because the error (FJg 9c) IS very small 
F1g. 9 Dual-worm JOtnt expenmental results 
backlash For thts reason, when the JOmt ts statwnary, 
each motor apphes a small amount of torque to keep the 
system backlash free 
SUitable control laws for regulatmg posttton have been 
denved on the basis of a mathemallcal model of the 
system. These computed-torque control algonthms have 
been shown to gtve good results whtle traclang a 
traJectory generated from the measured user-mput torque 
The control algonthm has been effecttve m cancellmg 
backlash and compensallng for the non-hnear effects of 
fnctwn generated at the mterface of the two worms and 
worm wheel The mechamcal system can also be 
produced usmg baste manufactunng technologtes and at 
a low cost when compared wtth mdustnal robotic 
systems 
Table 3 Static error measurements 
Deflection from zero (mm) 
Apphed Due to end-float m Due to hnk/shaft 
force (N) Total wonns ftexJbthty 
10 0 36 0 16 020 
20 074 0 32 042 
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Composite adaptive control of a robotic joint for 
passive deployment applications 
A V C Reedman and K Bouazza-Marouf* 
Wolfson School of Mechamcal and Manufactunng Engmeenng, Loughborough UmversJty, Leicestershire, UK 
Abstract: A composJte adaptJve control scheme for the control of an actJvely constramed revolute 
JOmt With backlash cancellatiOn Js presented m th1s paper. The dnve mechamsm consists of two 
motor-dnven worms coupled to a smgle worm wheel The mathema!Jcal model and control strateg~es 
are reVIewed This JS followed by the denvatwn of the composite adaptJve controllers S1mulauon 
and expenmental results show that the composite adaptive control scheme g~ves an eqmvalent per-
formance to a computed-torque algonthm Without comprorrusmg the mechamsm's ability to cancel 
backlash 
Keywords: backlash cancellatJOn,~~ontrol, robotics 
NOTATION 
c,. VIScous fnct10n coefficient of the a worm 
system 
Cfll VISCOUS fnct10n COefficient of the ~ Worm 
system 
C,.. VIScous fnctwn coefficient of the 
c. 
c. 
wonn-wheei system JBlM:' tro claR~ BFFSF 
total system v1scous fnctwn With respect 
to the a and ~ motor torque 
eqmvalent VIscous fnct10n coefficient of 
the a worm system 
eqmvalent v1scous fnction coefficient of 
the ~ worm system 
equivalent VIScous fnction coeffiCJent of 
the worm-wheel system 
JOmt trackmg error 
total system mer!Ja With respect to the a 
and ~ motor torque 
mertia of the a worm and motor 
mert1a of the ~ worm and motor 
mertta of the worm-wheel, shaft and 
robot arm 
controller gams for a and ~ unwmdmg 
eqmvalent mass of J a 
Eqmvalent mass of J~ 
eqmvalent mass of J0 
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r 
y 
z 
adaptive update law gam matrix for a 
and ~ unwmdmg 
filtered trackmg error 
radms of contact of the a worm w1th the 
worm-wheel 
radms of contact of the ~ worm w1th the 
worm-wheel 
radms of contact of the worm-wheel With 
a and~ worms 
regresston matrix for a and ~ unwmding 
control of the rotatiOnal system 
filtered regressiOn matnx 
eqmvalent lmear displacement of the 
a worm 
eqmvalent hnear d1splacement of the 
~worm 
regression matnx for a and ~ unwmdmg 
control of the filtered trackmg error 
system 
eqmvalent hnear displacement of the 
worm-wheel 
lead angle of the a and ~ worms 
fnct1on constant 
hnk pos1t1on 
demed hnk pos1tton 
coefficient of dynamic fnctwn of a and 
~worms 
coeffic1ent of stattc fnct10n of a and 
~worms 
filtered a and ~ motor torque 
torque generated by dnvmg a and 
~motors 
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equivalent torque generated by apphed 
user-mput force 
vector of system parameters 
vector of system parameter estimates 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Demand for robollc devices that mteract closely wllh 
humans IS mcreasmg For surgical mterventwn, robollc 
devices have been mtroduced mto the operatmg theatre 
to help the surgeon perform surgical procedures with a 
higher degree of accuracy and rehab1hty However, many 
of the robotic devices currently m use are based on modi-
fied industnal mampulators and have typiCally been 
designed for high-speed, high-torque applicatiOns The 
mtroductwn of a large, powerful robot mto an enVIron-
ment such as the operatmg theatre casts doubt on the 
safety of the patient, surgeon and other operatmg room 
staff [1) 
To this end, research in the field of robot-assiSted 
surgery has mcreasmgly been directed at makmg the 
surgeon physically mteract With custom-built robotic 
devices By graspmg a control handle the user IS required 
to apply a force to the mampulator m order to make It 
move These deVIces have been classtfied as either passiVe 
or active A passive device IS one that cannot provide a 
force/torque to the hnks of the robot that would cause 
motiOn The classiC example of a passive device IS 
PADyC [2) At every JOIDt PADyC has a pa1r of over-
runmng clutches, each runmng on a separate motor-
dnven hub By controlling the speed of each motor one 
clutch hm1ts the maximum allowable speed m the clock-
WISe dJrectlon while the second clutch restncts speed m 
the anticlockwiSe directiOn It was demonstrated that 
PADyC could be used to confine the motiOn of the sur-
geon w1thm a predefined work area and, to a ilfllited 
extent, follow a predefined path_ With 20 N of force 
applied on the control handle, the two-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) prototype of PADyC exhibited up to 
20 mm of error at the tool tip with hnk lengths of 0 25 m 
The error was attnbuted to JOmt flexibility and backlash 
m the clutch mechamsm Errors of thiS magmtude 
cannot be tolerated m most surgical apphcatwns 
Another pasSive deVIce, the 3-DOF CO BOT (collabor-
ative robot) developed at Northwestern UmverSity 
(llhn01s), uses a contmuously variable transmiSsiOn 
(CVT) for eachJomt [3) Each CVT consiSts of a sphere, 
a pa1r of separate dnve rollers coupled to output shafts 
and two steenng wheels that control the relahve veloc-
Ihes of the dnve shafts By coupling these CVTs to a 
common dnve umt the robot IS kmemat1cally con-
stramed to follow the desired path, 1 e forCing motiOn 
of one Jomt causes motiOn of the end-effector along the 
path However, as the CVT rehes on a hm1ted amount 
of fnctwn between the dnve rollers and the sphere to 
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mamtam posllwn, the user can overpower the CVT, 
forcmg It to devmte from the path 
Active deviCes, on the other hand, use motors directly 
coupled to the JOmts to provide a motive force 
ACROB()T, developed at Impenal College (London), IS 
a 4-DOF mampulator deSigned to help the surgeon per-
form total knee replacement surgery [4) The surgeon 
controls the motiOn of the mampulator by applymg a 
force to the control handle that IS attached to the end-
effector The motonzed JOmts are controlled to allow 
motwn m the d1rectwn reqmred by the surgeon All of 
the JOints are backdnveable and a d c motor at each 
JOint controls the reSIStive force that the surgeon feels 
usmg a force control strategy The workspace of the 
robot IS acllvely constramed to confine the end-effector 
w1thm a pre-planned safe workmg reg~on However, 
while the ACROB~ system reqmres physical mput 
from the surgeon m order to move the mampulator, the 
force-controlled servomotors m each JOint are still 
powerful enough to proVIde mollon agamst the user 
ThiS agam raiSes many Issues regardmg surgeon and 
patient safety Although pasSive devices potentially have 
s1gmficant advantages over acllve mechamsms m terms 
of safety, thus far the poSitional accuracy of such devices 
while trackmg a predefined path/trajectory has been 
absent 
In a previous paper, an actively constramed, revolute 
robollc JOint was presented for use m applicatiOns where 
direct interaction wllh humans IS reqmred [ 5) The non-
backdriveable dual-worm mechamsm was shown to be 
capable of cancellmg the effects of backlash A math-
emallcal model of the mechamsm was presented and was 
used to develop a computed-torque control algonthm 
for trackmg a deSired path The algonthm guarantees 
exact trackmg when the robot parameters are known 
exactly However, non-linear robot parameters (mclud-
mg fncuonal and mertial terms) are notonously difficult 
to estimate In th1s paper, a composite adapllve control 
scheme is presented that IS used to esllmate system par-
ameters such as merlla, dampmg coefficients and fnct1on 
coefficients A reVIew of the concept of the dual-worm 
robot JOint mechamsm IS given, followed by a statement 
of the mathemallcal model of the gear system The strat-
egy for control of the mechamsm IS presented along with 
a diScussion on the selectiOn of an appropnate adapllve 
control scheme S1mulatwn and expenmental results are 
presented showmg a companson between the perform-
ance of the computed torque and composite adapllve 
controllers 
2 CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 
In gear system design, a small amount of backlash IS 
reqmred m order to allow for thermal expanswn, iubn-
catwn and lower fnctwnal losses w1thm a dnve tram 
[6] In many robotic apphcatwns, even mmute amounts 
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Robot hnk 
Applied 
user-mput 
F2::1 
'· 
~ 
·- \_ ·~ 
Worm wheel 
F1g. 1 Dual-worm dove JOmt 
of backlash can cause errors m pos1t10n that are not 
acceptable For example, tf a smgle hnk of a robot arm 
exhtb1ts ± 0 0087 rad (or ± 0 5°) of blacklash there w1ll 
be an error of ±3 5 mm at the end of a 0 4 m lmk 
The proposed system 1s a robotic jomt des1gned to 
cancel backlash The jomt, shown schemat1cally m 
F1g I, consists of two worms each dnven by a low-power 
d c servomotor The two worrns follow a worrn-wheel 
that 1s fixed to the robot hnk The user provtdes a 
force on the end-effector and mot10n IS allowed by con-
trollmg the two worms Simultaneously The non-
backdnveab~lty of the worm mechamsm means that no 
matter how much force the operator apphes, motion IS 
not allowed unttl both motors are controlled to move m 
the same d1rect10n 
The parallel nature of th1s overactuated JOmt structure 
makes thts act1ve system safer than modified 1ndustnal 
robots If there was a failure, both motors would have 
to dnve m the same dtrect1on for any motiOn to occur 
However, 1f th1s fa1lure occurs, acceleratiOn of the JOmts 
would be very small, due to the mert1a of the Imks and 
low power of the motors, giVIng the operator plenty of 
ttme to react, 1 e to release the dead-man's handle The 
dual-worm mechamsm also has the abihty to ehmmate 
backlash usmg a control strategy which IS d1scussed 
below. The proposed control of the JOint IS robust 
against the non-hnear effects of inertta and fnct10nal 
forces at the worm/wheel mterface 
3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The mathematical model of the dual-worm dnven 
mechanism ts g1ven by )81 
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(I) 
where 
.SI=n~y~+~[P~·~'~+~(p~·~,_-~P~·~'~)=e~·"l•"'l~~··=m~r~l]~s~gn~(87)~c~o_s~y L1 =-
" cosy- [.u., + (p,,- P•~) e- 1911("'"'1] sgn(8) sm y 
sm y- [Pd' + (p,, -p.,) e·l•li("mrl] sgn(O) cosy 
cosy+ [.u., + (p,, -p.~) e·l•l/("'"'1] sgn(8) sm y 
The fnct1on forces between the two worms and the wheel 
are modelled usmg an exponential st1ck-shp fnct1on 
model [7] 
4 CONTROLSTRATEGY 
The a1m of the control algonthm ts to make the mampu-
lator track a desired pos1t1on command wh1le cancelhng 
backlash at the worm mterface In order to ensure sur-
geon and patient safety lH!4-jomt and control method 
must not exh1b1t J t:-k 
(a) any mot1on agamst the user, 
(b) any mot10n Without d1rect control from the user or 
(c) any backlash at the worm/wheel mterface 
To th1s end, effecttve control of the dual-worm mechan-
ism requires two algonthms In the clockwtse d1rect10n 
(1 e when the eqmvalent torque generated by the user-
input force, '• > 0) the motor command voltage for the 
a worm IS set to a constant value and the J3 motor torque, 
•m,, IS controlled to unwind the J3 worrn to track the 
traJectory In th1s cond1!Jon the J3 worm leads and the 
a worm IS used to follow the motiOn of the worm-wheel 
Without applymg unnecessary fnctwnal forces to the 
system Control of motiOn in thiS manner Will be termed 
J3 unwtndmg control However, m the antJclockwtse 
d1rect10n (1 e '· < 0) the J3 worm motor command volt-
age IS set to a constant value and rma IS used to control 
the unwmdmg of the a worm to track the traJectory 
Th1s IS termed a unwmdmg control In th1s mstance, the 
a worm leads and the J3 worm follows Th1s dual-control 
strategy w1th the proposed control algonthm IS shown 
to work well 
The veloc1ty command IS generated from the user-
mput force m the followmg way 
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11• = J:. mu sgn(r,) [ 
le. mox sgn(r,) 
where Bd,max' 'l'u,mm and l'u max are positiVe constants 
chosen to give a smooth motiOn from the mechamsm 
The veloc!ly-hmll!ng algonthm of equatiOn (2), shown 
graphically m F1g 2, IS different from that used m 
Reedman and Bouazza-Marouf [5] This strategy has 
been employed to ensure sufficient smoothness of the 
deSired pos!lwn, velOCity and acceleratiOn command 
signals 
Cra1g et a/ [8] presented an adapl!ve control scheme 
for the control of robol!c systems that ensures conver-
gence of the parameter error to zero under certam con-
ditiOns on the deSired trajectory, known as persistency 
of excitatiOn The control method that has been pro-
posed here mvolves sw1tchmg between two controllers 
one controller for controlling motwn m the posJl!ve 
dnection and another for the negative directiOn 
Subsequently, 1t IS not possible to generate a persistently 
exc1tmg trajectory for each controller The control 
method of Cra1g et a/ also reqmres inversiOn of the 
mampulator inertia matnx and measurement of acceler-
atiOn Although the parameter resettmg techmque used 
m reference [8] ensures the existence of the mverse of 
the mertia matriX, the poor acceleratiOn measurement 
(denved by tWice d1fferenl!atmg the position with respect 
to l!me) IS also undesirable 
Due to the reqmrement of acceleration measurement 
and the mab1hty to generate a pemstently exciting trajec-
tory of the proposed control strategy, a control method 
that rehes on a less restncl!ve condil!on than persistency 
of excitatiOn, known as the mfimte mtegral conditiOn, IS 
used. Slotine and L1 [9] proposed a composite adaptive 
controller that extracts mformatwn from both the track-
mg error and a pred1ctwn error m the filtered joint 
torque Th1s method consists of filtenng the jomt torque, 
makmg an estimate of this filtered quanl!ty, des1gnmg a 
controller to track the desrred trajectory and finally sel-
Desued Jomt 
velocity 'I' 
-r ..... 
_ _..L ____________ -e,_ 
Fig. 2 User defined velocity demand 
User~mput 
torque 
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(2) 
ectmg a parameter update rule that ensures convergence 
of both the trackmg and parameter errors to zero This 
torque filtenng method also removes the need for accel-
eratiOn measurements and mverswn of the mampulator 
mertla matnx 
5 COMPOSITE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 
In the development of the composite adapl!ve controller, 
the error between the demed posll!on and the actual 
positiOn of the hnk IS defined by 
(3) 
and the quantity r, known as the filtered trackmg error, 
IS defined by 
r=e+A.e (4) 
Both a unwmdmg and ~ unwmdmg control strategies 
are developed below, followed by a stab1hty analysiS of 
the controllers. 
5.1 a unwinding control 
The equatiOn of motiOn for the system of gears, given 
m equatiOn (I), can be used to solve for the a motor 
torque, <ma• by multiplying both Sides by LJarafr,, I e 
(5) 
where 
The assumptiOn IS made that the transitiOn between 
static and dynamic fnct10n IS very fast (because of the 
!ism y term m both LJa and LJ~). hence, once motiOn has 
started LJa and LJ~ are constant Under this assumptiOn, 
it IS possible to wnte <ma as a hnear combmatwn of 
constant unknown parameters, <Pa, and known func-
l!ons, wa Therefore, equatiOn (5) can be wntten as 
where 
Wa = [e (J r, 
<Pa = [JTa Cra 
r~] 
(6) 
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Equatton ( 6) can also be wntten as 
(7) 
where 
and 
J (I Lf.r. Lf.r. Ka=- Ta +Cra0-ru---rml3--
r0 Lf~r~ 
Equation (5) has now been separated m a way that 
allows the acceleratiOn term, 0, to be filtered out By 
filtenng both Sides of equatiOn (7) It IS possible to wnte 
the filtered torque equatiOn given by 
'~"ra = /*<ma =/*ha+ J*ga (8) 
where f IS the Impulse response of the lmear stable, 
strictly proper filter, and • IS used to denote the convol-
ution operatiOn By the property of convolutiOn, It IS 
also possible to wnte 
f*h. = L /(1- v)h.(v) dv (9) 
and mtegratmg by parts yields 
J*h. = -J"h. + /(0) h.-I h.(O) (10) 
Substitution of equatiOn ( 10) m to equatiOn (8) and 
notmg that JTa IS constant and the filter and veloCity are 
mibahzed to /(0) = c and 0(0) = 0 respectively yields 
0fa = - /*(JTa(i) + cJTa(J 
( (I 
Lf.~ Lf.~) + f* Cra -ru---Tmj3--
ro Lf~r~ 
= Wraq,a 
where 
w,. = [ -j•e + ce j•(i !*•. l*•m~l 
(11) 
w,. IS referred to as the filtered regression matrix and 
4>. IS the same as m equatiOn (6). Assummg that '~"ma• 
rm~· '• and e are measurable, i e that the filtered 
regression matnx is known, It IS possible to define the 
estimate of the filtered a motor torque, f,., based on the 
estimate of the unknown parameters, <P., such that 
( 12) 
The error m the estimate of the filtered torque is defined 
as 
(13) 
In order to design a controller for the system, consider 
the Lyapunov-hke functiOn given by 
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(14) 
and ItS time denvatJve 
(15) 
where r = e + J.e IS the filtered trackmg error, e = 8d- 8 
IS the trackmg error, <P. = Pa- <P. IS the error m the 
parameter estimates and P. IS the time-varymg sym-
metnc matnx Makmg the followmg observatiOn 
JTar=JTa(B.+J.e)-JTae (16) 
and replacmg for JT.tJ from equatiOn (5) yields 
(I L1ara Llara JTar=JTa(Bd +J.e) + CTa -'l"ma -<.---'~"m~-;,--
re LAf3'f3 
(17) 
which can be wntten as 
(18) 
where Y.= [(B.+.I.e) (I '• ·~I and selectmg the con-
trol mput, 't"mcu as 
equatwn (15) may be wntten as 
r, 2 - T p -1 4 yt 1 - T • -1 -Ya= -K •• r +4'0 ( a ll'a+ ar)+:zll'aPa ll'a 
(19) 
(20) 
The least-squares adaptive update law proposed by L1 
and Slotme [10], given by the followmg equations, IS 
used here· 
tiJa = 4»a- ,Pa = -PaY~r-Pa W~ica 
P; 1 =W/aWra 
(21) 
(22) 
Usmg equatiOn (21) and replacmg for fra from equations 
(12) and ( 13) and notmg that 4>. IS a vector of constant 
parameters yields 
cPa = Pa Y!r + Pa Wla(rra- WratPa) 
Usmg the matriX Identity given by 
dA- 1 dA 
--=-A- 1 -A- 1 
dt dt 
(23) 
(24) 
equatiOn (22) may be wntten more conveniently as 
1\ = -Pa W~WraPa 
Therefore, It follows that 
hm Amu{PaJ =0 
and 
hm Am,.{P,;- 1} = 00 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
where "=•{A} and Am_.{A} represent the m1mmum and 
max1mum e1genva!ues of the matnx A Equatwn (27) IS 
referred to as the infimte mtegral conditiOn. SubstitutiOn 
of the parameter update law and least-squares estimator, 
giVen by equatwns (22) and (23) respectively, mto 
equatiOn (20) leads to 
(28) 
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5.2 ~ unwinding control 
Si milarly, for ~ unwinding control, equation ( I ) can be 
used to solve for the~ motor tOrque by multiplying both 
sides by Llflrfl/r6 , as given by 
.. . Ll6rfl Llllrll 
Lmfl = }Tile+ CTile- Tu-- - lmo -- = Wllcpfl 
'e Llaro 
(29) 
where 
w ll = [0 e ru !mal 
[ 
- Llflrfl !Pil = }Tfl CT6 
re 
Following the method outlined above, the control input, 
rmll> can be selected as 
!mfl = Y 11 ci>fl + Kv~~ r (30) 
The least-squares adaptive upda te law is given by 
cPil = -J>fl = - P11 Yi r - P11 W~fl'fl 
cPfl = P11 Yi r+ P6W~(rl'fl-Wfll ci>11) (3 1) 
(32) 
and the time derivative of the Lyapu nov function is given 
. by 
(33) 
5.3 Stability analysis 
The Lyapunov functions for a and ~ unwinding may be 
written as 
(34) 
where the subscript i should be replaced by a for a 
unwinding or p for p unwinding. Simila rl y, the time 
deriva tive of the Lyapu nov function, given by equation 
(34), can also be expressed as 
(35) 
By showing that the second derivative of the 
Lyapu nov function is bounded, so proving that V; is 
uniforml y continuous, Barbalat's lemma can be invoked 
to show that the tracking error, r, and parameter error, 
4>;, both converge to zero. Barbalat's lemma states that 
if x(r) is a uniform ly continuous, real function and 
lim,_ cox(t)=k <oo, then lim,_co.~(t)=O (11] . Firstly, 
V; is obtained by differentiating equation (35) to give 
·· . " T T .:. -TWT W. A. ( 6) Vf = - 2Kv;rr - ifJ; Wn Wr;<P;- ifJ; r; r; -v; 3 
Therefore, in order to prove tha t ~ is bounded and V; 
is uniformly continu_o us, it is necessary and sufficient to 
prove tbat r, f , ci>;, cP;, Wr; and Wr; are bounded. ~is at 
least negative semi-definite, implying that V;~ V;(O) and 
r and ci>; are bounded. Subsequently, from the definition 
of r in equation (4), e and e are also bounded. 
Considering Y; as defined in equation ( 18), i.e. Y; = 
[8d + A.e e •u rmrJ, where i' should be replaced by ~ for 
a unwinding and a for ~ unwinding, and assuming that 
the inputs, "u· •mr, ed, (Jd and ed , are bounded, then e, 
iJ and Y; must also be bounded. Substi tu tion of the 
control law ( I 9) or (30) into equation ( 18) leads to 
(37) 
Noting that lT; > 0, then f and ij are also bounded. 
Subsequently, from equation (5) or (29) and from the 
assumption that ifJ; is bounded, rm;, W 1 and ci>, are 
bounded. From the definition of the filter, [, it can be 
seen that -r,0 , Wr; and Wr; are also bounded. Finally, to 
prove that ~ is bounded the parameter update law of 
equation (23) or (3 1) may be written as 
(38) 
Fig. 3 Wonn driven joint 
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F1g 5 Companson of trackmg errors dunng the stmulatJOn of the three user-mput torque commands 
7 
From equatrons (22) or (23), P, 1s bounded by P,(O) 
smce P, 1s negatrve semt-defimte From equatwns ( 12) 
and (13) and the fact that the filter,/, ha_s a stable trans-
fer functiOn, 1t can be seen that <P, is bounded 
Apphcat10n of Barbalat's lemma yields 
Smce the relat10nsh1p between r and e, g1ven m equa-
tron ( 4 ), may also be wntten in terms of the stnctly 
proper, asymptotrcally stable transfer functton, H(s), 
such that 
hm V,=O (39) 
·-~ 
and 
hm r=O 
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(40) 
e(s) = H(s)r(s) (41) 
1t can be concluded that 
hm r = 0 =<> hm e = 0 (42) 
It 1s also poss1ble to define the type of stab1hty for the 
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F1g 6 StmulatiOn parameter est1mates wtth user-mput 1 
parameter error Smce V. IS bounded by V,(O), If the 
1nfimte mtegral condition given in equation (27) holds, 
It must be concluded that the parameter error tends to 
zero, i e hm,_ ~ iP, = 0 The mfimte mtegral condition IS 
less restrictive than the persistency of excrtahon con-
dition discussed above, owmg to the fact that as long as 
there is mput to the system and that the system IS capable 
of motiOn It IS easy to prove that equation (27) holds 
true A persistently exc1tmg trajectory/mput, on the other 
hand, IS not always easy to denve or generate m most 
robotic applications 
6 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
Figure 3 shows the dual-worm dnven JOint mechamsm 
The jomt IS controlled usmg a Pentmm 233 MHz 
personal computer runnmg the QNX 4 25 real-lime 
operatmg system [12] A schematic diagram of the 
control system IS shown m Fig 4 
The control algonthm reqmres measurements of 
motor torque, user-mput force and positiOn The user-
mput force IS measured usmg four stram gauges, m a 
Wheatstone bndge configuration, mounted on a 
specially designed sectiOn of the hnk Closed-loop regu-
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lation of the motor output torque IS accomplished by 
measuring the armature current and Implementing a 
digital PI (proportiOnal + mtegral) controller All 
analogue Signals are measured and generated usmg 
12-bit analogue-to-digital converters and 12-blt digital-
to-analogue converters The hnk rotatiOn IS recorded 
usmg an encoder and appropnate e!ectromcs to generate 
20 000 counts per revolution, giVIng a resolutiOn of 
0 0003142 rad/count (or 0 018°/count) The encoder 
position IS read as a 24-bit number from an HCfL-1100 
mohon control mterface The frequency of the control 
loop IS set at 600Hz and hnk rotational velocity 
measurement IS obtamed m software by usmg a 
backward difference algonthm 
7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 Simulation results 
The mathemahcal model of the dual worm-dnven JOint 
was simulated usmg SIMULINK. The parameters of the 
model were set accordmg to Table I and the control par-
ameters set as follows trackmg error filter gam .<=50 
and controller gams Kva = Kv~ = 20 The dynamic effects 
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Fig. 7 Stmulation parameter estimates With user-mput 2 
of the a and ~ motors are cancelled usmg a high-gain 
PI torque control feedback loop, assuming that motor 
output IS measured without error During the simulatiOn 
the ~ motor IS set to follow the worm with constant 
torque under a unwmdmg controL Similarly, dunng ~ 
unwmdmg the a motor IS also set to follow the worm-
wheel constant torque The matnces P. and P ~ were 
chosen to giVe well-damped parameter estimates, and the 
parameter estimates themselves, 4>. and !Pp, were 
Imtiahzed With arbitrary values accordmg to 
•• (0)-P., •• {f ·r l Il 
.. (O)~[l] ~(O)~mJ 
(43) 
Torque filtenng was performed usmg the hnear filter 
given by the first-order transfer function of equation 
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(44) The same filter was used m both the a-unwmdmg 
and ~-unwmdmg controllers 
I 
f(s)= s+ I (44) 
Three user-mput torque commands, 'ruh 'ru2 and ruJ, 
giVen by the followmg equatiOns respectively, were 
apphed to the model 
'•• = 5 tanh[cos( 4t)- 0 76152] sgn[sm(t/2)] 
'•' = 8 tanh[cos( 4t)- 0 76152] sgn[sm(t/2)] 
'•' = 8[cos(4t) +I 5] sm(t/2) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
The demed veloetty for the system IS calculated using 
equatiOn (2) With 0•.=• = 0 I radls, ,._-,... = 10 N m and 
"•·=• = I N m W1th the system parameters g1ven by 
Table I, the actual parameter vectors <P. and <P~ can be 
calculated for 1 er"' o, as g1ven by 
[
0 162] 0223 
<P -<P-
.- p- 0017 
0 387 
(48) 
Figure 5 shows the position error recorded dunng the 
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Table I Simulation model parameters 
Wonn-wheel a and fl worm 
InertJa J8 = 0 25 kg m2 
V1scous dampmg 
Gear geometry 
StatiC fnctJOn 
DynamiC fnctJon 
FnctJon constant 
Worm lead angle 
C19 = 0 005 N m s!rad 
r8 =0025m 
J. ~ J0 ~ 0 003698 kg m' 
Cro = Cfll = 0 005 N m slrad 
ra=rp=00065m 
p. ... =p.4 =0 14 
P.da=J.ldr,=Ol2 
, ~o 001 
r~005236rad 
s1mulatwns for each user-mput The vanous rates at 
wh1ch the magmtude of the trackmg error converges to 
zero can be clearly seen F1gures 6, 7 and 8 show the 
parameter estimates of the s1mulated system w1th the 
user-mputs defined by equatwns ( 45), ( 46) and ( 47) 
respectively The expected values of the parameters are 
shown by dotted hnes F1gure 6 dlustrates that for the 
first user-input command [gtven by equatiOn ( 45)] the 
estlmated parameters do not converge on the expected 
values g1ven by equatwn ( 48) However, w1th the two 
user-mput commands g1ven by equatwns ( 46) and ( 47), 
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the parameter error converges to zero The mput given 
by equatiOn ( 46) y1elds slower convergence of the par-
ameter estimates to the true values than the mput of 
equatwn ( 47), as shown m F1gs 7 and 8 respectively 
It should be noted that the magmtude of the user-
mput force affects the convergence of the parameters 
The problem anses from the chOice of e, m equatiOn (2) 
W1th the user-mput defined by equatwn ( 45) the desued 
velocity functiOn never saturates, I e 8, < e, mu Thus 
the dependence of e, on '• IS very strong and as mputs 
they appear to be very s1mtlar Under these cond1t1ons 
the compoSite adapttve controller cannot extract enough 
mformatwn from these mputs to determme the correct 
parameter estimates However, the parameter estimates 
and trackmg error remam bounded at all t1mes 
The user-mputs g1ven by equatiOns (45) and (46) 
d1ffer only in magmtude Th1s d1fference s1gmficantly 
changes the appearance of Oo With respect to <u m the 
reg10n where 1•.1 > <u,mu The compoSite adaptive con-
troller ts able to extract more mformatwn about the 
system w1th the user-mputs defined by equatwns ( 46) 
and ( 47) These effects must be taken mto account 
dunng expenmental work 
b) Dampmg Coeffictent Estimates 
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F1g. 8 Simulation parameter esttmates wtth user·mput 3 
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7.2 Experimental results and discussiOn 
The expenmental results of the computed-torque con-
troller are compared to the results obtamed from the 
compos1te adaphve controller In both expenments the 
apphed user-mput force generates a command veloc1ty 
based on equatlOn (2), where e. mu= 0 05 rad/s, 
<u.mu = 10 N m, '• nun= IN m The demed velocrty is 
then d1g1tally integrated and dlfferen!lated to g1ve the 
demed pos!hon and demed accelerat10n respec!lvely 
The matnces P • and Pp and the vectors .P. and .Pp were 
1mt1ahzed as m equat10n ( 43) and the controller gams 
set as follows trackmg error filter gam,! =50 and con-
troller gams Kva = Kvp = 35 The torque filter that was 
used m the expenments for both a unwmdmg and (3 
unwmdmg control is g~ven by the first-order transfer 
funct10n of 
10 
f(s) = s+ 10 (49) 
The filter of equat10n ( 49) used m these expenments 
d1ffers from the filter used m the sunulat10n tests [given 
m equat10n ( 44 )) because 1t has been tuned to minuruze 
" 
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the effects of quant1zat10n and sensor nmse that are not 
modelled m the S1mulat10n 
In a s1m1lar manner to the simulat10n tests, three user-
mput torque commands were manually apphed to the 
JOmt mechamsm, as shown by F1g 9 F1gures 9a, b and 
c show the user-mput commands Similar to those g~ven 
m equat10ns (45), (46) and (47) respec!lvely F1gure 10 
shows the demed and actual pos1t10n, denved from the 
mtegrat10n of equatiOn (2), for the three user-mput 
torque commands. The graphs of demed and actual 
pos1t10ns m each are md1stmgmshable because the error 
1s very small 
The system pos1t10n error usmg the compos1te adapt-
ive and computed-torque controllers 1s shown m F1g !I 
The error has been shown usmg a small scale, compared 
to F1g I 0, to enlarge the graph. Although 1t has not been 
poss1ble to generate exactly the same trajectory, F1g 11 
shows a companson between the compos1te adap!lve 
control scheme developed m th1s paper and the 
computed-torque method developed prev10usly [ 5) 
F1gure !la shows the performance of the computed-
torque controller compared to that of the compos1te 
adapt1ve controller (w1th the user-mput command of 
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Fig.I3 Expenmental parameter estJmates wtth user-m put 2 
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Fig 14 Expenmental parameter estimates With user-mput 3 
Ftg 9a) Smularly, Ftgs 11 band c illustrate the compan-
son for the user-mputs g1ven by F1gs 9b and c respect-
Ively Computed-torque control was performed wtth 
user-mputs stmilar to those gtven m F1g. 9 The torque 
command could not be reproduced accurately owmg to 
the input bemg applied manually For clanty, the com-
puted-torque controller error IS shown offset by 
0 005 rad. It can be seen that m the cases of Ftgs 11 b 
and c there is not a stgmficant d11ference m the perform-
ance of the composite adapt1ve controller compared to 
that of the computed-torque method 
The parameter estimates correspondmg to the results 
of the user-mput of F1gs 9a, b and c are gtven m Ftgs 
12, 13 and 14 respectively Unhke the SimulatiOn, the 
parameter errors converge on dtfferent values to those 
calculated m equatiOn ( 48) and shown by a dotted !me 
m each figure In the case of the low-magmtude user-
mput (Ftg 12) the parameters are slow to reach a con-
stant estimate However, for the two larger magmtude 
user-mput commands, F1gs 13 and 14, the parameter 
errors are shown to reach steady state more rapidly 
The Simulation and expenmental results are d11ferent 
It has not been the atm of th1s work to fully Simulate 
the whole system accurately, mcludmg the d1gttal 
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mterface, but s1mply to use the stmulatwn to develop 
the control strategy, wh1ch ts then Implemented practi-
cally For example, the fnctwn cannot be modelled pre-
ctsely and the S1mulat1on model does not include 
flex1bthty m the JOmt mechamsm and assumes perfect 
measurement of motor torque and speed Desptte these 
1ssues the compos1te adaptive controller IS shown to 
work well and ts robust agamst both modelhng and 
measurement errors 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
Both stmulatlon and expenmental results have shown 
that a compos1te adaptive control scheme can be used 
to track a demed path_ It has been shown that the depen-
dence of the demed veloc1ty on the user-mput force and 
error m the model has a detnmental effect on the conver-
gence of the trackmg and parameter errors to zero The 
compos1te adaptive control method has been shown to 
g1ve a performance eqmvalent to the computed-torque 
algonthm [5] under certam cond1t1ons on the user-mput 
torque command It has been shown ex penmen tally that 
1f the demed veloctty and user-m put are not sufficiently 
106701 0 IMechE 2002 
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mdependent of each other, the composite adaptive con-
troller does not perform as well as the computed-torque 
algonthm However, m both the SimulatiOn and exper-
Imental results, the trackmg and parameter errors rem am 
bounded under these conditiOns The dual-worm mech-
amsm IS still able to cancel backlash usmg the composite 
adaptive control scheme 
Unhke the composite adaptive controller, the ab1hty 
of the computed-torque control algonthm to track a 
path rehes on fixed estimates of the JOint parameters 
Therefore, degradatiOn of the computed-torque control-
ler's performance due to wear of the gears or changes m 
load can be expected This would reqmre penod1c 
re-tunmg of the algonthm m order to ensure satisfactory 
performance, which can be a time consummg process 
The composite adaptive control scheme has been shown 
to be robust m the face of large modelling and measure-
ment errors, and as such can be used to compensate for 
changes m system parameters Due to the nature of the 
proposed apphcatwn, It may not be prudent to allow 
the controller to adjust parameters dunng operation 
The composite adaptive controller should be used to 
tram the manipulator off-hne as part of a calibration 
procedure before It IS used Care must be taken to ensure 
that the user-input command consistently saturates the 
demed veloCity functiOn dunng this trammg penod. 
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